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๏ The LHC is a great discovery machine when you know what to search 
for 

๏ Otherwise, you have to confront the limitations of the LHC big-
data problem 

๏ Since the SM was established, we followed an established 
discovery path. We had an easier life, but we have lost the 
capability of being surprised by data 

๏ What we do is great, but we should (re)learn to look at data in a 
different way: observational particle physics, like astrophysics 
do 

๏ Deep learning will be a crucial ingredient to this. And Run 3 is 
the right time. 

This talk in a nutshell
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The ultimate discovery machine?



๏ The LHC was mainly built to discover the Higgs boson 

๏ ATLAS & CMS were designed to cover the meaningful mass range 
for a particle that was fully characterized

LHC as a discovery machine
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And clearly it worked
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๏ At the LHC, you need a 
signal hypothesis 

๏ To design a trigger 

๏ To optimize your cuts 

๏ To compute the test 
statistics 

๏ To interpret the 
results 

๏ so far so good…

Searches for something…
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๏ What do you do when 
you don’t know what to 
search for? 

๏ Any cut could be a 
signal killer 

๏ You need to look at 
as many signatures 
as possible 

๏ You can only look 
for some deviation 
from an expected 
distribution 

๏ How do you know that 
the “right events” are 
there to start with?

Searches for anything…
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may contain additional objects. An event is assigned to all inclusive event classes that
can be constructed from the selected objects. For example, events containing two muons
and any number of additional objects would be classified into the 2µ + X inclusive event
class.

3. Jet-inclusive event classes are defined as inclusive classes but restrict additional allowed
objects to jets. High jet multiplicities are not expected to be accurately described in the
simulation, and thus all exclusive classes with five or more jets are instead assigned to
the X + 5jets + Njets class, which includes events with at least five jets and is inclusive in
terms of the number of additional jets that might be present.

There is no explicit limit placed on the number of objects, and, consequently, on the number
of event classes, except for the case of jets, where it is set to five. Events with greater than five
jets can still enter the inclusive and jet-inclusive event classes. The construction of event classes
from the physics object content of the final state, using the example of an event containing
1e + 2µ + 1jet, is illustrated in Fig. 1.

1e+2μ+Njets 1e+2μ+1jet+Njets

1e+2μ+1jet

Exclusive
event class

1e
2μ
1jet

Jet-inclusive
event class

1μ+X

1μ+1jet+X

2μ+X

1e+2μ+1jet+X1e+2μ+X

1e+1μ+X

1e+1jet+X

1e+X

Inclusive
event class

1e+1μ+1jet+X 2μ+1jet+X

Figure 1: Illustrative example of classification of a single event (red square) containing one
electron, two muons, and one jet. This event will contribute to precisely one exclusive (green),
and several inclusive (blue) and jet-inclusive (orange) event classes.

All exclusive event classes are statistically independent of each other and can be regarded as
uncorrelated (counting) experiments. This is not the case for the inclusive event classes, where a
single event will generally end up in more than one event class. The resulting direct correlations
are included while performing the statistical analysis, with the exception of correlations in the
statistical uncertainties in the simulated events, which are assumed to be negligible. In the
presence of a possible signal, it is a priori unknown how the same events populate different
inclusive and jet-inclusive event classes, and therefore further interpretation of the results of
the statistical analysis would need to include the possible consequences of such an effect.

5.2 Kinematic distributions of interest

Although signs of new physics can become visible in the distributions of many different kine-
matic variables, three are chosen for this analysis that seem especially promising in terms of
sensitivity to phenomena at high pT predicted by a large number of BSM scenarios. This choice
also prevents the analysis from being overly complex, as might result from the addition of more
kinematic distributions. The three chosen kinematic distributions are:

1. ST: The pT sum of all the physics objects that are considered for that event class, defined
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5.3 Scan for deviations: region of interest scan

A statistical analysis is performed to identify deviations between data and the SM prediction
by initially comparing the event yields in the event classes, followed by a complete scan of the
kinematic distributions in the different event classes, referred to as the region of interest (RoI)
scan. The procedure is described in two parts below, beginning with a discussion of the p-value
definition that is used to quantify any observed deviation, followed by the description of the
construction of the regions within which the algorithm searches for deviations.

The measure for deviations is a p-value that describes the agreement between simulation and
data using a hybrid Bayesian-frequentist approach, where the statistical fluctuations are as-
sumed to follow a Poisson distribution, and nuisance parameters are modelled using a Gaus-
sian prior function. Both excesses and deficits are taken into account. The p-value pdata is
defined as:

pdata =
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where Ndata is the number of observed events, NSM is the number of expected events from
SM simulation, and sSM denotes the uncertainty in NSM, combining the statistical uncertainty
arising from the number of generated MC events and systematic uncertainties. The probability
distribution is summed up from i = Ndata to infinity for the case of an excess in observed data
compared with the expectation, and from i = 0 to Ndata for the case of a deficit in observed data
compared with the expectation. The Gaussian distribution is truncated at zero and normalised
to unity with a factor C.

A region is defined as any contiguous combination of bins. Since several regions can contain the
same bins, they are not disjunct, and a distribution with Nbins bins will result in Nbins(Nbins +
1)/2 connected regions. All bins in question are then successively combined into regions by
adding up their individual contributions, and a p-value is calculated. The smallest p-value
(p

data
min ) defines the RoI. This process is illustrated in Fig. 2. This procedure, referred to as the

RoI algorithm, is performed for all distributions in all classes.

Region 1

Region n

Calculate 
p-value

Calculate 
p-value

Choose 
region with 

smallest 
p-value

E
ve

nt
s

Kinematic variable

Figure 2: Illustration for the calculation of p-values in different regions and the selection of the
RoI as the region with the smallest p-value.

The minimum number of bins within a region is required to be three for the ST and p
miss
T distri-

butions, since in this case such narrow deviations would be indicative of statistical fluctuations.
Regions with a single bin are allowed for the mass distributions. Regions where statistical accu-
racy is poor due to the limited number of simulated events are removed, effectively considering
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Figure 5: Distribution of p̃-values for the RoI scan in exclusive classes for the invariant mass
(transverse mass for classes with p

miss
T ) with assumed values for the mass of the SSM W0 boson

of 2 (upper), 3 ()lower left), and 4 TeV (lower right). The uncertainty in the distribution of
p̃-values for the signal is obtained from the variations in the pseudo-data performed with the
W0 signal simulation.

as a “sphaleron”. It plays an important role in the EW baryogenesis theory [62], which can
explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe. The CMS experiment has published
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b jets are dominated by tt production. Figures for additional object groups can be found in
Appendix A.
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Figure 8: Data and SM predictions for the most significant exclusive event classes, where the
significance of an event class is calculated in a single aggregated bin. Measured data are shown
as black markers, contributions from SM processes are represented by coloured histograms,
and the shaded region represents the uncertainty in the SM background. The values above the
plot indicate the observed p-value for each event class.

8.3 Results of the RoI scans

Some typical examples of kinematic distributions are shown. The distributions in Fig. 10
for ST and M belong to the 2µ exclusive event class, and the p

miss
T distribution is from the

2µ + p
miss
T + X inclusive event class. No significant deviations are found with respect to the

SM expectations. The aforementioned distributions illustrate the variable binning depending
on the resolution, and the contributions of the different physics processes. They also show ex-
perimental features arising from a combination of the threshold effects, such as the trigger and
the minimum pT of the selected objects, along with effects related to the underlying physics,
such as the peak associated with the Z boson. In the p

miss
T distribution, a global offset between

data and SM simulation is observed, covered by the uncertainties, which are mostly related
to p

miss
T and dominated by the uncertainties in the jet energy scale and resolution. In general,

the observed differences between data and SM simulation are covered by the systematic uncer-
tainties over the entire kinematic ranges, and the resulting p̃-values for the regions of interest
indicate agreement between the two.

The global overview plots for the M, ST, and p
miss
T RoI scans for the exclusive event classes are

shown in Fig. 11. The corresponding plots for the inclusive and the jet-inclusive classes are
shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. The distributions observed based on the scans of the
data are consistent with the expectations based on simulation within the uncertainty bands.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.02984.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.02984.pdf


Big Data @LHC
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Data from WIRED 2013

๏ The amount of produced data is too much 
to be stored 

๏ 1,000 times the data generated by 
google searches+youtube+facebook back 
in 2013 

๏ Reduced to 5x(google 
searches+youtube+facebook) after 
first filtering 

๏ Can only store 5% of those

(*) Only two big 
experiments (ATLAS 
and CMS), only RAW 
data

High-Level  

Trigger
L1 

trig
ger

1 GB/sec

40 TB/
sec

100 GB/
sec

https://www.wired.com/2013/04/bigdata/


Unsupervised searches & Observational 
Particle Physics



๏ Research under the scientific method 
starts gathering information about nature 

๏ Instead, our baseline is the SM, which 
was formed once these informations were 
gathered 

๏ We are victim of our success: 

๏ Since 1970s, we start always from the 
same point 

๏ We have lost the value of learning from 
data 

๏ Not by chance, we totally endorsed 
blind analysis as the ONLY way to 
search

HEP searches in LHC era
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๏ Rather than specifying a signal hypothesis 
upfront, we could start looking at our data 

๏ Based on what we see (e.g., clustering alike 
objects) we could formulate a signal 
hypothesis 

๏ EXAMPLE: star classification was based on 
observed characteristics 

๏ Afterwords, it was realised that different 
classes correspond to different temperatures

Learning from Data
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๏ Anomaly detection is one kind of data mining technique 

๏ One defines a metric of “typicality” to rank data samples 

๏ Based on this ranking, one can identify less typical events, tagging 
them as anomalies 

๏ By studying anomalies, one can make hypotheses on new physics mechanisms

Learning from Anomalies
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๏ In the 1984 the UA1 
experiment reported an 
excess of events with large 
missing transverse energy 

๏ Before than, events with 
this signatures were 
extensively discussed with 
theorists (see “” for a 
first hand account of this) 

๏ The community was looking 
for explanations (which 
eventually was provided by a 
combination of calorimeter 
cracks and tau decays)

Back to 1984
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๏ In the article, one sees the 
seeds of modern large-scale data 
analysis techniques  

๏ But the paper is more about 
single events, event displays, 
etc. and not just significance, 
limits, p-value and 
interpretation 

๏ Data, and not their statistical 
interpretation, was central 

๏ Certainly, we moved away from 
that for good reason (blind 
analysis, etc.) 

๏ On the other hand, aren’t we 
missing something?

Back to 1984
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๏ Our community looked at data for 
decades. It was the standard before 
the new standard (large-scale blind 
statistical analyses) became a thing 

๏ I am not saying we should go back 
(Discoveries have to be based on 
reasonable statistical procedures) 

๏ I am saying that we should have a 
pre-analysis step in which we look 
at data to identify reasonable 
signatures.  

๏ Model independent searches are a way 
to do this. But there are other 
ways, in which data are made more 
central 

Looking at data used to be OK
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Autoencoders for anomaly 
detection

CVAE

VAE

µ-SVM

IF

LeNet-5

Fig. 3. Most anomalous samples in the test set for MNIST (top) and
Fashion-MNIST (bottom) datasets and for each AD method and LeNet-5
classifier.

intensities do not look like handwritten digits. Intuitively, we
would expect this dimension to be at least the size of 10 as
the number of classes suggests. But we need to accommodate
larger latent space as each digit can be written in different
style. Similar intuition applies to Fashion-MNIST as this
dataset also has 10 target classes of clothing types but there
is variability inside a class e.g. type of shoe.

Past works on AD with MNIST dataset arbitrarily assigned
one of the classes as anomalous. For instance digit 0 was
considered abnormal while other digits were considered as
inliers. We propose a different, more intuitive setup. Firstly
we can subjectively asses performance of AD algorithms
using test dataset simply by reporting instances regarded as
most anomalous (see Figure 3). Human observer regards the
digits as outliers because of the latent features not captured by
class label describing the original, unconventional handwriting
styles. For instance digit 4 with style resembling digit 9 should
be considered as anomalous. To proxy this behavior we train a
classifier M and label each sample having classification error
higher than threshold t as anomalous. We apply the exact
same procedure for Fashion-MNIST dataset. In our study we
use LeNet-5 [26] model. In summary, each pre-trained AD
algorithm A is evaluated as in Algorithm 1.

In our experimental setup we assign a class label to vector k
while u should accommodate information about other factors
of variation e.g. hand used to write a digit. The problem
of detecting anomalies is analogous to Type B problem. In
this case we would expect µ(DKL) to be higher in cases of
mislabelling or uncommon style.

Throughout the experiments, we use the original train-
test splits with 10000 test samples. For changing classifica-
tion error threshold values t we report Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) Area Under the Curve (AUC) p for
popular AD algorithms and a vanilla VAE, see Figure 4. We
use µ-SVM and IF as baselines, for which we concatenate

Algorithm 1 AD on MNIST and Fashion-MNIST datasets
1: procedure LABEL(Model M , Data Xtrain, Data Xtest)
2: M  Xtrain . Training Classifer
3: s = M(Xtest) . Evaluate Log Loss
4: return s
5: procedure DETECTION(Algo A, Data Xtest)
6: t = 0.01
7: while t < 1 do
8: labels s > t . Get Binary Labels
9: scores A(Xtest) . Get Anomaly Score

10: p AUC(labels, scores) . Get ROC AUC
11: t = t+ 0.01
12: return p

class label to input pixel values for fair comparison. We
notice that for vanilla VAE the DKL is not a useful anomaly
indicator, as we expect the latent information to be mostly
dominated by the class-label value. Changing architecture to
CVAE turns DKL to anomaly indicator, which outperforms
other baseline techniques. The Fashion-MNIST dataset was
designed to be more challenging replacement for MNIST.
We notice observable drop in ROC AUC as the dataset
has more ambiguity between classes. However, compared
to baseline methods the CVAE-based model exceeds their
detection performance.

For generative purposes our setup is insufficient. As shown
in [28] we would need additional adversarial system for such
objective. However, the AD task is in fact simpler as it is not
necessary to generate realistic outputs of the generator. Such
regularization will not help with training set contamination
with outliers. This can give the encoder possibility to store
too much information about the anomalies and harm the
detection performance of the algorithm.

B. Synthetic Problem

The synthetic dataset uses normally distributed (µ = 0,
� = 1), continues and independent latent variables u and k.
Observable x is simply a product of u, k and additional noise
✏ given configuration constraints: xj = fj(~u)·

Pm
i=0 Sjiki+✏,

where j is a feature index for ~x in Rn. A binary matrix S
describes which k is used to compute feature j:

S =

k0 k1 · · · km0

BB@

1

CCA

x0 1 0 · · · 0
x1 1 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

xn 0 0 · · · 1

,

and function f(~u) describes which u enters the product that
defines each feature j: fj(~u) =

Q
o uo. S and f(~u) stay

unchanged across each sample in the dataset but the values
of k and u do change. For simplicity, we ensure that each
j depends only on one k and the dependence is equally
distributed. Finally we can manipulate values of o and m.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.05531.pdf


Autoencoders in a nutshell
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๏ Autoencoders are compression-
decompression algorithms that learn to 
describe a given dataset in terms of 
points in a lower-dimension latent space 

๏ UNSUPERVISED algorithm, used for data 
compression, generation, clustering 
(replacing PCA), etc. 

๏ Used in particular for anomaly 
detection: when applied on events of 
different kind, compression-
decompression tuned on refer sample 
might fail 

๏ One can define anomalous any event whose 
decompressed output is “far” from the 
input, in some metric (e.g., the metric 
of the auto-encoder loss)



๏ Consider a stream of data coming from L1 

๏ Passed L1 because of 1 lepton (e,m) 
with pT>23 GeV 

๏ At HLT, very loose isolation applied 

๏ Sample mainly consists of W, Z, tt & 
QCD (for simplicity, we ignore the 
rest) 

๏ We consider 21 features, typically 
highlighting the difference between 
these SM processes (no specific BSM 
signal in mind)

Proof of concept: ℓ+X @HLT
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overlapping collisions per beam crossing (pileup) to ⇠ 20. These beam conditions loosely correspond
to the LHC operating conditions in 2016.

Events generated by PYTHIA8 are processed with the DELPHES library [21], to emulate detector
efficiency and resolution effects. We take as benchmark detector description the upgraded design of
the CMS detector, foreseen for the High-Luminosity LHC phase [22]. In particular, we use the CMS
HL-LHC detector card distributed with DELPHES. We run the DELPHES particle-flow (PF) algorithm,
which combines the information from different detector components to derive a list of reconstructed
particles, the so-called PF candidates. For each particle, the algorithm returns the measured energy
and flight direction. Each particle is associated to one of three classes: charged particles, photons,
and neutral hadrons.

Events are filtered at generation requiring an electron, muon, or tau lepton with pT > 22 GeV.
Once detector effects are taken into account with DELPHES, events are further selected requiring the
presence of one reconstructed electron or muon with transverse momentum pT > 23 GeV and a
loose isolation requirement ISO < 0.45, where the isolation is computed as:

ISO =

P
p 6=q

pp
T

pq
T

, (1)

and the sum extends over all the photons, charged and neutral hadrons within a cone of size �R =p
�⌘2 +��2 < 0.3 from the lepton.1

The 21 considered HLF quantities are:

• The isolated-lepton transverse momentum p`
T

.
• The three isolation quantities (CHPFISO, NEUPFISO, GAMMAPFISO) for the isolated

lepton, computed with respect to charged particles, neutral hadrons and photons, respectively.
• The lepton charge.
• A boolean flag (ISELE) set to 1 when the trigger lepton is an electron, 0 otherwise.
• ST , i.e. the scalar sum of the pT of all the jets, leptons, and photons in the event with

pT > 30 GeV and |⌘| < 2.6. Jets are clustered from the reconstructed PF candidates, using
the FASTJET [23] implementation of the anti-kT jet algorithm [24], with jet-size parameter
R=0.4.

• The number of jets entering the ST sum (NJ ).
• The invariant mass of the set of jets entering the ST sum (MJ ).
• The number of these jets being identified as originating from a b quark (Nb).
• The missing transverse momentum, decomposed into its parallel (pmiss

T,k ) and orthogonal
(pmiss

T,?) components with respect to the isolated lepton direction. The missing transverse
momentum is defined as the negative sum of the PF-candidate pT vectors:

~p miss
T

= �
X

q

~p q

T
. (2)

• The transverse mass, MT , of the isolated lepton ` and the Emiss
T

system, defined as:

MT =
q
2p`

T
Emiss

T
(1� cos��) , (3)

with �� the azimuth separation between the lepton and ~p miss
T

vector, and Emiss
T

the absolute
value of ~p miss

T
.

• The number of selected muons (Nµ).
• The invariant mass of this set of muons (Mµ).

1As common in collider physics, we use a Cartesian coordinate system with the z axis oriented along the
beam axis, the x axis on the horizontal plane, and the y axis oriented upward. The x and y axes define the
transverse plane, while the z axis identifies the longitudinal direction. The azimuth angle � is computed from
the x axis. The polar angle ✓ is used to compute the pseudorapidity ⌘ = � log(tan(✓/2)). We fix units such
that c = ~ = 1.
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• The total transverse momentum of these muons (pµ
T,TOT

).

• The number of selected electrons (Ne).
• The invariant mass of this set of electrons (Me).
• The total transverse momentum of these electrons (pe

T,TOT
).

• The number of reconstructed charged hadrons.
• The number of reconstructed neutral hadrons.

This list of HLF quantities is not defined having in mind a specific BSM scenario. Instead, it is
conceived to include relevant information to discriminate the various SM processes populating the
single-lepton data stream. On the other hand, it is generic enough to allow (at least in principle) the
identification of a large set of new physics scenarios.

Many SM processes would contribute to the considered single-lepton dataset. For simplicity, we
restrict the list of relevant SM processes to the four with highest production cross section, namely:

• Inclusive W production, with W ! `⌫ (` = e, µ, ⌧ ).
• Inclusive Z production, with Z ! `` (` = e, µ, ⌧ ).
• tt̄ production.
• QCD multijet production.2

These samples are mixed to provide a SM cocktail dataset, which is then used to train autoencoder
models and to tune the threshold requirement that defines what we consider an anomaly. The cocktail
is built scaling down the high-statistics samples (tt̄, W , and Z samples) to the lowest-statistics one
(QCD, whose generation is the most computing-expensive), according to their production cross-
section value (estimated at leading order with PYTHIA) and selection efficiency (shown in Tab. 1).
The equivalent integrated luminosity of the SM cocktail sample corresponds to XXX fb�1.

Table 1: Acceptance and trigger efficiency of SM processes and corresponding values for BSM
benchmark models. The monthly event yield is computed assuming an average integrated luminosity
of 5 fb�1 per month, corresponding to 8 months of data taking and a total integrated luminosity of
⇠ 40 fb�1, as in 2016. For BSM models, we compute the production cross section corresponding to
100 selected events.

Standard Model processes
Process Acceptance Trigger Cross Events Event

efficiency section [nb] fraction /month
W 55.6% 68% 58 59.2% 110M

QCD 0.08% 9.6% 1.6 · 105 33.8% 63M
Z 16% 77% 20 6.7% 12M
tt̄ 37% 49% 0.7 0.3% 0.6M

BSM benchmark processes
Process Acceptance Trigger Total Cross-section

efficiency efficiency 100 events/month
Z 0 31% 29% 9.1% 219 fb
W 0 48% 62% 29.7% 67 fb

LQ ! b⌧ 19% 62% 12.0% 166 fb
a ! 4` 5% 98% 4.6% 436 fb

In addition, we consider the following BSM models to benchmark the anomaly-detection capabilities:

• A leptoquark with mass 80 GeV, decaying to a b quark and a ⌧ lepton.
• A Higgs scalar boson with mass 50 GeV, decaying to two off-shell Z bosons, each forced to

decay to two leptons (for a total of four leptons in the final state).
• A Z 0 with mass 60 GeV, decaying to a pair of opposite-sign same-flavor leptons.

2To speed up the generation process for QCD events, we require
p
ŝ > 100 GeV, the fraction of QCD events

with
p
ŝ < 100 GeV and producing a lepton within acceptance being negligible but computationally expensive.
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• The total transverse momentum of these muons (pµ
T,TOT

).

• The number of selected electrons (Ne).
• The invariant mass of this set of electrons (Me).
• The total transverse momentum of these electrons (pe

T,TOT
).

• The number of reconstructed charged hadrons.
• The number of reconstructed neutral hadrons.

This list of HLF quantities is not defined having in mind a specific BSM scenario. Instead, it is
conceived to include relevant information to discriminate the various SM processes populating the
single-lepton data stream. On the other hand, it is generic enough to allow (at least in principle) the
identification of a large set of new physics scenarios.

Many SM processes would contribute to the considered single-lepton dataset. For simplicity, we
restrict the list of relevant SM processes to the four with highest production cross section, namely:

• Inclusive W production, with W ! `⌫ (` = e, µ, ⌧ ).
• Inclusive Z production, with Z ! `` (` = e, µ, ⌧ ).
• tt̄ production.
• QCD multijet production.2

These samples are mixed to provide a SM cocktail dataset, which is then used to train autoencoder
models and to tune the threshold requirement that defines what we consider an anomaly. The cocktail
is built scaling down the high-statistics samples (tt̄, W , and Z samples) to the lowest-statistics one
(QCD, whose generation is the most computing-expensive), according to their production cross-
section value (estimated at leading order with PYTHIA) and selection efficiency (shown in Tab. 1).
The equivalent integrated luminosity of the SM cocktail sample corresponds to XXX fb�1.

Table 1: Acceptance and trigger efficiency of SM processes and corresponding values for BSM
benchmark models. The monthly event yield is computed assuming an average integrated luminosity
of 5 fb�1 per month, corresponding to 8 months of data taking and a total integrated luminosity of
⇠ 40 fb�1, as in 2016. For BSM models, we compute the production cross section corresponding to
100 selected events.

Standard Model processes
Process Acceptance Trigger Cross Events Event

efficiency section [nb] fraction /month
W 55.6% 68% 58 59.2% 110M

QCD 0.08% 9.6% 1.6 · 105 33.8% 63M
Z 16% 77% 20 6.7% 12M
tt̄ 37% 49% 0.7 0.3% 0.6M

BSM benchmark processes
Process Acceptance Trigger Total Cross-section

efficiency efficiency 100 events/month
Z 0 31% 29% 9.1% 219 fb
W 0 48% 62% 29.7% 67 fb

LQ ! b⌧ 19% 62% 12.0% 166 fb
a ! 4` 5% 98% 4.6% 436 fb

In addition, we consider the following BSM models to benchmark the anomaly-detection capabilities:

• A leptoquark with mass 80 GeV, decaying to a b quark and a ⌧ lepton.
• A Higgs scalar boson with mass 50 GeV, decaying to two off-shell Z bosons, each forced to

decay to two leptons (for a total of four leptons in the final state).
• A Z 0 with mass 60 GeV, decaying to a pair of opposite-sign same-flavor leptons.

2To speed up the generation process for QCD events, we require
p
ŝ > 100 GeV, the fraction of QCD events

with
p
ŝ < 100 GeV and producing a lepton within acceptance being negligible but computationally expensive.
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๏ Consider a stream of data coming from L1 

๏ Passed L1 because of 1 lepton (e,m) 
with pT>23 GeV 

๏ At HLT, very loose isolation applied 

๏ Sample mainly consists of W, Z, tt & 
QCD (for simplicity, we ignore the 
rest) 

๏ We consider 21 features, typically 
highlighting the difference between 
these SM processes (no specific BSM 
signal in mind)

Proof of concept: ℓ+X @HLT
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• The total transverse momentum of these muons (pµ
T,TOT

).

• The number of selected electrons (Ne).
• The invariant mass of this set of electrons (Me).
• The total transverse momentum of these electrons (pe

T,TOT
).

• The number of reconstructed charged hadrons.
• The number of reconstructed neutral hadrons.

This list of HLF quantities is not defined having in mind a specific BSM scenario. Instead, it is
conceived to include relevant information to discriminate the various SM processes populating the
single-lepton data stream. On the other hand, it is generic enough to allow (at least in principle) the
identification of a large set of new physics scenarios.

Many SM processes would contribute to the considered single-lepton dataset. For simplicity, we
restrict the list of relevant SM processes to the four with highest production cross section, namely:

• Inclusive W production, with W ! `⌫ (` = e, µ, ⌧ ).
• Inclusive Z production, with Z ! `` (` = e, µ, ⌧ ).
• tt̄ production.
• QCD multijet production.2

These samples are mixed to provide a SM cocktail dataset, which is then used to train autoencoder
models and to tune the threshold requirement that defines what we consider an anomaly. The cocktail
is built scaling down the high-statistics samples (tt̄, W , and Z samples) to the lowest-statistics one
(QCD, whose generation is the most computing-expensive), according to their production cross-
section value (estimated at leading order with PYTHIA) and selection efficiency (shown in Tab. 1).
The equivalent integrated luminosity of the SM cocktail sample corresponds to XXX fb�1.

Table 1: Acceptance and trigger efficiency of SM processes and corresponding values for BSM
benchmark models. The monthly event yield is computed assuming an average integrated luminosity
of 5 fb�1 per month, corresponding to 8 months of data taking and a total integrated luminosity of
⇠ 40 fb�1, as in 2016. For BSM models, we compute the production cross section corresponding to
100 selected events.

Standard Model processes
Process Acceptance Trigger Cross Events Event

efficiency section [nb] fraction /month
W 55.6% 68% 58 59.2% 110M

QCD 0.08% 9.6% 1.6 · 105 33.8% 63M
Z 16% 77% 20 6.7% 12M
tt̄ 37% 49% 0.7 0.3% 0.6M

BSM benchmark processes
Process Acceptance Trigger Total Cross-section

efficiency efficiency 100 events/month
Z 0 31% 29% 9.1% 219 fb
W 0 48% 62% 29.7% 67 fb

LQ ! b⌧ 19% 62% 12.0% 166 fb
a ! 4` 5% 98% 4.6% 436 fb

In addition, we consider the following BSM models to benchmark the anomaly-detection capabilities:

• A leptoquark with mass 80 GeV, decaying to a b quark and a ⌧ lepton.
• A Higgs scalar boson with mass 50 GeV, decaying to two off-shell Z bosons, each forced to

decay to two leptons (for a total of four leptons in the final state).
• A Z 0 with mass 60 GeV, decaying to a pair of opposite-sign same-flavor leptons.

2To speed up the generation process for QCD events, we require
p
ŝ > 100 GeV, the fraction of QCD events

with
p
ŝ < 100 GeV and producing a lepton within acceptance being negligible but computationally expensive.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the HLF quantities for the four considered SM processes. Black, red, blue
and gree represent respectively W, QCD, Z and tt̄. CAN WE PLOT THESE 3x7, so that we take
one page but we make them bigger? We can add the legend with keynote on top, or some such.

• A W 0 with mass 70 GeV, decaying to a lepton and a neutrino.

For each model, we consider any direct production mechanism implemented in PYTHIA8, including
associate jet production. We list in Tab. 1 the leading-order production cross section and selection
efficiency of each model.

Figures 1 and 2 show the distribution of HLF quantities for the SM processes and the BSM benchmark
models, respectively.

4 Model description

Autoencoders are trained on the SM cocktail sample described in Sec. 3, taking as input the 21 HLF
quantities listed there. The use of HLF quantities to represent events limits the model independence
of the anomaly detection procedure. While the list of features is chosen to represent the main physics
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๏ We train a VAE on a cocktail 
of SM events (weighted by 
xsec) 

๏ ENCODER: 21 inputs, 2 hidden 
layers → 4Dim latent space 

๏ DECODER: from a random 
sample in the 4D space → 2 
hidden layers → 21 outputs

Standard Model AE
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Figure 3: Schematics of the VAE used to perform anomaly detection, where X represent the input
variables and z the latent space variables. The shape of each layer is reported in brackets.

4.1 Auto-encoder

Auto-encoders (AE) are algorithm that compress a given set of inputs variables in a latent space
(encoding) and then, starting from the latent space, reconstruct the HLF input values (decoding).
AE are used in the context of anomaly detection, associating a p-value to a given event through a
quantification of the encoding-decoding distance.

In this work we focus on variational autoencoder (VAEs) [25]. Unlike traditional AEs, VAEs return
the parameter’s value of the predicted latent and input (reconstructed) probability density function
(pdf) for each event, instead of decoded values of the input quantities. The functional form of the pdfs
is specified through the loss function and the pdfs’ shape parameters are determined during training.

We consider the VAE architecture shown in Fig. 3, characterized by a four-dimensional latent space.
Each latent dimension is associated to a Gaussian pdf and its two degrees of freedom (mean µ and
variance �2). The input layer consists of 21 nodes, corresponding to the 21 HLF quantities described
in Section 3. This layer is connected to the hidden space through two hidden dense layers, each
consisting of 50 neurons with ReLU activation function. Two four-neuron layers are connected to
the second hidden layer. Linear activation functions are used for the first of these four-neuron layers.
Its nodes are interpreted as the mean values µz of the latent-space Gaussian pdfs. The nodes of the
second layer are activated by p-ISRLu functions REF HERE:

f(x) = 1 + 5 · 10�3 +⇥(x)x+⇥(�x)
xp

1 + x2
. (4)

They are interpreted as the �z parameters of the latent-space Gaussian pdfs. The decoding step
originates from a point in the latent space, sampled according to the predicted pdf (green oval in
Fig. 3). The coordinates of this point in the latent space are fed into a sequence of two hidden
dense layers, each consisting of 50 neurons with ReLU activation functions. The last of these layers
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๏  We consider four BSM benchmark 
models, to give some sense of VAEs 
potential 

๏ leptoquark with mass 80 GeV, LQ→bτ  

๏ A scalar boson with mass 50 GeV, 
a→Z*Z*→4ℓ 

๏ A scalar scalar boson with mass 60 
GeV, h→ττ 

๏ A charged scalar boson with mass 60 
GeV, h±→τv

Some BSM benchmark
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• The total transverse momentum of these muons (pµ
T,TOT

).

• The number of selected electrons (Ne).
• The invariant mass of this set of electrons (Me).
• The total transverse momentum of these electrons (pe

T,TOT
).

• The number of reconstructed charged hadrons.
• The number of reconstructed neutral hadrons.

This list of HLF quantities is not defined having in mind a specific BSM scenario. Instead, it is
conceived to include relevant information to discriminate the various SM processes populating the
single-lepton data stream. On the other hand, it is generic enough to allow (at least in principle) the
identification of a large set of new physics scenarios.

Many SM processes would contribute to the considered single-lepton dataset. For simplicity, we
restrict the list of relevant SM processes to the four with highest production cross section, namely:

• Inclusive W production, with W ! `⌫ (` = e, µ, ⌧ ).
• Inclusive Z production, with Z ! `` (` = e, µ, ⌧ ).
• tt̄ production.
• QCD multijet production.2

These samples are mixed to provide a SM cocktail dataset, which is then used to train autoencoder
models and to tune the threshold requirement that defines what we consider an anomaly. The cocktail
is built scaling down the high-statistics samples (tt̄, W , and Z samples) to the lowest-statistics one
(QCD, whose generation is the most computing-expensive), according to their production cross-
section value (estimated at leading order with PYTHIA) and selection efficiency (shown in Tab. 1).
The equivalent integrated luminosity of the SM cocktail sample corresponds to XXX fb�1.

Table 1: Acceptance and trigger efficiency of SM processes and corresponding values for BSM
benchmark models. The monthly event yield is computed assuming an average integrated luminosity
of 5 fb�1 per month, corresponding to 8 months of data taking and a total integrated luminosity of
⇠ 40 fb�1, as in 2016. For BSM models, we compute the production cross section corresponding to
100 selected events.

Standard Model processes
Process Acceptance Trigger Cross Events Event

efficiency section [nb] fraction /month
W 55.6% 68% 58 59.2% 110M

QCD 0.08% 9.6% 1.6 · 105 33.8% 63M
Z 16% 77% 20 6.7% 12M
tt̄ 37% 49% 0.7 0.3% 0.6M

BSM benchmark processes
Process Acceptance Trigger Total Cross-section

efficiency efficiency 100 events/month
h0 ! ⌧⌧ 9% 70% 6% 335 fb
h0 ! ⌧⌫ 18% 69% 12% 163 fb
LQ ! b⌧ 19% 62% 12% 166 fb
a ! 4` 5% 98% 5% 436 fb

In addition, we consider the following BSM models to benchmark the anomaly-detection capabilities:

• A leptoquark with mass 80 GeV, decaying to a b quark and a ⌧ lepton.
• A Higgs scalar boson with mass 50 GeV, decaying to two off-shell Z bosons, each forced to

decay to two leptons (for a total of four leptons in the final state).
• A Z 0 with mass 60 GeV, decaying to a pair of opposite-sign same-flavor leptons.

2To speed up the generation process for QCD events, we require
p
ŝ > 100 GeV, the fraction of QCD events

with
p
ŝ < 100 GeV and producing a lepton within acceptance being negligible but computationally expensive.
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๏ Anomaly defined as a p-
value threshold on a 
given test statistics 

๏ Loss function an 
obvious choice 

๏ Some part of a loss 
could be more 
sensitive than others 

๏ We tested different 
options and found the 
total loss to behave 
better

Defining anomaly
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A Comparison with Auto-Encoder

For sake of completeness, we repeated the strategy presented in this work on a simple AE.
The architecture was fixed to be as close as possible to that of the VAE introduced in
Sec. 4. The change from VAE to AE imply these two changes: the output layer has the
same dimensionality of the input layer; the latent layer includes four neurons (as opposed
to 8), corresponding to the four latent variables z (and not to the µ and � parameters of
the z distribution). An MSE loss function is used. The optimizer and callbacks used to
trained the VAE are are used in this case. Figure 12 shows the loss function distribution
and a comparison between the ROC curves of the VAE and AE. These distributions directly
compare to the left plots of Figs. 7 and 10, since in that case only the reconstruction part of
the loss was used. For convenience, the VAE ROC curves are also shown here, represented
by the dashed lines. When considering the four BSM benchmark models presented in this

Figure 12. Left: Distribution of the AE loss (MSE) for the validation dataset. The distribution
for the SM processes and the four benchmark BSM models are shown. Right: ROC curves for the
AE (dashed lines) trained only on SM mix, compared to the corresponding VAE curves from Fig. 10
(solid). The vertical dotted line represents the ✏SM = 5.4 · 10�6 threshold considered in this study.

work, the AE provides competitive performances, for some choice of the SM accepted-event
rate. On the other hand, the VAE usually outperforms a plain AE for the rate considered
in this study (✏SM = 5.4 · 10�6). With the exception of the h± ! ⌧⌫ model (for which the
AE provides a 30% larger efficiency than the VAE), the VAE provides larger efficiency on
the BSM models, with improvements as large as two orders of magnitude (for the A ! 4`

model).

– 26 –



๏ VAE’s performances benchmarked 
against supervised classifiers 

๏ For each BSM model 

๏ take same inputs as VAE 

๏ train a fully-supervised 
classifier to separate signal 
from background 

๏ use supervised performances 
as a reference to aim to with 
the unsupervised approach 

๏ Done for our 4 BSM models 
using dense neural networks

Benchmark comparison
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Supervised Classifier (BDT)

๏ Evaluate general 
discrimination power by ROC 
curve and area under curve 
(AUC) 

๏ clearly worse than 
supervised 

๏ but not so far 

๏ Fixing SM acceptance rate at 
50 events/day 

๏ competitive results 
considering unsupervised 
nature of the algorithm

Performances
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A Comparison with Auto-Encoder

For sake of completeness, we repeated the strategy presented in this work on a simple AE.
The architecture was fixed to be as close as possible to that of the VAE introduced in
Sec. 4. The change from VAE to AE imply these two changes: the output layer has the
same dimensionality of the input layer; the latent layer includes four neurons (as opposed
to 8), corresponding to the four latent variables z (and not to the µ and � parameters of
the z distribution). An MSE loss function is used. The optimizer and callbacks used to
trained the VAE are are used in this case. Figure 12 shows the loss function distribution
and a comparison between the ROC curves of the VAE and AE. These distributions directly
compare to the left plots of Figs. 7 and 10, since in that case only the reconstruction part of
the loss was used. For convenience, the VAE ROC curves are also shown here, represented
by the dashed lines. When considering the four BSM benchmark models presented in this

Figure 12. Left: Distribution of the AE loss (MSE) for the validation dataset. The distribution
for the SM processes and the four benchmark BSM models are shown. Right: ROC curves for the
AE (dashed lines) trained only on SM mix, compared to the corresponding VAE curves from Fig. 10
(solid). The vertical dotted line represents the ✏SM = 5.4 · 10�6 threshold considered in this study.

work, the AE provides competitive performances, for some choice of the SM accepted-event
rate. On the other hand, the VAE usually outperforms a plain AE for the rate considered
in this study (✏SM = 5.4 · 10�6). With the exception of the h± ! ⌧⌫ model (for which the
AE provides a 30% larger efficiency than the VAE), the VAE provides larger efficiency on
the BSM models, with improvements as large as two orders of magnitude (for the A ! 4`

model).

– 26 –
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๏ Small efficiency but still much larger than for SM processes 

๏ Allows to probe 10-100 pb cross sections for reasonable amount of 
collected signal events

Performances
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Process Efficiency for ~30 evt/day xsec for 100 evt/month [pb] xsec for S/B~1/3 [pb]

a→4ℓ 2.8∙10-3 7.1 27

LQ→τb 6.5∙10-4 31 120

h→ττ 3.6∙10-4 56 220

h±→τν 1.2∙10-3 17 67

High-Level  

Trigger
L1 

trig
ger

1 KHz  
1 MB/evt

40 MHz

100 KHz

This is where we loose most of the events 
-> This is where one would run this



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: Comparison of Deep Network architectures: (a) In a GAN, a generator G returns samples x̂ from a latent
space z, while a discriminator D tries to distinguish the x̂’s from the real input samples x. (b) In an autoencoder, the
encoder E compresses the input x to a latent space z, while the decoder D provides an estimate of x, x̂, from z. (c) A
BiGAN is built adding an encoder to learn the z representation of the true x, and using both the z and x information as
input to the discriminator. (d) The ALAD model is a BiGAN in which two additional discriminators help converging to
a solution which fulfils the cycle-consistency condition G(E(x)) ⇡ x. The � symbol in the figure represents a vector
concatenation.

the need to perform on-line event selection with anomaly detection techniques, in order to save a fraction of new physics
events even when no specific algorithm was foreseen ahead. Selected anomalous events could then be visually inspected
(as done with the CMS exotica hotline on early LHC runs in 2010-2012) or be given as input to off-line unsupervised
analyses, following any of the strategies suggested in literature.

In this paper, we extend the work of Ref. [3] in two directions: (i) we introduce an adaptation of the Adversarially Learned
Anomaly Detection (ALAD) algorithm [18], which combines the strength of generative adversarial networks [19, 20]
to that of autoencoders [21, 22, 23]; (ii) we demonstrate how the anomaly detection would work in real life, apply the
ALAD algorithm to real LHC data (released by the CMS experiment on the CERN Open Data portal) and re-discover
the top quark. Our implementation of the ALAD model in TensorFlow [24] is available on GitHub [25].

This paper is structured as follows: the ALAD algorithm is described in Section 2. Its performance is assessed in
Section 3, repeating the study of Ref. [3], and in Section 4, where ALAD is used to re-discover the top quark on part of
the CMS 2012 Open Data (described in Appendix A). Conclusions are given in Section 5.

2 Adversarially Learned Anomaly Detection

The ALAD algorithm is a kind of Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [19], specifically designed for anomaly
detection. The basic idea underlying GANs is that two artificial neural networks compete against each other during
training, as shown in Fig. 1. One network, the generator G, learns to generate new samples in the data space(e.g.,
proton-proton collisions in our case) aiming to resemble the samples in the training set. The other network, the
discriminator Dx, tries to distinguish real samples from generated ones. Both G and Dx are expressed as neural
networks, which are trained against each other in a saddle-point problem:

min
G

max
Dx

Ex⇠pX [log Dx(x)] + Ez⇠pZ [log (1�Dx(G(z))] , (1)

where pX (x) is the distribution over the data space X and pZ(z) is the distribution over the latent space Z . The solution
to this problem will have the property pX = pG, where pG is the distribution induced by the generator [19]. The
training typically involves alternating gradient descent on the parameters of G and Dx to maximize for Dx (treating G
as fixed) and to minimize for G (treating Dx as fixed).

2

GAN Autoencoder

Bi-GAN ALAD

๏ We use one kind of ADA on real CMS data to re-discover the top quark 

๏ 5 fb-1 of 8 TeV CMS Open Data from 2012 

๏ SingleMu dataset 

๏ We trained an Adversarially Learned Anomaly Detection algorithm 

๏ a GAN powered with an encoder 

๏ or an auto-encoder powered with adversarial training 

๏ We apply threshold on score to select 0.1% of the outliers 

Re-discovering the top quark
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Figure 6: Left: ROC curves for each anomaly score, where the signal efficiency is the fraction of tt̄ (signal) events
passing the anomaly selection, also called true positive rate (TPR). The background efficiency is the fraction of
background events passing the selection, i.e. the false positive rate (FPR). Right: Positive likelihood ratio (LR+) curves
corresponding to the ROC curves in the left.
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Re-discovering the top quark
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๏ We applied this idea to real data 

๏ 5 fb-1 of 8 TeV CMS Open Data from 2012 

๏ SingleMu dataset 

๏ We trained an Adversarially Learned Anomaly Detection algorithm 

๏ a GAN powered with an encoder 

๏ or an auto-encoder powered with adversarial training 

๏ We apply threshold on score to select 0.1% of the outliers 
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๏ We then look at differential 
accept/reject ratios (data vs 
MC) to get an idea of where the 
anomalies (if any) are 
clustering 

๏ In this case, we have indication 
that anomalies come with many 
jets, some of which are b-jets 

๏ We require >5j and >1 b-jet and 
expect ~ 0 standard events 

๏ We see a lot of them: an almost 
pure sample of anomalies that we 
can further inspect (and that 
the MC is telling us are 
actually tt events)

Re-discovering the top quark
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Figure 8: ASTF ratios for HT (top-left), MJ (top-right), NJ (bottom-left), and Nb (top-right) for data. The filled area
shows the same ratio, computed on simulated data. In this case, the tt̄ contribution is not included, not being considered
as part of the SM expectation.
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Figure 9: Data distribution for HT (top-left), MJ (top-right), NJ (bottom-left), and Nb (top-right) after the post
processing selection. The filled histograms show the expectation from Monte Carlo simulation (normalized to an
integrated luminosity of

R
L = 4.4 fb�1.), with and without taking into account the tt̄ contribution.
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๏ We then look at differential 
accept/reject ratios (data vs 
MC) to get an idea of where the 
anomalies (if any) are 
clustering 

๏ In this case, we have indication 
that anomalies come with many 
jets, some of which are b-jets 

๏ We require >5j and >1 b-jet and 
expect ~ 0 standard events 

๏ We see a lot of them: an almost 
pure sample of anomalies that we 
can further inspect (and that 
the MC is telling us are 
actually tt events)

Re-discovering the top quark
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What to do with anomalies?

CVAE

VAE

µ-SVM

IF

LeNet-5

Fig. 3. Most anomalous samples in the test set for MNIST (top) and
Fashion-MNIST (bottom) datasets and for each AD method and LeNet-5
classifier.

intensities do not look like handwritten digits. Intuitively, we
would expect this dimension to be at least the size of 10 as
the number of classes suggests. But we need to accommodate
larger latent space as each digit can be written in different
style. Similar intuition applies to Fashion-MNIST as this
dataset also has 10 target classes of clothing types but there
is variability inside a class e.g. type of shoe.

Past works on AD with MNIST dataset arbitrarily assigned
one of the classes as anomalous. For instance digit 0 was
considered abnormal while other digits were considered as
inliers. We propose a different, more intuitive setup. Firstly
we can subjectively asses performance of AD algorithms
using test dataset simply by reporting instances regarded as
most anomalous (see Figure 3). Human observer regards the
digits as outliers because of the latent features not captured by
class label describing the original, unconventional handwriting
styles. For instance digit 4 with style resembling digit 9 should
be considered as anomalous. To proxy this behavior we train a
classifier M and label each sample having classification error
higher than threshold t as anomalous. We apply the exact
same procedure for Fashion-MNIST dataset. In our study we
use LeNet-5 [26] model. In summary, each pre-trained AD
algorithm A is evaluated as in Algorithm 1.

In our experimental setup we assign a class label to vector k
while u should accommodate information about other factors
of variation e.g. hand used to write a digit. The problem
of detecting anomalies is analogous to Type B problem. In
this case we would expect µ(DKL) to be higher in cases of
mislabelling or uncommon style.

Throughout the experiments, we use the original train-
test splits with 10000 test samples. For changing classifica-
tion error threshold values t we report Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) Area Under the Curve (AUC) p for
popular AD algorithms and a vanilla VAE, see Figure 4. We
use µ-SVM and IF as baselines, for which we concatenate

Algorithm 1 AD on MNIST and Fashion-MNIST datasets
1: procedure LABEL(Model M , Data Xtrain, Data Xtest)
2: M  Xtrain . Training Classifer
3: s = M(Xtest) . Evaluate Log Loss
4: return s
5: procedure DETECTION(Algo A, Data Xtest)
6: t = 0.01
7: while t < 1 do
8: labels s > t . Get Binary Labels
9: scores A(Xtest) . Get Anomaly Score

10: p AUC(labels, scores) . Get ROC AUC
11: t = t+ 0.01
12: return p

class label to input pixel values for fair comparison. We
notice that for vanilla VAE the DKL is not a useful anomaly
indicator, as we expect the latent information to be mostly
dominated by the class-label value. Changing architecture to
CVAE turns DKL to anomaly indicator, which outperforms
other baseline techniques. The Fashion-MNIST dataset was
designed to be more challenging replacement for MNIST.
We notice observable drop in ROC AUC as the dataset
has more ambiguity between classes. However, compared
to baseline methods the CVAE-based model exceeds their
detection performance.

For generative purposes our setup is insufficient. As shown
in [28] we would need additional adversarial system for such
objective. However, the AD task is in fact simpler as it is not
necessary to generate realistic outputs of the generator. Such
regularization will not help with training set contamination
with outliers. This can give the encoder possibility to store
too much information about the anomalies and harm the
detection performance of the algorithm.

B. Synthetic Problem

The synthetic dataset uses normally distributed (µ = 0,
� = 1), continues and independent latent variables u and k.
Observable x is simply a product of u, k and additional noise
✏ given configuration constraints: xj = fj(~u)·

Pm
i=0 Sjiki+✏,

where j is a feature index for ~x in Rn. A binary matrix S
describes which k is used to compute feature j:

S =

k0 k1 · · · km0

BB@

1

CCA

x0 1 0 · · · 0
x1 1 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

xn 0 0 · · · 1

,

and function f(~u) describes which u enters the product that
defines each feature j: fj(~u) =

Q
o uo. S and f(~u) stay

unchanged across each sample in the dataset but the values
of k and u do change. For simplicity, we ensure that each
j depends only on one k and the dependence is equally
distributed. Finally we can manipulate values of o and m.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.05531.pdf


๏ We could learn a lot running clustering algorithms 
(KNN, etc) on these data 

๏ In the latent space of the AE 

๏ In the natural space of the input 

๏ With any other similar technique 

๏ In my mind, a descriptive paper on such an 
analysis would be a valuable publication, 
particularly before a long shutdown. 

๏ Provided control on the background distribution 
(not for granted), we could run a statistical 
analysis on them and quote a significance (e.g., 
with https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.02350) 

๏ Publishing the dataset as a catalog could 
incentive new ideas in view of HL-LHC 

๏ While we sort out the technical details (e.g., 
with TSG and L1), we would like to request the EXO 
PAG to support the idea

What to do with these data?
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๏ Deep Learning could help relaxing the 
underlying hypotheses of a new-
physics search 

๏ stay within the hypothesis test 
framework 

๏ replace the fully specified (model 
dependent) signal hypothesis with a 
neural network trained on data 

๏ exploit neural networks to express 
different model shapes at once 

๏ Training setup to learn the 
likelihood ratio of a traditional 
search 

๏ Formally, still a fully-supervised 
learning process

“Model-independent” hypothesis test
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We do not know explicitly n(x|R) due to the intricacies of detector simulation. Obtaining
a numerical approximation of it by multidimensional histograms from simulation is not fea-
sible in a large number of dimensions. The network learns directly the log-ratio: f(x|bw) =
log n(x|bw)/n(x|R) by minimizing the loss function

L[f( · ,w)] =
N(R)

NR

X

x2R
(ef(x;w) � 1)�

X

x2D
f(x;w) . (2)

The loss L is constructed to reproduce the maximum log-likelihood ratio (Neyman-Pearson) test
statistic for composite alternative hypothesis [68]. Namely it is such that

Min
{w}

L = �Max
{w}

(
log

"
e�N(w)

e�N(R)

Y

x2D

n(x|w)

n(x|R)

#)
= � t(D)

2
. (3)

Since the maximum log-likelihood ratio test statistic is optimal, this choice for the loss function
should maximize our sensitivity to new physics.2 This functional gives superior performances
compared to more traditional cross-entropy inspired functionals. Another practical advantage of
employing the “Maximum-Likelihood” loss in eq. (3) is that the test statistic is obtained directly
from the value of the loss function at the end of training rather than by evaluating eq. (1) on
the trained network.

Armed with the input datasets and the classifier described above we can analyze the data.
The procedure is rather straightforward. We first give as input to the network the experimental
data and the large reference sample. This produces a single value tobs for the test statistic. We
then repeat the procedure using as experimental data a set of Ntoy synthetic datasets generated
under the no-signal (reference) hypothesis and corresponding to the integrated luminosity of
the experimental dataset. This gives us Ntoy values of the test statistic t that populate the
distribution of the test statistic in the reference model hypothesis: P (t|R). Comparing tobs with
P (t|R) tells us if our dataset is consistent with the reference model. More precisely we can
compute a global p-value as

p =

Z 1

tobs

dtP (t|R) , (4)

where P(t| R) is estimated from the Ntoy toy datasets. We also define a corresponding Z score
as

Z(p) = ��1(1� p) , (5)

where ��1 is the quantile of a Normal distribution with zero mean and unitary variance, so
that Z is conveniently expressed as a number of �’s. The presence of a new physics signal in the
experimental dataset would manifest itself as a large value of Z. If this is observed one can go
back and analyze the output of the network trained with experimental data: log[n(x|bw)/n(x|R)].
This is a fully transparent physical quantity and can be used for systematic cross checks. This
procedure is amenable to the inclusion of systematic uncertainties. We will comment more on
this important aspect in the Conclusions.

The discussion above lays out our data analysis strategy, to be put in place once the neural
network architecture and the other hyperparameters have been selected. Before turning to
applications we describe the criteria and the algorithmic procedure by which this selection is
made.

2
Notice however that the notion of “optimality” for a composite hypothesis test is weaker than for a simple one [68].

5

Train D vs. R
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x
<latexit sha1_base64="3fQIQLo0BGAEJj9Jm00fxBjph4A=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUMFDwYvHFowttKFstpN27WYTdjdiCf0FXjyoePUvefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3Os4VQw9FotYtQOqUXCJnuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3Uz91iMqzWN5Z8YJ+hEdSB5yRo2Vmk+9csWtujOQZVLLSQVyNHrlr24/ZmmE0jBBte7U3MT4GVWGM4GTUjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZodOyIlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhpZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYlG0Jt8eVl4p1Vr6pu87xSv87TKMIRHMMp1OAC6nALDfCAAcIzvMKb8+C8OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPUn+MyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3fQIQLo0BGAEJj9Jm00fxBjph4A=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUMFDwYvHFowttKFstpN27WYTdjdiCf0FXjyoePUvefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3Os4VQw9FotYtQOqUXCJnuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3Uz91iMqzWN5Z8YJ+hEdSB5yRo2Vmk+9csWtujOQZVLLSQVyNHrlr24/ZmmE0jBBte7U3MT4GVWGM4GTUjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZodOyIlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhpZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYlG0Jt8eVl4p1Vr6pu87xSv87TKMIRHMMp1OAC6nALDfCAAcIzvMKb8+C8OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPUn+MyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3fQIQLo0BGAEJj9Jm00fxBjph4A=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUMFDwYvHFowttKFstpN27WYTdjdiCf0FXjyoePUvefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3Os4VQw9FotYtQOqUXCJnuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3Uz91iMqzWN5Z8YJ+hEdSB5yRo2Vmk+9csWtujOQZVLLSQVyNHrlr24/ZmmE0jBBte7U3MT4GVWGM4GTUjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZodOyIlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhpZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYlG0Jt8eVl4p1Vr6pu87xSv87TKMIRHMMp1OAC6nALDfCAAcIzvMKb8+C8OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPUn+MyQ==</latexit>

f(x; bw)
<latexit sha1_base64="Pfpzj/vYvRM3+vXoj4whWTvGTnI=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2IR6qWkIqjooeDFYwVjC00om82mXbrZhN2NtYTgxb/ixYOKV/+FN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5XsyoVJb1bZQWFpeWV8qrlbX1jc0tc3vnTkaJwMTGEYtEx0OSMMqJrahipBMLgkKPkbY3vMr99j0Rkkb8Vo1j4oaoz2lAMVJa6pl7Qe3hwhlRnwyQSp0QqYEXpKMsO+qZVatuTQDnSaMgVVCg1TO/HD/CSUi4wgxJ2W1YsXJTJBTFjGQVJ5EkRniI+qSrKUchkW46eSGDh1rxYRAJXVzBifp7IkWhlOPQ0535jXLWy8X/vG6igjM3pTxOFOF4uihIGFQRzPOAPhUEKzbWBGFB9a0QD5BAWOnUKjqExuzL88Q+rp/XrZuTavOySKMM9sEBqIEGOAVNcA1awAYYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatJaOY2QV/YHz+APBll1M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pfpzj/vYvRM3+vXoj4whWTvGTnI=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2IR6qWkIqjooeDFYwVjC00om82mXbrZhN2NtYTgxb/ixYOKV/+FN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5XsyoVJb1bZQWFpeWV8qrlbX1jc0tc3vnTkaJwMTGEYtEx0OSMMqJrahipBMLgkKPkbY3vMr99j0Rkkb8Vo1j4oaoz2lAMVJa6pl7Qe3hwhlRnwyQSp0QqYEXpKMsO+qZVatuTQDnSaMgVVCg1TO/HD/CSUi4wgxJ2W1YsXJTJBTFjGQVJ5EkRniI+qSrKUchkW46eSGDh1rxYRAJXVzBifp7IkWhlOPQ0535jXLWy8X/vG6igjM3pTxOFOF4uihIGFQRzPOAPhUEKzbWBGFB9a0QD5BAWOnUKjqExuzL88Q+rp/XrZuTavOySKMM9sEBqIEGOAVNcA1awAYYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatJaOY2QV/YHz+APBll1M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pfpzj/vYvRM3+vXoj4whWTvGTnI=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2IR6qWkIqjooeDFYwVjC00om82mXbrZhN2NtYTgxb/ixYOKV/+FN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5XsyoVJb1bZQWFpeWV8qrlbX1jc0tc3vnTkaJwMTGEYtEx0OSMMqJrahipBMLgkKPkbY3vMr99j0Rkkb8Vo1j4oaoz2lAMVJa6pl7Qe3hwhlRnwyQSp0QqYEXpKMsO+qZVatuTQDnSaMgVVCg1TO/HD/CSUi4wgxJ2W1YsXJTJBTFjGQVJ5EkRniI+qSrKUchkW46eSGDh1rxYRAJXVzBifp7IkWhlOPQ0535jXLWy8X/vG6igjM3pTxOFOF4uihIGFQRzPOAPhUEKzbWBGFB9a0QD5BAWOnUKjqExuzL88Q+rp/XrZuTavOySKMM9sEBqIEGOAVNcA1awAYYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatJaOY2QV/YHz+APBll1M=</latexit>

Neural
<latexit sha1_base64="dI2HqpCGmEjSChqdGxxPT5gYMh4=">AAACAHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/Vb0IXoJD8DRaGai3gRdPMsHqYC0jzX7dwpK2JKkwyrz4Vbx4UPHqx/DmtzHdetDNB4HHe7+X5PfClDOlHefbqiwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zv27t6dSjJJwaMJT2QnJAo4i8HTTHPopBKICDnch6PLwr9/AKlYEt/qcQqBIIOYRYwSbaSefeBTiDXIIp/7UuTXkEnCJ5OeXXcazhR4kbglqaMS7Z795fcTmglzHeVEqa7rpDrIidSMcpjU/ExBSuiIDKBraEwEqCCfbjDBx0bp4yiR5sQaT9XfiZwIpcYiNJOC6KGa9wrxP6+b6eg8yFmcZhpiOnsoyjjWCS7qwH0mgWo+NoRQycxfMR0SSajpRNVMCe78yovEO21cNJybZr3VLNuookN0hE6Qi85QC12hNvIQRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY/ZaMUqM/voD6zPHxl6l3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dI2HqpCGmEjSChqdGxxPT5gYMh4=">AAACAHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/Vb0IXoJD8DRaGai3gRdPMsHqYC0jzX7dwpK2JKkwyrz4Vbx4UPHqx/DmtzHdetDNB4HHe7+X5PfClDOlHefbqiwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zv27t6dSjJJwaMJT2QnJAo4i8HTTHPopBKICDnch6PLwr9/AKlYEt/qcQqBIIOYRYwSbaSefeBTiDXIIp/7UuTXkEnCJ5OeXXcazhR4kbglqaMS7Z795fcTmglzHeVEqa7rpDrIidSMcpjU/ExBSuiIDKBraEwEqCCfbjDBx0bp4yiR5sQaT9XfiZwIpcYiNJOC6KGa9wrxP6+b6eg8yFmcZhpiOnsoyjjWCS7qwH0mgWo+NoRQycxfMR0SSajpRNVMCe78yovEO21cNJybZr3VLNuookN0hE6Qi85QC12hNvIQRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY/ZaMUqM/voD6zPHxl6l3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dI2HqpCGmEjSChqdGxxPT5gYMh4=">AAACAHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/Vb0IXoJD8DRaGai3gRdPMsHqYC0jzX7dwpK2JKkwyrz4Vbx4UPHqx/DmtzHdetDNB4HHe7+X5PfClDOlHefbqiwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zv27t6dSjJJwaMJT2QnJAo4i8HTTHPopBKICDnch6PLwr9/AKlYEt/qcQqBIIOYRYwSbaSefeBTiDXIIp/7UuTXkEnCJ5OeXXcazhR4kbglqaMS7Z795fcTmglzHeVEqa7rpDrIidSMcpjU/ExBSuiIDKBraEwEqCCfbjDBx0bp4yiR5sQaT9XfiZwIpcYiNJOC6KGa9wrxP6+b6eg8yFmcZhpiOnsoyjjWCS7qwH0mgWo+NoRQycxfMR0SSajpRNVMCe78yovEO21cNJybZr3VLNuookN0hE6Qi85QC12hNvIQRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY/ZaMUqM/voD6zPHxl6l3c=</latexit>

Network
<latexit sha1_base64="l6yN+f1QsOLsaSp4kJ0f/2w0hK8=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyWRgroruHElFYwtNKFMpjft0MmDmYlSQnDjr7hxoeLWv3Dn3zhps9DWAwOHc+6ZmXv8hDOpLOvbqCwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zvm7t6djFNBwaExj0XXJxI4i8BRTHHoJgJI6HPo+OPLwu/cg5Asjm7VJAEvJMOIBYwSpaW+eeBSiBSIIp+5IsyuQT3EYpznfbNuNawp8CKxS1JHJdp988sdxDQN9X2UEyl7tpUoLyNCMcohr7mphITQMRlCT9OIhCC9bLpCjo+1MsBBLPSJFJ6qvxMZCaWchL6eDIkayXmvEP/zeqkKzr2MRUmqIKKzh4KUYxXjog88YAKo4hNNCBVM/xXTERGE6lJkTZdgz6+8SJzTxkXDumnWW82yjSo6REfoBNnoDLXQFWojB1H0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mI1WjDKzj/7A+PwBDxKYBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l6yN+f1QsOLsaSp4kJ0f/2w0hK8=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyWRgroruHElFYwtNKFMpjft0MmDmYlSQnDjr7hxoeLWv3Dn3zhps9DWAwOHc+6ZmXv8hDOpLOvbqCwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zvm7t6djFNBwaExj0XXJxI4i8BRTHHoJgJI6HPo+OPLwu/cg5Asjm7VJAEvJMOIBYwSpaW+eeBSiBSIIp+5IsyuQT3EYpznfbNuNawp8CKxS1JHJdp988sdxDQN9X2UEyl7tpUoLyNCMcohr7mphITQMRlCT9OIhCC9bLpCjo+1MsBBLPSJFJ6qvxMZCaWchL6eDIkayXmvEP/zeqkKzr2MRUmqIKKzh4KUYxXjog88YAKo4hNNCBVM/xXTERGE6lJkTZdgz6+8SJzTxkXDumnWW82yjSo6REfoBNnoDLXQFWojB1H0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mI1WjDKzj/7A+PwBDxKYBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l6yN+f1QsOLsaSp4kJ0f/2w0hK8=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyWRgroruHElFYwtNKFMpjft0MmDmYlSQnDjr7hxoeLWv3Dn3zhps9DWAwOHc+6ZmXv8hDOpLOvbqCwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zvm7t6djFNBwaExj0XXJxI4i8BRTHHoJgJI6HPo+OPLwu/cg5Asjm7VJAEvJMOIBYwSpaW+eeBSiBSIIp+5IsyuQT3EYpznfbNuNawp8CKxS1JHJdp988sdxDQN9X2UEyl7tpUoLyNCMcohr7mphITQMRlCT9OIhCC9bLpCjo+1MsBBLPSJFJ6qvxMZCaWchL6eDIkayXmvEP/zeqkKzr2MRUmqIKKzh4KUYxXjog88YAKo4hNNCBVM/xXTERGE6lJkTZdgz6+8SJzTxkXDumnWW82yjSo6REfoBNnoDLXQFWojB1H0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mI1WjDKzj/7A+PwBDxKYBA==</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="3fQIQLo0BGAEJj9Jm00fxBjph4A=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUMFDwYvHFowttKFstpN27WYTdjdiCf0FXjyoePUvefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3Os4VQw9FotYtQOqUXCJnuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3Uz91iMqzWN5Z8YJ+hEdSB5yRo2Vmk+9csWtujOQZVLLSQVyNHrlr24/ZmmE0jBBte7U3MT4GVWGM4GTUjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZodOyIlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhpZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYlG0Jt8eVl4p1Vr6pu87xSv87TKMIRHMMp1OAC6nALDfCAAcIzvMKb8+C8OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPUn+MyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3fQIQLo0BGAEJj9Jm00fxBjph4A=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUMFDwYvHFowttKFstpN27WYTdjdiCf0FXjyoePUvefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3Os4VQw9FotYtQOqUXCJnuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3Uz91iMqzWN5Z8YJ+hEdSB5yRo2Vmk+9csWtujOQZVLLSQVyNHrlr24/ZmmE0jBBte7U3MT4GVWGM4GTUjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZodOyIlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhpZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYlG0Jt8eVl4p1Vr6pu87xSv87TKMIRHMMp1OAC6nALDfCAAcIzvMKb8+C8OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPUn+MyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3fQIQLo0BGAEJj9Jm00fxBjph4A=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUMFDwYvHFowttKFstpN27WYTdjdiCf0FXjyoePUvefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3Os4VQw9FotYtQOqUXCJnuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3Uz91iMqzWN5Z8YJ+hEdSB5yRo2Vmk+9csWtujOQZVLLSQVyNHrlr24/ZmmE0jBBte7U3MT4GVWGM4GTUjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZodOyIlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhpZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYlG0Jt8eVl4p1Vr6pu87xSv87TKMIRHMMp1OAC6nALDfCAAcIzvMKb8+C8OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPUn+MyQ==</latexit>

bw
<latexit sha1_base64="GEXrqTgCiObLtyMOy6VCTZueEeU=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRbBVUlFUMFFwY3LCsYWmlAmk0k7dDIJMzeWGoK/4saFils/xJ1/46TNQlsPDBzOuZd75vgJZwps+9uoLC2vrK5V12sbm1vbO+bu3r2KU0moQ2Iey66PFeVMUAcYcNpNJMWRz2nHH10XfueBSsVicQeThHoRHggWMoJBS33zwB2zgA4xZG6EYeiH2TjP+2bdbthTWIukWZI6KtHum19uEJM0ogIIx0r1mnYCXoYlMMJpXnNTRRNMRnhAe5oKHFHlZdP0uXWslcAKY6mfAGuq/t7IcKTUJPL1ZBFRzXuF+J/XSyG88DImkhSoILNDYcotiK2iCitgkhLgE00wkUxntcgQS0xAF1bTJTTnv7xInNPGZcO+Pau3rso2qugQHaET1ETnqIVuUBs5iKBH9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHbLRilDv76A+Mzx/uWJW3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GEXrqTgCiObLtyMOy6VCTZueEeU=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRbBVUlFUMFFwY3LCsYWmlAmk0k7dDIJMzeWGoK/4saFils/xJ1/46TNQlsPDBzOuZd75vgJZwps+9uoLC2vrK5V12sbm1vbO+bu3r2KU0moQ2Iey66PFeVMUAcYcNpNJMWRz2nHH10XfueBSsVicQeThHoRHggWMoJBS33zwB2zgA4xZG6EYeiH2TjP+2bdbthTWIukWZI6KtHum19uEJM0ogIIx0r1mnYCXoYlMMJpXnNTRRNMRnhAe5oKHFHlZdP0uXWslcAKY6mfAGuq/t7IcKTUJPL1ZBFRzXuF+J/XSyG88DImkhSoILNDYcotiK2iCitgkhLgE00wkUxntcgQS0xAF1bTJTTnv7xInNPGZcO+Pau3rso2qugQHaET1ETnqIVuUBs5iKBH9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHbLRilDv76A+Mzx/uWJW3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GEXrqTgCiObLtyMOy6VCTZueEeU=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRbBVUlFUMFFwY3LCsYWmlAmk0k7dDIJMzeWGoK/4saFils/xJ1/46TNQlsPDBzOuZd75vgJZwps+9uoLC2vrK5V12sbm1vbO+bu3r2KU0moQ2Iey66PFeVMUAcYcNpNJMWRz2nHH10XfueBSsVicQeThHoRHggWMoJBS33zwB2zgA4xZG6EYeiH2TjP+2bdbthTWIukWZI6KtHum19uEJM0ogIIx0r1mnYCXoYlMMJpXnNTRRNMRnhAe5oKHFHlZdP0uXWslcAKY6mfAGuq/t7IcKTUJPL1ZBFRzXuF+J/XSyG88DImkhSoILNDYcotiK2iCitgkhLgE00wkUxntcgQS0xAF1bTJTTnv7xInNPGZcO+Pau3rso2qugQHaET1ETnqIVuUBs5iKBH9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHbLRilDv76A+Mzx/uWJW3</latexit>

f(x; bw) ' log


n(x|T)

n(x|R)

�

<latexit sha1_base64="S28PvJeymb3fOw6+nBIVfS8Bwjw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S28PvJeymb3fOw6+nBIVfS8Bwjw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S28PvJeymb3fOw6+nBIVfS8Bwjw=">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</latexit>

data sample D
<latexit sha1_base64="f+aaVRC/KcY8vyqh5Dk9o8yx3aA=">AAACC3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KlMRVOqioAuXFRxb6JRyJ5NpQ5OZIckIJcwHuPFX3LhQcesPuPNvTB8LbT0QOJxzLrn3BClnSrvut1NYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3yrt79yrJJKEeSXgi2wEoyllMPc00p+1UUhABp61geDX2Ww9UKpbEd3qU0q6AfswiRkBbqVeuGF8KE4IGv44ViJRTv57nxhegBwS4uc5zm3Kr7gR4kdRmpIJmaPbKX36YkEzQWBMOSnVqbqq7BqRmhNO85GeKpkCG0KcdS2MQVHXN5JgcH1klxFEi7Ys1nqi/JwwIpUYisMnxjmreG4v/eZ1MR+ddw+I00zQm04+ijGOd4HEzOGSSEs1HlgCRzO6KyQAkEG37K9kSavMnLxLvpHpRdW9PK43LWRtFdIAO0TGqoTPUQDeoiTxE0CN6Rq/ozXlyXpx352MaLTizmX30B87nDxbAm9U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f+aaVRC/KcY8vyqh5Dk9o8yx3aA=">AAACC3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KlMRVOqioAuXFRxb6JRyJ5NpQ5OZIckIJcwHuPFX3LhQcesPuPNvTB8LbT0QOJxzLrn3BClnSrvut1NYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3yrt79yrJJKEeSXgi2wEoyllMPc00p+1UUhABp61geDX2Ww9UKpbEd3qU0q6AfswiRkBbqVeuGF8KE4IGv44ViJRTv57nxhegBwS4uc5zm3Kr7gR4kdRmpIJmaPbKX36YkEzQWBMOSnVqbqq7BqRmhNO85GeKpkCG0KcdS2MQVHXN5JgcH1klxFEi7Ys1nqi/JwwIpUYisMnxjmreG4v/eZ1MR+ddw+I00zQm04+ijGOd4HEzOGSSEs1HlgCRzO6KyQAkEG37K9kSavMnLxLvpHpRdW9PK43LWRtFdIAO0TGqoTPUQDeoiTxE0CN6Rq/ozXlyXpx352MaLTizmX30B87nDxbAm9U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f+aaVRC/KcY8vyqh5Dk9o8yx3aA=">AAACC3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KlMRVOqioAuXFRxb6JRyJ5NpQ5OZIckIJcwHuPFX3LhQcesPuPNvTB8LbT0QOJxzLrn3BClnSrvut1NYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3yrt79yrJJKEeSXgi2wEoyllMPc00p+1UUhABp61geDX2Ww9UKpbEd3qU0q6AfswiRkBbqVeuGF8KE4IGv44ViJRTv57nxhegBwS4uc5zm3Kr7gR4kdRmpIJmaPbKX36YkEzQWBMOSnVqbqq7BqRmhNO85GeKpkCG0KcdS2MQVHXN5JgcH1klxFEi7Ys1nqi/JwwIpUYisMnxjmreG4v/eZ1MR+ddw+I00zQm04+ijGOd4HEzOGSSEs1HlgCRzO6KyQAkEG37K9kSavMnLxLvpHpRdW9PK43LWRtFdIAO0TGqoTPUQDeoiTxE0CN6Rq/ozXlyXpx352MaLTizmX30B87nDxbAm9U=</latexit>

computed on the
<latexit sha1_base64="CTk5b2fhJvef89ZC1hFJQOz1XPk=">AAACAnicbVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16k0vwSJ4KlsRVPRQ8OKxgmsL3aVks2kbmseSZIWyLHjxr3jxoOLVX+HNf2O23YO2DiQMM99HMhMljGrjed/OwuLS8spqZa26vrG5te3u7N5rmSpMfCyZVJ0IacKoIL6hhpFOogjiESPtaHRd+O0HojSV4s6MExJyNBC0TzEyVuq5+1mgeIYlT1JD4uASSmEvMyR53nNrXt2bAM6TRklqoESr534FscQpJ8JghrTuNrzEhBlShmJG8mqQapIgPEID0rVUIE50mE0y5PDIKjHsS2WPMHCi/t7IENd6zCM7yZEZ6lmvEP/zuqnpn4cZFUVAgacP9VMGjYRFITCmimDDxpYgrKj9K8RDpBA2traqLaExG3me+Cf1i7p3e1prXpVtVMABOATHoAHOQBPcgBbwAQaP4Bm8gjfnyXlx3p2P6eiCU+7sgT9wPn8AeE6XlA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CTk5b2fhJvef89ZC1hFJQOz1XPk=">AAACAnicbVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16k0vwSJ4KlsRVPRQ8OKxgmsL3aVks2kbmseSZIWyLHjxr3jxoOLVX+HNf2O23YO2DiQMM99HMhMljGrjed/OwuLS8spqZa26vrG5te3u7N5rmSpMfCyZVJ0IacKoIL6hhpFOogjiESPtaHRd+O0HojSV4s6MExJyNBC0TzEyVuq5+1mgeIYlT1JD4uASSmEvMyR53nNrXt2bAM6TRklqoESr534FscQpJ8JghrTuNrzEhBlShmJG8mqQapIgPEID0rVUIE50mE0y5PDIKjHsS2WPMHCi/t7IENd6zCM7yZEZ6lmvEP/zuqnpn4cZFUVAgacP9VMGjYRFITCmimDDxpYgrKj9K8RDpBA2traqLaExG3me+Cf1i7p3e1prXpVtVMABOATHoAHOQBPcgBbwAQaP4Bm8gjfnyXlx3p2P6eiCU+7sgT9wPn8AeE6XlA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CTk5b2fhJvef89ZC1hFJQOz1XPk=">AAACAnicbVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16k0vwSJ4KlsRVPRQ8OKxgmsL3aVks2kbmseSZIWyLHjxr3jxoOLVX+HNf2O23YO2DiQMM99HMhMljGrjed/OwuLS8spqZa26vrG5te3u7N5rmSpMfCyZVJ0IacKoIL6hhpFOogjiESPtaHRd+O0HojSV4s6MExJyNBC0TzEyVuq5+1mgeIYlT1JD4uASSmEvMyR53nNrXt2bAM6TRklqoESr534FscQpJ8JghrTuNrzEhBlShmJG8mqQapIgPEID0rVUIE50mE0y5PDIKjHsS2WPMHCi/t7IENd6zCM7yZEZ6lmvEP/zuqnpn4cZFUVAgacP9VMGjYRFITCmimDDxpYgrKj9K8RDpBA2traqLaExG3me+Cf1i7p3e1prXpVtVMABOATHoAHOQBPcgBbwAQaP4Bm8gjfnyXlx3p2P6eiCU+7sgT9wPn8AeE6XlA==</latexit>

Dist. log ratio
<latexit sha1_base64="7oGBlvyBwH1Rcj6SyN4OgSamCUg=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAiuQiqCSl0UdOGygrGFJpTJdNIOnUeYmQglZOXGX3HjQsWt/+DOv3HSZqGtBy4czrmXe++JEkqU9rxva2FxaXlltbJWXd/Y3Nq2d3bvlUglwj4SVMhOBBWmhGNfE01xJ5EYsojidjS6Kvz2A5aKCH6nxwkOGRxwEhMEtZF69kEWSJYFUZxdm2Vu0KBiEDRk4eZ53rNrnutN4MyTeklqoESrZ38FfYFShrlGFCrVrXuJDjMoNUEU59UgVTiBaAQHuGsohwyrMJu8kTtHRuk7sZCmuHYm6u+JDDKlxiwynQzqoZr1CvE/r5vq+DzMCE9SjTmaLopT6mjhFJk4fSIx0nRsCESSmFsdNIQSIm2Sq5oQ6rMvzxP/xL1wvdvTWvOyTKMC9sEhOAZ1cAaa4Aa0gA8QeATP4BW8WU/Wi/VufUxbF6xyZg/8gfX5A0rVmTI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7oGBlvyBwH1Rcj6SyN4OgSamCUg=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAiuQiqCSl0UdOGygrGFJpTJdNIOnUeYmQglZOXGX3HjQsWt/+DOv3HSZqGtBy4czrmXe++JEkqU9rxva2FxaXlltbJWXd/Y3Nq2d3bvlUglwj4SVMhOBBWmhGNfE01xJ5EYsojidjS6Kvz2A5aKCH6nxwkOGRxwEhMEtZF69kEWSJYFUZxdm2Vu0KBiEDRk4eZ53rNrnutN4MyTeklqoESrZ38FfYFShrlGFCrVrXuJDjMoNUEU59UgVTiBaAQHuGsohwyrMJu8kTtHRuk7sZCmuHYm6u+JDDKlxiwynQzqoZr1CvE/r5vq+DzMCE9SjTmaLopT6mjhFJk4fSIx0nRsCESSmFsdNIQSIm2Sq5oQ6rMvzxP/xL1wvdvTWvOyTKMC9sEhOAZ1cAaa4Aa0gA8QeATP4BW8WU/Wi/VufUxbF6xyZg/8gfX5A0rVmTI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7oGBlvyBwH1Rcj6SyN4OgSamCUg=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAiuQiqCSl0UdOGygrGFJpTJdNIOnUeYmQglZOXGX3HjQsWt/+DOv3HSZqGtBy4czrmXe++JEkqU9rxva2FxaXlltbJWXd/Y3Nq2d3bvlUglwj4SVMhOBBWmhGNfE01xJ5EYsojidjS6Kvz2A5aKCH6nxwkOGRxwEhMEtZF69kEWSJYFUZxdm2Vu0KBiEDRk4eZ53rNrnutN4MyTeklqoESrZ38FfYFShrlGFCrVrXuJDjMoNUEU59UgVTiBaAQHuGsohwyrMJu8kTtHRuk7sZCmuHYm6u+JDDKlxiwynQzqoZr1CvE/r5vq+DzMCE9SjTmaLopT6mjhFJk4fSIx0nRsCESSmFsdNIQSIm2Sq5oQ6rMvzxP/xL1wvdvTWvOyTKMC9sEhOAZ1cAaa4Aa0gA8QeATP4BW8WU/Wi/VufUxbF6xyZg/8gfX5A0rVmTI=</latexit>

Data sample D
<latexit sha1_base64="99DX1wB4D7ChFAxRNF+KPQTTjFA=">AAACGHicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69LBbBU9mKoFIPBXvwWMHaQreU2TTbhibZJckKJezf8OJf8eJBxWtv/huz2x60+iDk8d4MM/OCmFGlPe/LKaysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YMHFSUSkzaOWCS7ASjCqCBtTTUj3VgS4AEjnWByk/mdRyIVjcS9nsakz2EkaEgxaCsNyp7xJTd+EJomaPDrCnjMiF9P09T4HPTYOvmPgZmmVQflilf1crh/SW1BKmiB1qA884cRTjgRGjNQqlfzYt03IDXFjKQlP1EkBjyBEelZKoAT1Tf5Zal7YpWhG0bSPqHdXP3ZYYArNeWBrcyWVMteJv7n9RIdXvYNFXGiicDzQWHCXB25WUzukEqCNZtaAlhSu6uLxyABaxtmyYZQWz75L2mfVa+q3t15pXG9SKOIjtAxOkU1dIEa6Ba1UBth9IRe0Bt6d56dV+fD+ZyXFpxFzyH6BWf2DV0eofk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="99DX1wB4D7ChFAxRNF+KPQTTjFA=">AAACGHicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69LBbBU9mKoFIPBXvwWMHaQreU2TTbhibZJckKJezf8OJf8eJBxWtv/huz2x60+iDk8d4MM/OCmFGlPe/LKaysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YMHFSUSkzaOWCS7ASjCqCBtTTUj3VgS4AEjnWByk/mdRyIVjcS9nsakz2EkaEgxaCsNyp7xJTd+EJomaPDrCnjMiF9P09T4HPTYOvmPgZmmVQflilf1crh/SW1BKmiB1qA884cRTjgRGjNQqlfzYt03IDXFjKQlP1EkBjyBEelZKoAT1Tf5Zal7YpWhG0bSPqHdXP3ZYYArNeWBrcyWVMteJv7n9RIdXvYNFXGiicDzQWHCXB25WUzukEqCNZtaAlhSu6uLxyABaxtmyYZQWz75L2mfVa+q3t15pXG9SKOIjtAxOkU1dIEa6Ba1UBth9IRe0Bt6d56dV+fD+ZyXFpxFzyH6BWf2DV0eofk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="99DX1wB4D7ChFAxRNF+KPQTTjFA=">AAACGHicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69LBbBU9mKoFIPBXvwWMHaQreU2TTbhibZJckKJezf8OJf8eJBxWtv/huz2x60+iDk8d4MM/OCmFGlPe/LKaysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YMHFSUSkzaOWCS7ASjCqCBtTTUj3VgS4AEjnWByk/mdRyIVjcS9nsakz2EkaEgxaCsNyp7xJTd+EJomaPDrCnjMiF9P09T4HPTYOvmPgZmmVQflilf1crh/SW1BKmiB1qA884cRTjgRGjNQqlfzYt03IDXFjKQlP1EkBjyBEelZKoAT1Tf5Zal7YpWhG0bSPqHdXP3ZYYArNeWBrcyWVMteJv7n9RIdXvYNFXGiicDzQWHCXB25WUzukEqCNZtaAlhSu6uLxyABaxtmyYZQWz75L2mfVa+q3t15pXG9SKOIjtAxOkU1dIEa6Ba1UBth9IRe0Bt6d56dV+fD+ZyXFpxFzyH6BWf2DV0eofk=</latexit>

Reference sample R
<latexit sha1_base64="Jq83u2Yb+uC83zpZI3YYKg0q4i8=">AAACHXicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/Vj16CRbBU9mKoqKHghePtVhb6JaSTWfb0GR3SbJCCftLvPhXvHhQ8eBF/Dem2x60+iDM470ZMvOChDOlPe/LKSwsLi2vFFdLa+sbm1vu9s6dilNJoUljHst2QBRwFkFTM82hnUggIuDQCkZXE791D1KxOLrV4wS6ggwiFjJKtJV67onxpTB+EJoGhCAhouBfKCISbmuWZcYXRA+tnVdKuGlYteeWvYqXA/8l1RkpoxnqPffD78c0FRBpyolSnaqX6K4hUjPKISv5qYKE0BEZQMfSiAhQXZOfl+EDq/RxGEv7Io1z9eeEIUKpsQhs52RJNe9NxP+8TqrDs65hUZJqe/j0ozDlWMd4khXuMwlU87ElhEpmd8V0SCSh2iZasiFU50/+S5pHlfOKd3Ncrl3O0iiiPbSPDlEVnaIaukZ11EQUPaAn9IJenUfn2Xlz3qetBWc2s4t+wfn8Brs0pE4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jq83u2Yb+uC83zpZI3YYKg0q4i8=">AAACHXicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/Vj16CRbBU9mKoqKHghePtVhb6JaSTWfb0GR3SbJCCftLvPhXvHhQ8eBF/Dem2x60+iDM470ZMvOChDOlPe/LKSwsLi2vFFdLa+sbm1vu9s6dilNJoUljHst2QBRwFkFTM82hnUggIuDQCkZXE791D1KxOLrV4wS6ggwiFjJKtJV67onxpTB+EJoGhCAhouBfKCISbmuWZcYXRA+tnVdKuGlYteeWvYqXA/8l1RkpoxnqPffD78c0FRBpyolSnaqX6K4hUjPKISv5qYKE0BEZQMfSiAhQXZOfl+EDq/RxGEv7Io1z9eeEIUKpsQhs52RJNe9NxP+8TqrDs65hUZJqe/j0ozDlWMd4khXuMwlU87ElhEpmd8V0SCSh2iZasiFU50/+S5pHlfOKd3Ncrl3O0iiiPbSPDlEVnaIaukZ11EQUPaAn9IJenUfn2Xlz3qetBWc2s4t+wfn8Brs0pE4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jq83u2Yb+uC83zpZI3YYKg0q4i8=">AAACHXicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/Vj16CRbBU9mKoqKHghePtVhb6JaSTWfb0GR3SbJCCftLvPhXvHhQ8eBF/Dem2x60+iDM470ZMvOChDOlPe/LKSwsLi2vFFdLa+sbm1vu9s6dilNJoUljHst2QBRwFkFTM82hnUggIuDQCkZXE791D1KxOLrV4wS6ggwiFjJKtJV67onxpTB+EJoGhCAhouBfKCISbmuWZcYXRA+tnVdKuGlYteeWvYqXA/8l1RkpoxnqPffD78c0FRBpyolSnaqX6K4hUjPKISv5qYKE0BEZQMfSiAhQXZOfl+EDq/RxGEv7Io1z9eeEIUKpsQhs52RJNe9NxP+8TqrDs65hUZJqe/j0ozDlWMd4khXuMwlU87ElhEpmd8V0SCSh2iZasiFU50/+S5pHlfOKd3Ncrl3O0iiiPbSPDlEVnaIaukZ11EQUPaAn9IJenUfn2Xlz3qetBWc2s4t+wfn8Brs0pE4=</latexit>

Test statistic t
<latexit sha1_base64="SZztXJj5ZIpKHOGpBSLtDqjU6WM=">AAACCnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOX0CJ4KqkIKvVQ8OKxQmMLTSib7aZdutmE3YlQlty9+Fe8eFDx6i/w5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/N7M68MOVMget+Wyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t6+fXB4r5JMEuqRhCeyG2JFORPUAwacdlNJcRxy2gnHN1O/80ClYolowySlQYyHgkWMYDBS365oX8baDyPdpgr8hgJjKGDEb+R5rjXked+uujV3BmeZ1AtSRQVaffvLHyQki6kAwrFSvbqbQqCxNM9ympf9TNEUkzEe0p6hAsdUBXp2S+6cGGXgRIk0JcCZqb8nNI6VmsSh6YwxjNSiNxX/83oZRJeBZiLNgAoy/yjKuAOJMw3GGTBJCfCJIZhIZnZ1yAhLTMDEVzYh1BdPXibeWe2q5t6dV5vXRRoldIwq6BTV0QVqolvUQh4i6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TFvXbGKmSP0B9bnD2menB0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SZztXJj5ZIpKHOGpBSLtDqjU6WM=">AAACCnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOX0CJ4KqkIKvVQ8OKxQmMLTSib7aZdutmE3YlQlty9+Fe8eFDx6i/w5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/N7M68MOVMget+Wyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t6+fXB4r5JMEuqRhCeyG2JFORPUAwacdlNJcRxy2gnHN1O/80ClYolowySlQYyHgkWMYDBS365oX8baDyPdpgr8hgJjKGDEb+R5rjXked+uujV3BmeZ1AtSRQVaffvLHyQki6kAwrFSvbqbQqCxNM9ympf9TNEUkzEe0p6hAsdUBXp2S+6cGGXgRIk0JcCZqb8nNI6VmsSh6YwxjNSiNxX/83oZRJeBZiLNgAoy/yjKuAOJMw3GGTBJCfCJIZhIZnZ1yAhLTMDEVzYh1BdPXibeWe2q5t6dV5vXRRoldIwq6BTV0QVqolvUQh4i6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TFvXbGKmSP0B9bnD2menB0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SZztXJj5ZIpKHOGpBSLtDqjU6WM=">AAACCnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOX0CJ4KqkIKvVQ8OKxQmMLTSib7aZdutmE3YlQlty9+Fe8eFDx6i/w5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/N7M68MOVMget+Wyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t6+fXB4r5JMEuqRhCeyG2JFORPUAwacdlNJcRxy2gnHN1O/80ClYolowySlQYyHgkWMYDBS365oX8baDyPdpgr8hgJjKGDEb+R5rjXked+uujV3BmeZ1AtSRQVaffvLHyQki6kAwrFSvbqbQqCxNM9ympf9TNEUkzEe0p6hAsdUBXp2S+6cGGXgRIk0JcCZqb8nNI6VmsSh6YwxjNSiNxX/83oZRJeBZiLNgAoy/yjKuAOJMw3GGTBJCfCJIZhIZnZ1yAhLTMDEVzYh1BdPXibeWe2q5t6dV5vXRRoldIwq6BTV0QVqolvUQh4i6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TFvXbGKmSP0B9bnD2menB0=</latexit>

data/reference
<latexit sha1_base64="e+Vy7tddJEAq8X+yvaaVW00g78Q=">AAAB/XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPNVEBBU8FLx4rGBsoQ1ls5m0S3eTsLsRSgj4V7x4UPHq//Dmv3Hb5qCtDwYe780wMy9IOVPacb6tytLyyupadb22sbm1vWPv7j2oJJMUPJrwRHYCooCzGDzNNIdOKoGIgEM7GN1M/PYjSMWS+F6PU/AFGcQsYpRoI/Xtg7wnRR4STU4lRCAhplAUfbvuNJwp8CJxS1JHJVp9+6sXJjQTEGvKiVJd10m1nxOpGeVQ1HqZgpTQERlA19CYCFB+Pj2/wMdGCXGUSFOxxlP190ROhFJjEZhOQfRQzXsT8T+vm+no0s9ZnGba/DVbFGUc6wRPssAhk0A1HxtCqGTmVkyHRBKqTWI1E4I7//Ii8c4aVw3n7rzevC7TqKJDdIROkIsuUBPdohbyEEU5ekav6M16sl6sd+tj1lqxypl99AfW5w9duZXt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e+Vy7tddJEAq8X+yvaaVW00g78Q=">AAAB/XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPNVEBBU8FLx4rGBsoQ1ls5m0S3eTsLsRSgj4V7x4UPHq//Dmv3Hb5qCtDwYe780wMy9IOVPacb6tytLyyupadb22sbm1vWPv7j2oJJMUPJrwRHYCooCzGDzNNIdOKoGIgEM7GN1M/PYjSMWS+F6PU/AFGcQsYpRoI/Xtg7wnRR4STU4lRCAhplAUfbvuNJwp8CJxS1JHJVp9+6sXJjQTEGvKiVJd10m1nxOpGeVQ1HqZgpTQERlA19CYCFB+Pj2/wMdGCXGUSFOxxlP190ROhFJjEZhOQfRQzXsT8T+vm+no0s9ZnGba/DVbFGUc6wRPssAhk0A1HxtCqGTmVkyHRBKqTWI1E4I7//Ii8c4aVw3n7rzevC7TqKJDdIROkIsuUBPdohbyEEU5ekav6M16sl6sd+tj1lqxypl99AfW5w9duZXt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e+Vy7tddJEAq8X+yvaaVW00g78Q=">AAAB/XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPNVEBBU8FLx4rGBsoQ1ls5m0S3eTsLsRSgj4V7x4UPHq//Dmv3Hb5qCtDwYe780wMy9IOVPacb6tytLyyupadb22sbm1vWPv7j2oJJMUPJrwRHYCooCzGDzNNIdOKoGIgEM7GN1M/PYjSMWS+F6PU/AFGcQsYpRoI/Xtg7wnRR4STU4lRCAhplAUfbvuNJwp8CJxS1JHJVp9+6sXJjQTEGvKiVJd10m1nxOpGeVQ1HqZgpTQERlA19CYCFB+Pj2/wMdGCXGUSFOxxlP190ROhFJjEZhOQfRQzXsT8T+vm+no0s9ZnGba/DVbFGUc6wRPssAhk0A1HxtCqGTmVkyHRBKqTWI1E4I7//Ii8c4aVw3n7rzevC7TqKJDdIROkIsuUBPdohbyEEU5ekav6M16sl6sd+tj1lqxypl99AfW5w9duZXt</latexit>

INPUT
<latexit sha1_base64="Wj1rdue1Hl24o8XFXRUMwawzKsg=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16CRbBU0lFUG9FL3qRCo0tNKFstpt26e4m7G6UEvNTvHhQ8eo/8ea/cdvmoNUHA4/3ZpiZFyaMKu26X1ZpaXllda28XtnY3Nresau7dypOJSYejlksuyFShFFBPE01I91EEsRDRjrh+HLqd+6JVDQWbT1JSMDRUNCIYqSN1LermS955odRdn3T8tp5nvftmlt3Z3D+kkZBalCg1bc//UGMU06Exgwp1Wu4iQ4yJDXFjOQVP1UkQXiMhqRnqECcqCCbnZ47h0YZOFEsTQntzNSfExniSk14aDo50iO16E3F/7xeqqOzIKMiSTUReL4oSpmjY2eagzOgkmDNJoYgLKm51cEjJBHWJq2KCaGx+PJf4h3Xz+vu7UmteVGkUYZ9OIAjaMApNOEKWuABhgd4ghd4tR6tZ+vNep+3lqxiZg9+wfr4BvSPk/8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wj1rdue1Hl24o8XFXRUMwawzKsg=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16CRbBU0lFUG9FL3qRCo0tNKFstpt26e4m7G6UEvNTvHhQ8eo/8ea/cdvmoNUHA4/3ZpiZFyaMKu26X1ZpaXllda28XtnY3Nresau7dypOJSYejlksuyFShFFBPE01I91EEsRDRjrh+HLqd+6JVDQWbT1JSMDRUNCIYqSN1LermS955odRdn3T8tp5nvftmlt3Z3D+kkZBalCg1bc//UGMU06Exgwp1Wu4iQ4yJDXFjOQVP1UkQXiMhqRnqECcqCCbnZ47h0YZOFEsTQntzNSfExniSk14aDo50iO16E3F/7xeqqOzIKMiSTUReL4oSpmjY2eagzOgkmDNJoYgLKm51cEjJBHWJq2KCaGx+PJf4h3Xz+vu7UmteVGkUYZ9OIAjaMApNOEKWuABhgd4ghd4tR6tZ+vNep+3lqxiZg9+wfr4BvSPk/8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wj1rdue1Hl24o8XFXRUMwawzKsg=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16CRbBU0lFUG9FL3qRCo0tNKFstpt26e4m7G6UEvNTvHhQ8eo/8ea/cdvmoNUHA4/3ZpiZFyaMKu26X1ZpaXllda28XtnY3Nresau7dypOJSYejlksuyFShFFBPE01I91EEsRDRjrh+HLqd+6JVDQWbT1JSMDRUNCIYqSN1LermS955odRdn3T8tp5nvftmlt3Z3D+kkZBalCg1bc//UGMU06Exgwp1Wu4iQ4yJDXFjOQVP1UkQXiMhqRnqECcqCCbnZ47h0YZOFEsTQntzNSfExniSk14aDo50iO16E3F/7xeqqOzIKMiSTUReL4oSpmjY2eagzOgkmDNJoYgLKm51cEjJBHWJq2KCaGx+PJf4h3Xz+vu7UmteVGkUYZ9OIAjaMApNOEKWuABhgd4ghd4tR6tZ+vNep+3lqxiZg9+wfr4BvSPk/8=</latexit>

OUTPUT
<latexit sha1_base64="6Wlpjrg6WZmcz3HIGM0b2Xmz5+w=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXrEcvwSJ4KokI6q3oxZsVGltoQtlsN+3S3U3Y3Ygl5K948aDi1V/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelDKqtOt+Wyura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t6+fVB7UEkmMfFxwhLZjZAijAria6oZ6aaSIB4x0onGN1O/80ikoolo60lKQo6GgsYUI22kvl3LA8nzIIrzO7/d8ttFUfTtuttwZ3CWiVeSOpRo9e2vYJDgjBOhMUNK9Tw31WGOpKaYkaIaZIqkCI/RkPQMFYgTFeaz2wvnxCgDJ06kKaGdmfp7IkdcqQmPTCdHeqQWvan4n9fLdHwZ5lSkmSYCzxfFGXN04kyDcAZUEqzZxBCEJTW3OniEJMLaxFU1IXiLLy8T/6xx1XDvz+vN6zKNChzBMZyCBxfQhFtogQ8YnuAZXuHNKqwX6936mLeuWOXMIfyB9fkDsyOUag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6Wlpjrg6WZmcz3HIGM0b2Xmz5+w=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXrEcvwSJ4KokI6q3oxZsVGltoQtlsN+3S3U3Y3Ygl5K948aDi1V/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelDKqtOt+Wyura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t6+fVB7UEkmMfFxwhLZjZAijAria6oZ6aaSIB4x0onGN1O/80ikoolo60lKQo6GgsYUI22kvl3LA8nzIIrzO7/d8ttFUfTtuttwZ3CWiVeSOpRo9e2vYJDgjBOhMUNK9Tw31WGOpKaYkaIaZIqkCI/RkPQMFYgTFeaz2wvnxCgDJ06kKaGdmfp7IkdcqQmPTCdHeqQWvan4n9fLdHwZ5lSkmSYCzxfFGXN04kyDcAZUEqzZxBCEJTW3OniEJMLaxFU1IXiLLy8T/6xx1XDvz+vN6zKNChzBMZyCBxfQhFtogQ8YnuAZXuHNKqwX6936mLeuWOXMIfyB9fkDsyOUag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6Wlpjrg6WZmcz3HIGM0b2Xmz5+w=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXrEcvwSJ4KokI6q3oxZsVGltoQtlsN+3S3U3Y3Ygl5K948aDi1V/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelDKqtOt+Wyura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t6+fVB7UEkmMfFxwhLZjZAijAria6oZ6aaSIB4x0onGN1O/80ikoolo60lKQo6GgsYUI22kvl3LA8nzIIrzO7/d8ttFUfTtuttwZ3CWiVeSOpRo9e2vYJDgjBOhMUNK9Tw31WGOpKaYkaIaZIqkCI/RkPQMFYgTFeaz2wvnxCgDJ06kKaGdmfp7IkdcqQmPTCdHeqQWvan4n9fLdHwZ5lSkmSYCzxfFGXN04kyDcAZUEqzZxBCEJTW3OniEJMLaxFU1IXiLLy8T/6xx1XDvz+vN6zKNChzBMZyCBxfQhFtogQ8YnuAZXuHNKqwX6936mLeuWOXMIfyB9fkDsyOUag==</latexit>

t(D) = �2Min
{w}

L[f ]
<latexit sha1_base64="HluKZdBJPLnePVlLZo9cbIX9zts=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HluKZdBJPLnePVlLZo9cbIX9zts=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HluKZdBJPLnePVlLZo9cbIX9zts=">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</latexit>
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Figure 1: A schematic representation of the implementation of our strategy.

time. We estimate N(w) by the Monte Carlo method, namely we write 5

N(w) =
N(R)

NR

X

x2R
e
f(x;w)

. (9)

Eq. (3) thus becomes

t(D) = �2 Min
{w}

"
N(R)

NR

X

x2R
(ef(x;w) � 1) �

X

x2D
f(x;w)

#
⌘ �2 Min

{w}
L[f( · ,w)] , (10)

where L has precisely the form of a loss function. It can be written as a single sum over events by
introducing a target variable y which is set to 0 for the events in R and to 1 and for those in D.
Explicitly, we have

L[f ] =
X

(x,y)


(1 � y)

N(R)

NR
(ef(x) � 1) � y f(x)

�
. (11)

The minimization of L with respect to the neural network parameters w can thus be carried out
as a standard supervised training process. The test statistic is simply minus 2 times the loss at
the end of training. The trained neural network, f(x; bw), is the maximum likelihood fit to the

5There is an equality in the equation that follows because we assume a large enough reference sample to reduce
the Monte Carlo integration error to a negligible level.

9

Train D vs. R
<latexit sha1_base64="tLbrL+JMezgVpQS8gUvjgzffP7s=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXYBE8hbQIKvVQ0IPHKo0tNKFstpt26e4m7G4KJeR/ePGvePGg4k28+G/ctDnY1gcDj/dmmJkXxJRI5Tg/xsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dvHhw+yigRCLsoopHoBFBiSjh2FVEUd2KBIQsobgejm9xvj7GQJOItNYmxz+CAk5AgqLTUM2ueYGlLQMK9epZ6DKohgjS9zbLc8Opjac8ZD1nWMyuO7UxhLZNqQSqgQLNnfnn9CCUMc4UolLJbdWLlp1AogijOyl4icQzRCA5wV1MOGZZ+Ov0ts0610rfCSOjiypqqfydSyKScsEB35jfKRS8X//O6iQov/ZTwOFGYo9miMKGWiqw8KKtPBEaKTjSBSBB9q4WGUECkdJxlHUJ18eVl4tbsK9u5P680ros0SuAYnIAzUAUXoAHuQBO4AIEn8ALewLvxbLwaH8bnrHXFKGaOwByM71+PT6KO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tLbrL+JMezgVpQS8gUvjgzffP7s=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXYBE8hbQIKvVQ0IPHKo0tNKFstpt26e4m7G4KJeR/ePGvePGg4k28+G/ctDnY1gcDj/dmmJkXxJRI5Tg/xsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dvHhw+yigRCLsoopHoBFBiSjh2FVEUd2KBIQsobgejm9xvj7GQJOItNYmxz+CAk5AgqLTUM2ueYGlLQMK9epZ6DKohgjS9zbLc8Opjac8ZD1nWMyuO7UxhLZNqQSqgQLNnfnn9CCUMc4UolLJbdWLlp1AogijOyl4icQzRCA5wV1MOGZZ+Ov0ts0610rfCSOjiypqqfydSyKScsEB35jfKRS8X//O6iQov/ZTwOFGYo9miMKGWiqw8KKtPBEaKTjSBSBB9q4WGUECkdJxlHUJ18eVl4tbsK9u5P680ros0SuAYnIAzUAUXoAHuQBO4AIEn8ALewLvxbLwaH8bnrHXFKGaOwByM71+PT6KO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tLbrL+JMezgVpQS8gUvjgzffP7s=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXYBE8hbQIKvVQ0IPHKo0tNKFstpt26e4m7G4KJeR/ePGvePGg4k28+G/ctDnY1gcDj/dmmJkXxJRI5Tg/xsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dvHhw+yigRCLsoopHoBFBiSjh2FVEUd2KBIQsobgejm9xvj7GQJOItNYmxz+CAk5AgqLTUM2ueYGlLQMK9epZ6DKohgjS9zbLc8Opjac8ZD1nWMyuO7UxhLZNqQSqgQLNnfnn9CCUMc4UolLJbdWLlp1AogijOyl4icQzRCA5wV1MOGZZ+Ov0ts0610rfCSOjiypqqfydSyKScsEB35jfKRS8X//O6iQov/ZTwOFGYo9miMKGWiqw8KKtPBEaKTjSBSBB9q4WGUECkdJxlHUJ18eVl4tbsK9u5P680ros0SuAYnIAzUAUXoAHuQBO4AIEn8ALewLvxbLwaH8bnrHXFKGaOwByM71+PT6KO</latexit>

w
<latexit sha1_base64="rI/4tC9VUChoWNcv+mzL2kXtKn0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIKngoePFYwdhCW8pmO2mXbjZxd6OUkD/hxYOKV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777Swtr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39ex2niqHPYhGrVkA1Ci7RN9wIbCUKaRQIbAaj64nffESleSzvzDjBbkQHkoecUWOlVtYJwuwpz3uVqltzpyCLxCtIFQo0epWvTj9maYTSMEG1bntuYroZVYYzgXm5k2pMKBvRAbYtlTRC3c2m9+bk2Cp9EsbKljRkqv6eyGik9TgKbGdEzVDPexPxP6+dmvCim3GZpAYlmy0KU0FMTCbPkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsRGUbgjf/8iLxT2uXNff2rFq/KtIowSEcwQl4cA51uIEG+MBAwDO8wpvz4Lw4787HrHXJKWYO4A+czx8G1JAi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rI/4tC9VUChoWNcv+mzL2kXtKn0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIKngoePFYwdhCW8pmO2mXbjZxd6OUkD/hxYOKV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777Swtr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39ex2niqHPYhGrVkA1Ci7RN9wIbCUKaRQIbAaj64nffESleSzvzDjBbkQHkoecUWOlVtYJwuwpz3uVqltzpyCLxCtIFQo0epWvTj9maYTSMEG1bntuYroZVYYzgXm5k2pMKBvRAbYtlTRC3c2m9+bk2Cp9EsbKljRkqv6eyGik9TgKbGdEzVDPexPxP6+dmvCim3GZpAYlmy0KU0FMTCbPkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsRGUbgjf/8iLxT2uXNff2rFq/KtIowSEcwQl4cA51uIEG+MBAwDO8wpvz4Lw4787HrHXJKWYO4A+czx8G1JAi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rI/4tC9VUChoWNcv+mzL2kXtKn0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIKngoePFYwdhCW8pmO2mXbjZxd6OUkD/hxYOKV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777Swtr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39ex2niqHPYhGrVkA1Ci7RN9wIbCUKaRQIbAaj64nffESleSzvzDjBbkQHkoecUWOlVtYJwuwpz3uVqltzpyCLxCtIFQo0epWvTj9maYTSMEG1bntuYroZVYYzgXm5k2pMKBvRAbYtlTRC3c2m9+bk2Cp9EsbKljRkqv6eyGik9TgKbGdEzVDPexPxP6+dmvCim3GZpAYlmy0KU0FMTCbPkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsRGUbgjf/8iLxT2uXNff2rFq/KtIowSEcwQl4cA51uIEG+MBAwDO8wpvz4Lw4787HrHXJKWYO4A+czx8G1JAi</latexit>

f(x;w)
<latexit sha1_base64="kvmgogxtGifb2gUQisILHtaH8SI=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigooeCl48VjC20Iay2W7apZtN3N1US8jv8OJBxat/xpv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMPD/mTGnb/rYKS8srq2vF9dLG5tb2Tnl3715FiSTUJRGPZMvHinImqKuZ5rQVS4pDn9OmP7ye+M0RlYpF4k6PY+qFuC9YwAjWRvKC6tNl2vGD9DHLjrvlil2zp0CLxMlJBXI0uuWvTi8iSUiFJhwr1XbsWHsplpoRTrNSJ1E0xmSI+7RtqMAhVV46PTpDR0bpoSCSpoRGU/X3RIpDpcahbzpDrAdq3puI/3ntRAfnXspEnGgqyGxRkHCkIzRJAPWYpETzsSGYSGZuRWSAJSba5FQyITjzLy8S96R2UbNvTyv1qzyNIhzAIVTBgTOoww00wAUCD/AMr/BmjawX6936mLUWrHxmH/7A+vwB88eRvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kvmgogxtGifb2gUQisILHtaH8SI=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigooeCl48VjC20Iay2W7apZtN3N1US8jv8OJBxat/xpv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMPD/mTGnb/rYKS8srq2vF9dLG5tb2Tnl3715FiSTUJRGPZMvHinImqKuZ5rQVS4pDn9OmP7ye+M0RlYpF4k6PY+qFuC9YwAjWRvKC6tNl2vGD9DHLjrvlil2zp0CLxMlJBXI0uuWvTi8iSUiFJhwr1XbsWHsplpoRTrNSJ1E0xmSI+7RtqMAhVV46PTpDR0bpoSCSpoRGU/X3RIpDpcahbzpDrAdq3puI/3ntRAfnXspEnGgqyGxRkHCkIzRJAPWYpETzsSGYSGZuRWSAJSba5FQyITjzLy8S96R2UbNvTyv1qzyNIhzAIVTBgTOoww00wAUCD/AMr/BmjawX6936mLUWrHxmH/7A+vwB88eRvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kvmgogxtGifb2gUQisILHtaH8SI=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoigooeCl48VjC20Iay2W7apZtN3N1US8jv8OJBxat/xpv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMPD/mTGnb/rYKS8srq2vF9dLG5tb2Tnl3715FiSTUJRGPZMvHinImqKuZ5rQVS4pDn9OmP7ye+M0RlYpF4k6PY+qFuC9YwAjWRvKC6tNl2vGD9DHLjrvlil2zp0CLxMlJBXI0uuWvTi8iSUiFJhwr1XbsWHsplpoRTrNSJ1E0xmSI+7RtqMAhVV46PTpDR0bpoSCSpoRGU/X3RIpDpcahbzpDrAdq3puI/3ntRAfnXspEnGgqyGxRkHCkIzRJAPWYpETzsSGYSGZuRWSAJSba5FQyITjzLy8S96R2UbNvTyv1qzyNIhzAIVTBgTOoww00wAUCD/AMr/BmjawX6936mLUWrHxmH/7A+vwB88eRvg==</latexit>

Neural
<latexit sha1_base64="dI2HqpCGmEjSChqdGxxPT5gYMh4=">AAACAHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/Vb0IXoJD8DRaGai3gRdPMsHqYC0jzX7dwpK2JKkwyrz4Vbx4UPHqx/DmtzHdetDNB4HHe7+X5PfClDOlHefbqiwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zv27t6dSjJJwaMJT2QnJAo4i8HTTHPopBKICDnch6PLwr9/AKlYEt/qcQqBIIOYRYwSbaSefeBTiDXIIp/7UuTXkEnCJ5OeXXcazhR4kbglqaMS7Z795fcTmglzHeVEqa7rpDrIidSMcpjU/ExBSuiIDKBraEwEqCCfbjDBx0bp4yiR5sQaT9XfiZwIpcYiNJOC6KGa9wrxP6+b6eg8yFmcZhpiOnsoyjjWCS7qwH0mgWo+NoRQycxfMR0SSajpRNVMCe78yovEO21cNJybZr3VLNuookN0hE6Qi85QC12hNvIQRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY/ZaMUqM/voD6zPHxl6l3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dI2HqpCGmEjSChqdGxxPT5gYMh4=">AAACAHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/Vb0IXoJD8DRaGai3gRdPMsHqYC0jzX7dwpK2JKkwyrz4Vbx4UPHqx/DmtzHdetDNB4HHe7+X5PfClDOlHefbqiwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zv27t6dSjJJwaMJT2QnJAo4i8HTTHPopBKICDnch6PLwr9/AKlYEt/qcQqBIIOYRYwSbaSefeBTiDXIIp/7UuTXkEnCJ5OeXXcazhR4kbglqaMS7Z795fcTmglzHeVEqa7rpDrIidSMcpjU/ExBSuiIDKBraEwEqCCfbjDBx0bp4yiR5sQaT9XfiZwIpcYiNJOC6KGa9wrxP6+b6eg8yFmcZhpiOnsoyjjWCS7qwH0mgWo+NoRQycxfMR0SSajpRNVMCe78yovEO21cNJybZr3VLNuookN0hE6Qi85QC12hNvIQRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY/ZaMUqM/voD6zPHxl6l3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dI2HqpCGmEjSChqdGxxPT5gYMh4=">AAACAHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/Vb0IXoJD8DRaGai3gRdPMsHqYC0jzX7dwpK2JKkwyrz4Vbx4UPHqx/DmtzHdetDNB4HHe7+X5PfClDOlHefbqiwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zv27t6dSjJJwaMJT2QnJAo4i8HTTHPopBKICDnch6PLwr9/AKlYEt/qcQqBIIOYRYwSbaSefeBTiDXIIp/7UuTXkEnCJ5OeXXcazhR4kbglqaMS7Z795fcTmglzHeVEqa7rpDrIidSMcpjU/ExBSuiIDKBraEwEqCCfbjDBx0bp4yiR5sQaT9XfiZwIpcYiNJOC6KGa9wrxP6+b6eg8yFmcZhpiOnsoyjjWCS7qwH0mgWo+NoRQycxfMR0SSajpRNVMCe78yovEO21cNJybZr3VLNuookN0hE6Qi85QC12hNvIQRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY/ZaMUqM/voD6zPHxl6l3c=</latexit>

Network
<latexit sha1_base64="l6yN+f1QsOLsaSp4kJ0f/2w0hK8=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyWRgroruHElFYwtNKFMpjft0MmDmYlSQnDjr7hxoeLWv3Dn3zhps9DWAwOHc+6ZmXv8hDOpLOvbqCwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zvm7t6djFNBwaExj0XXJxI4i8BRTHHoJgJI6HPo+OPLwu/cg5Asjm7VJAEvJMOIBYwSpaW+eeBSiBSIIp+5IsyuQT3EYpznfbNuNawp8CKxS1JHJdp988sdxDQN9X2UEyl7tpUoLyNCMcohr7mphITQMRlCT9OIhCC9bLpCjo+1MsBBLPSJFJ6qvxMZCaWchL6eDIkayXmvEP/zeqkKzr2MRUmqIKKzh4KUYxXjog88YAKo4hNNCBVM/xXTERGE6lJkTZdgz6+8SJzTxkXDumnWW82yjSo6REfoBNnoDLXQFWojB1H0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mI1WjDKzj/7A+PwBDxKYBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l6yN+f1QsOLsaSp4kJ0f/2w0hK8=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyWRgroruHElFYwtNKFMpjft0MmDmYlSQnDjr7hxoeLWv3Dn3zhps9DWAwOHc+6ZmXv8hDOpLOvbqCwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zvm7t6djFNBwaExj0XXJxI4i8BRTHHoJgJI6HPo+OPLwu/cg5Asjm7VJAEvJMOIBYwSpaW+eeBSiBSIIp+5IsyuQT3EYpznfbNuNawp8CKxS1JHJdp988sdxDQN9X2UEyl7tpUoLyNCMcohr7mphITQMRlCT9OIhCC9bLpCjo+1MsBBLPSJFJ6qvxMZCaWchL6eDIkayXmvEP/zeqkKzr2MRUmqIKKzh4KUYxXjog88YAKo4hNNCBVM/xXTERGE6lJkTZdgz6+8SJzTxkXDumnWW82yjSo6REfoBNnoDLXQFWojB1H0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mI1WjDKzj/7A+PwBDxKYBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l6yN+f1QsOLsaSp4kJ0f/2w0hK8=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyWRgroruHElFYwtNKFMpjft0MmDmYlSQnDjr7hxoeLWv3Dn3zhps9DWAwOHc+6ZmXv8hDOpLOvbqCwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zvm7t6djFNBwaExj0XXJxI4i8BRTHHoJgJI6HPo+OPLwu/cg5Asjm7VJAEvJMOIBYwSpaW+eeBSiBSIIp+5IsyuQT3EYpznfbNuNawp8CKxS1JHJdp988sdxDQN9X2UEyl7tpUoLyNCMcohr7mphITQMRlCT9OIhCC9bLpCjo+1MsBBLPSJFJ6qvxMZCaWchL6eDIkayXmvEP/zeqkKzr2MRUmqIKKzh4KUYxXjog88YAKo4hNNCBVM/xXTERGE6lJkTZdgz6+8SJzTxkXDumnWW82yjSo6REfoBNnoDLXQFWojB1H0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mI1WjDKzj/7A+PwBDxKYBA==</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="3fQIQLo0BGAEJj9Jm00fxBjph4A=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUMFDwYvHFowttKFstpN27WYTdjdiCf0FXjyoePUvefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3Os4VQw9FotYtQOqUXCJnuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3Uz91iMqzWN5Z8YJ+hEdSB5yRo2Vmk+9csWtujOQZVLLSQVyNHrlr24/ZmmE0jBBte7U3MT4GVWGM4GTUjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZodOyIlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhpZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYlG0Jt8eVl4p1Vr6pu87xSv87TKMIRHMMp1OAC6nALDfCAAcIzvMKb8+C8OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPUn+MyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3fQIQLo0BGAEJj9Jm00fxBjph4A=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUMFDwYvHFowttKFstpN27WYTdjdiCf0FXjyoePUvefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3Os4VQw9FotYtQOqUXCJnuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3Uz91iMqzWN5Z8YJ+hEdSB5yRo2Vmk+9csWtujOQZVLLSQVyNHrlr24/ZmmE0jBBte7U3MT4GVWGM4GTUjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZodOyIlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhpZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYlG0Jt8eVl4p1Vr6pu87xSv87TKMIRHMMp1OAC6nALDfCAAcIzvMKb8+C8OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPUn+MyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3fQIQLo0BGAEJj9Jm00fxBjph4A=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUMFDwYvHFowttKFstpN27WYTdjdiCf0FXjyoePUvefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3Os4VQw9FotYtQOqUXCJnuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3Uz91iMqzWN5Z8YJ+hEdSB5yRo2Vmk+9csWtujOQZVLLSQVyNHrlr24/ZmmE0jBBte7U3MT4GVWGM4GTUjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZodOyIlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhpZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYlG0Jt8eVl4p1Vr6pu87xSv87TKMIRHMMp1OAC6nALDfCAAcIzvMKb8+C8OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPUn+MyQ==</latexit>

f(x; bw)
<latexit sha1_base64="Pfpzj/vYvRM3+vXoj4whWTvGTnI=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2IR6qWkIqjooeDFYwVjC00om82mXbrZhN2NtYTgxb/ixYOKV/+FN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5XsyoVJb1bZQWFpeWV8qrlbX1jc0tc3vnTkaJwMTGEYtEx0OSMMqJrahipBMLgkKPkbY3vMr99j0Rkkb8Vo1j4oaoz2lAMVJa6pl7Qe3hwhlRnwyQSp0QqYEXpKMsO+qZVatuTQDnSaMgVVCg1TO/HD/CSUi4wgxJ2W1YsXJTJBTFjGQVJ5EkRniI+qSrKUchkW46eSGDh1rxYRAJXVzBifp7IkWhlOPQ0535jXLWy8X/vG6igjM3pTxOFOF4uihIGFQRzPOAPhUEKzbWBGFB9a0QD5BAWOnUKjqExuzL88Q+rp/XrZuTavOySKMM9sEBqIEGOAVNcA1awAYYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatJaOY2QV/YHz+APBll1M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pfpzj/vYvRM3+vXoj4whWTvGTnI=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2IR6qWkIqjooeDFYwVjC00om82mXbrZhN2NtYTgxb/ixYOKV/+FN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5XsyoVJb1bZQWFpeWV8qrlbX1jc0tc3vnTkaJwMTGEYtEx0OSMMqJrahipBMLgkKPkbY3vMr99j0Rkkb8Vo1j4oaoz2lAMVJa6pl7Qe3hwhlRnwyQSp0QqYEXpKMsO+qZVatuTQDnSaMgVVCg1TO/HD/CSUi4wgxJ2W1YsXJTJBTFjGQVJ5EkRniI+qSrKUchkW46eSGDh1rxYRAJXVzBifp7IkWhlOPQ0535jXLWy8X/vG6igjM3pTxOFOF4uihIGFQRzPOAPhUEKzbWBGFB9a0QD5BAWOnUKjqExuzL88Q+rp/XrZuTavOySKMM9sEBqIEGOAVNcA1awAYYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatJaOY2QV/YHz+APBll1M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pfpzj/vYvRM3+vXoj4whWTvGTnI=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2IR6qWkIqjooeDFYwVjC00om82mXbrZhN2NtYTgxb/ixYOKV/+FN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5XsyoVJb1bZQWFpeWV8qrlbX1jc0tc3vnTkaJwMTGEYtEx0OSMMqJrahipBMLgkKPkbY3vMr99j0Rkkb8Vo1j4oaoz2lAMVJa6pl7Qe3hwhlRnwyQSp0QqYEXpKMsO+qZVatuTQDnSaMgVVCg1TO/HD/CSUi4wgxJ2W1YsXJTJBTFjGQVJ5EkRniI+qSrKUchkW46eSGDh1rxYRAJXVzBifp7IkWhlOPQ0535jXLWy8X/vG6igjM3pTxOFOF4uihIGFQRzPOAPhUEKzbWBGFB9a0QD5BAWOnUKjqExuzL88Q+rp/XrZuTavOySKMM9sEBqIEGOAVNcA1awAYYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PqatJaOY2QV/YHz+APBll1M=</latexit>

Neural
<latexit sha1_base64="dI2HqpCGmEjSChqdGxxPT5gYMh4=">AAACAHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/Vb0IXoJD8DRaGai3gRdPMsHqYC0jzX7dwpK2JKkwyrz4Vbx4UPHqx/DmtzHdetDNB4HHe7+X5PfClDOlHefbqiwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zv27t6dSjJJwaMJT2QnJAo4i8HTTHPopBKICDnch6PLwr9/AKlYEt/qcQqBIIOYRYwSbaSefeBTiDXIIp/7UuTXkEnCJ5OeXXcazhR4kbglqaMS7Z795fcTmglzHeVEqa7rpDrIidSMcpjU/ExBSuiIDKBraEwEqCCfbjDBx0bp4yiR5sQaT9XfiZwIpcYiNJOC6KGa9wrxP6+b6eg8yFmcZhpiOnsoyjjWCS7qwH0mgWo+NoRQycxfMR0SSajpRNVMCe78yovEO21cNJybZr3VLNuookN0hE6Qi85QC12hNvIQRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY/ZaMUqM/voD6zPHxl6l3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dI2HqpCGmEjSChqdGxxPT5gYMh4=">AAACAHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/Vb0IXoJD8DRaGai3gRdPMsHqYC0jzX7dwpK2JKkwyrz4Vbx4UPHqx/DmtzHdetDNB4HHe7+X5PfClDOlHefbqiwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zv27t6dSjJJwaMJT2QnJAo4i8HTTHPopBKICDnch6PLwr9/AKlYEt/qcQqBIIOYRYwSbaSefeBTiDXIIp/7UuTXkEnCJ5OeXXcazhR4kbglqaMS7Z795fcTmglzHeVEqa7rpDrIidSMcpjU/ExBSuiIDKBraEwEqCCfbjDBx0bp4yiR5sQaT9XfiZwIpcYiNJOC6KGa9wrxP6+b6eg8yFmcZhpiOnsoyjjWCS7qwH0mgWo+NoRQycxfMR0SSajpRNVMCe78yovEO21cNJybZr3VLNuookN0hE6Qi85QC12hNvIQRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY/ZaMUqM/voD6zPHxl6l3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dI2HqpCGmEjSChqdGxxPT5gYMh4=">AAACAHicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/Vb0IXoJD8DRaGai3gRdPMsHqYC0jzX7dwpK2JKkwyrz4Vbx4UPHqx/DmtzHdetDNB4HHe7+X5PfClDOlHefbqiwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zv27t6dSjJJwaMJT2QnJAo4i8HTTHPopBKICDnch6PLwr9/AKlYEt/qcQqBIIOYRYwSbaSefeBTiDXIIp/7UuTXkEnCJ5OeXXcazhR4kbglqaMS7Z795fcTmglzHeVEqa7rpDrIidSMcpjU/ExBSuiIDKBraEwEqCCfbjDBx0bp4yiR5sQaT9XfiZwIpcYiNJOC6KGa9wrxP6+b6eg8yFmcZhpiOnsoyjjWCS7qwH0mgWo+NoRQycxfMR0SSajpRNVMCe78yovEO21cNJybZr3VLNuookN0hE6Qi85QC12hNvIQRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY/ZaMUqM/voD6zPHxl6l3c=</latexit>

Network
<latexit sha1_base64="l6yN+f1QsOLsaSp4kJ0f/2w0hK8=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyWRgroruHElFYwtNKFMpjft0MmDmYlSQnDjr7hxoeLWv3Dn3zhps9DWAwOHc+6ZmXv8hDOpLOvbqCwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zvm7t6djFNBwaExj0XXJxI4i8BRTHHoJgJI6HPo+OPLwu/cg5Asjm7VJAEvJMOIBYwSpaW+eeBSiBSIIp+5IsyuQT3EYpznfbNuNawp8CKxS1JHJdp988sdxDQN9X2UEyl7tpUoLyNCMcohr7mphITQMRlCT9OIhCC9bLpCjo+1MsBBLPSJFJ6qvxMZCaWchL6eDIkayXmvEP/zeqkKzr2MRUmqIKKzh4KUYxXjog88YAKo4hNNCBVM/xXTERGE6lJkTZdgz6+8SJzTxkXDumnWW82yjSo6REfoBNnoDLXQFWojB1H0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mI1WjDKzj/7A+PwBDxKYBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l6yN+f1QsOLsaSp4kJ0f/2w0hK8=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyWRgroruHElFYwtNKFMpjft0MmDmYlSQnDjr7hxoeLWv3Dn3zhps9DWAwOHc+6ZmXv8hDOpLOvbqCwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zvm7t6djFNBwaExj0XXJxI4i8BRTHHoJgJI6HPo+OPLwu/cg5Asjm7VJAEvJMOIBYwSpaW+eeBSiBSIIp+5IsyuQT3EYpznfbNuNawp8CKxS1JHJdp988sdxDQN9X2UEyl7tpUoLyNCMcohr7mphITQMRlCT9OIhCC9bLpCjo+1MsBBLPSJFJ6qvxMZCaWchL6eDIkayXmvEP/zeqkKzr2MRUmqIKKzh4KUYxXjog88YAKo4hNNCBVM/xXTERGE6lJkTZdgz6+8SJzTxkXDumnWW82yjSo6REfoBNnoDLXQFWojB1H0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mI1WjDKzj/7A+PwBDxKYBA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l6yN+f1QsOLsaSp4kJ0f/2w0hK8=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyWRgroruHElFYwtNKFMpjft0MmDmYlSQnDjr7hxoeLWv3Dn3zhps9DWAwOHc+6ZmXv8hDOpLOvbqCwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zvm7t6djFNBwaExj0XXJxI4i8BRTHHoJgJI6HPo+OPLwu/cg5Asjm7VJAEvJMOIBYwSpaW+eeBSiBSIIp+5IsyuQT3EYpznfbNuNawp8CKxS1JHJdp988sdxDQN9X2UEyl7tpUoLyNCMcohr7mphITQMRlCT9OIhCC9bLpCjo+1MsBBLPSJFJ6qvxMZCaWchL6eDIkayXmvEP/zeqkKzr2MRUmqIKKzh4KUYxXjog88YAKo4hNNCBVM/xXTERGE6lJkTZdgz6+8SJzTxkXDumnWW82yjSo6REfoBNnoDLXQFWojB1H0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mI1WjDKzj/7A+PwBDxKYBA==</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="3fQIQLo0BGAEJj9Jm00fxBjph4A=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUMFDwYvHFowttKFstpN27WYTdjdiCf0FXjyoePUvefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3Os4VQw9FotYtQOqUXCJnuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3Uz91iMqzWN5Z8YJ+hEdSB5yRo2Vmk+9csWtujOQZVLLSQVyNHrlr24/ZmmE0jBBte7U3MT4GVWGM4GTUjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZodOyIlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhpZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYlG0Jt8eVl4p1Vr6pu87xSv87TKMIRHMMp1OAC6nALDfCAAcIzvMKb8+C8OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPUn+MyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3fQIQLo0BGAEJj9Jm00fxBjph4A=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUMFDwYvHFowttKFstpN27WYTdjdiCf0FXjyoePUvefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3Os4VQw9FotYtQOqUXCJnuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3Uz91iMqzWN5Z8YJ+hEdSB5yRo2Vmk+9csWtujOQZVLLSQVyNHrlr24/ZmmE0jBBte7U3MT4GVWGM4GTUjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZodOyIlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhpZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYlG0Jt8eVl4p1Vr6pu87xSv87TKMIRHMMp1OAC6nALDfCAAcIzvMKb8+C8OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPUn+MyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3fQIQLo0BGAEJj9Jm00fxBjph4A=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUMFDwYvHFowttKFstpN27WYTdjdiCf0FXjyoePUvefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3Os4VQw9FotYtQOqUXCJnuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3Uz91iMqzWN5Z8YJ+hEdSB5yRo2Vmk+9csWtujOQZVLLSQVyNHrlr24/ZmmE0jBBte7U3MT4GVWGM4GTUjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZodOyIlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhpZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYlG0Jt8eVl4p1Vr6pu87xSv87TKMIRHMMp1OAC6nALDfCAAcIzvMKb8+C8OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPUn+MyQ==</latexit>

bw
<latexit sha1_base64="GEXrqTgCiObLtyMOy6VCTZueEeU=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRbBVUlFUMFFwY3LCsYWmlAmk0k7dDIJMzeWGoK/4saFils/xJ1/46TNQlsPDBzOuZd75vgJZwps+9uoLC2vrK5V12sbm1vbO+bu3r2KU0moQ2Iey66PFeVMUAcYcNpNJMWRz2nHH10XfueBSsVicQeThHoRHggWMoJBS33zwB2zgA4xZG6EYeiH2TjP+2bdbthTWIukWZI6KtHum19uEJM0ogIIx0r1mnYCXoYlMMJpXnNTRRNMRnhAe5oKHFHlZdP0uXWslcAKY6mfAGuq/t7IcKTUJPL1ZBFRzXuF+J/XSyG88DImkhSoILNDYcotiK2iCitgkhLgE00wkUxntcgQS0xAF1bTJTTnv7xInNPGZcO+Pau3rso2qugQHaET1ETnqIVuUBs5iKBH9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHbLRilDv76A+Mzx/uWJW3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GEXrqTgCiObLtyMOy6VCTZueEeU=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRbBVUlFUMFFwY3LCsYWmlAmk0k7dDIJMzeWGoK/4saFils/xJ1/46TNQlsPDBzOuZd75vgJZwps+9uoLC2vrK5V12sbm1vbO+bu3r2KU0moQ2Iey66PFeVMUAcYcNpNJMWRz2nHH10XfueBSsVicQeThHoRHggWMoJBS33zwB2zgA4xZG6EYeiH2TjP+2bdbthTWIukWZI6KtHum19uEJM0ogIIx0r1mnYCXoYlMMJpXnNTRRNMRnhAe5oKHFHlZdP0uXWslcAKY6mfAGuq/t7IcKTUJPL1ZBFRzXuF+J/XSyG88DImkhSoILNDYcotiK2iCitgkhLgE00wkUxntcgQS0xAF1bTJTTnv7xInNPGZcO+Pau3rso2qugQHaET1ETnqIVuUBs5iKBH9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHbLRilDv76A+Mzx/uWJW3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GEXrqTgCiObLtyMOy6VCTZueEeU=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRbBVUlFUMFFwY3LCsYWmlAmk0k7dDIJMzeWGoK/4saFils/xJ1/46TNQlsPDBzOuZd75vgJZwps+9uoLC2vrK5V12sbm1vbO+bu3r2KU0moQ2Iey66PFeVMUAcYcNpNJMWRz2nHH10XfueBSsVicQeThHoRHggWMoJBS33zwB2zgA4xZG6EYeiH2TjP+2bdbthTWIukWZI6KtHum19uEJM0ogIIx0r1mnYCXoYlMMJpXnNTRRNMRnhAe5oKHFHlZdP0uXWslcAKY6mfAGuq/t7IcKTUJPL1ZBFRzXuF+J/XSyG88DImkhSoILNDYcotiK2iCitgkhLgE00wkUxntcgQS0xAF1bTJTTnv7xInNPGZcO+Pau3rso2qugQHaET1ETnqIVuUBs5iKBH9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHbLRilDv76A+Mzx/uWJW3</latexit>

f(x; bw) ' log


n(x|T)

n(x|R)

�

<latexit sha1_base64="S28PvJeymb3fOw6+nBIVfS8Bwjw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S28PvJeymb3fOw6+nBIVfS8Bwjw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S28PvJeymb3fOw6+nBIVfS8Bwjw=">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</latexit>

data sample D
<latexit sha1_base64="f+aaVRC/KcY8vyqh5Dk9o8yx3aA=">AAACC3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KlMRVOqioAuXFRxb6JRyJ5NpQ5OZIckIJcwHuPFX3LhQcesPuPNvTB8LbT0QOJxzLrn3BClnSrvut1NYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3yrt79yrJJKEeSXgi2wEoyllMPc00p+1UUhABp61geDX2Ww9UKpbEd3qU0q6AfswiRkBbqVeuGF8KE4IGv44ViJRTv57nxhegBwS4uc5zm3Kr7gR4kdRmpIJmaPbKX36YkEzQWBMOSnVqbqq7BqRmhNO85GeKpkCG0KcdS2MQVHXN5JgcH1klxFEi7Ys1nqi/JwwIpUYisMnxjmreG4v/eZ1MR+ddw+I00zQm04+ijGOd4HEzOGSSEs1HlgCRzO6KyQAkEG37K9kSavMnLxLvpHpRdW9PK43LWRtFdIAO0TGqoTPUQDeoiTxE0CN6Rq/ozXlyXpx352MaLTizmX30B87nDxbAm9U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f+aaVRC/KcY8vyqh5Dk9o8yx3aA=">AAACC3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KlMRVOqioAuXFRxb6JRyJ5NpQ5OZIckIJcwHuPFX3LhQcesPuPNvTB8LbT0QOJxzLrn3BClnSrvut1NYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3yrt79yrJJKEeSXgi2wEoyllMPc00p+1UUhABp61geDX2Ww9UKpbEd3qU0q6AfswiRkBbqVeuGF8KE4IGv44ViJRTv57nxhegBwS4uc5zm3Kr7gR4kdRmpIJmaPbKX36YkEzQWBMOSnVqbqq7BqRmhNO85GeKpkCG0KcdS2MQVHXN5JgcH1klxFEi7Ys1nqi/JwwIpUYisMnxjmreG4v/eZ1MR+ddw+I00zQm04+ijGOd4HEzOGSSEs1HlgCRzO6KyQAkEG37K9kSavMnLxLvpHpRdW9PK43LWRtFdIAO0TGqoTPUQDeoiTxE0CN6Rq/ozXlyXpx352MaLTizmX30B87nDxbAm9U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f+aaVRC/KcY8vyqh5Dk9o8yx3aA=">AAACC3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KlMRVOqioAuXFRxb6JRyJ5NpQ5OZIckIJcwHuPFX3LhQcesPuPNvTB8LbT0QOJxzLrn3BClnSrvut1NYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3yrt79yrJJKEeSXgi2wEoyllMPc00p+1UUhABp61geDX2Ww9UKpbEd3qU0q6AfswiRkBbqVeuGF8KE4IGv44ViJRTv57nxhegBwS4uc5zm3Kr7gR4kdRmpIJmaPbKX36YkEzQWBMOSnVqbqq7BqRmhNO85GeKpkCG0KcdS2MQVHXN5JgcH1klxFEi7Ys1nqi/JwwIpUYisMnxjmreG4v/eZ1MR+ddw+I00zQm04+ijGOd4HEzOGSSEs1HlgCRzO6KyQAkEG37K9kSavMnLxLvpHpRdW9PK43LWRtFdIAO0TGqoTPUQDeoiTxE0CN6Rq/ozXlyXpx352MaLTizmX30B87nDxbAm9U=</latexit>

computed on the
<latexit sha1_base64="CTk5b2fhJvef89ZC1hFJQOz1XPk=">AAACAnicbVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16k0vwSJ4KlsRVPRQ8OKxgmsL3aVks2kbmseSZIWyLHjxr3jxoOLVX+HNf2O23YO2DiQMM99HMhMljGrjed/OwuLS8spqZa26vrG5te3u7N5rmSpMfCyZVJ0IacKoIL6hhpFOogjiESPtaHRd+O0HojSV4s6MExJyNBC0TzEyVuq5+1mgeIYlT1JD4uASSmEvMyR53nNrXt2bAM6TRklqoESr534FscQpJ8JghrTuNrzEhBlShmJG8mqQapIgPEID0rVUIE50mE0y5PDIKjHsS2WPMHCi/t7IENd6zCM7yZEZ6lmvEP/zuqnpn4cZFUVAgacP9VMGjYRFITCmimDDxpYgrKj9K8RDpBA2traqLaExG3me+Cf1i7p3e1prXpVtVMABOATHoAHOQBPcgBbwAQaP4Bm8gjfnyXlx3p2P6eiCU+7sgT9wPn8AeE6XlA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CTk5b2fhJvef89ZC1hFJQOz1XPk=">AAACAnicbVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16k0vwSJ4KlsRVPRQ8OKxgmsL3aVks2kbmseSZIWyLHjxr3jxoOLVX+HNf2O23YO2DiQMM99HMhMljGrjed/OwuLS8spqZa26vrG5te3u7N5rmSpMfCyZVJ0IacKoIL6hhpFOogjiESPtaHRd+O0HojSV4s6MExJyNBC0TzEyVuq5+1mgeIYlT1JD4uASSmEvMyR53nNrXt2bAM6TRklqoESr534FscQpJ8JghrTuNrzEhBlShmJG8mqQapIgPEID0rVUIE50mE0y5PDIKjHsS2WPMHCi/t7IENd6zCM7yZEZ6lmvEP/zuqnpn4cZFUVAgacP9VMGjYRFITCmimDDxpYgrKj9K8RDpBA2traqLaExG3me+Cf1i7p3e1prXpVtVMABOATHoAHOQBPcgBbwAQaP4Bm8gjfnyXlx3p2P6eiCU+7sgT9wPn8AeE6XlA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CTk5b2fhJvef89ZC1hFJQOz1XPk=">AAACAnicbVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16k0vwSJ4KlsRVPRQ8OKxgmsL3aVks2kbmseSZIWyLHjxr3jxoOLVX+HNf2O23YO2DiQMM99HMhMljGrjed/OwuLS8spqZa26vrG5te3u7N5rmSpMfCyZVJ0IacKoIL6hhpFOogjiESPtaHRd+O0HojSV4s6MExJyNBC0TzEyVuq5+1mgeIYlT1JD4uASSmEvMyR53nNrXt2bAM6TRklqoESr534FscQpJ8JghrTuNrzEhBlShmJG8mqQapIgPEID0rVUIE50mE0y5PDIKjHsS2WPMHCi/t7IENd6zCM7yZEZ6lmvEP/zuqnpn4cZFUVAgacP9VMGjYRFITCmimDDxpYgrKj9K8RDpBA2traqLaExG3me+Cf1i7p3e1prXpVtVMABOATHoAHOQBPcgBbwAQaP4Bm8gjfnyXlx3p2P6eiCU+7sgT9wPn8AeE6XlA==</latexit>

Dist. log ratio
<latexit sha1_base64="7oGBlvyBwH1Rcj6SyN4OgSamCUg=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAiuQiqCSl0UdOGygrGFJpTJdNIOnUeYmQglZOXGX3HjQsWt/+DOv3HSZqGtBy4czrmXe++JEkqU9rxva2FxaXlltbJWXd/Y3Nq2d3bvlUglwj4SVMhOBBWmhGNfE01xJ5EYsojidjS6Kvz2A5aKCH6nxwkOGRxwEhMEtZF69kEWSJYFUZxdm2Vu0KBiEDRk4eZ53rNrnutN4MyTeklqoESrZ38FfYFShrlGFCrVrXuJDjMoNUEU59UgVTiBaAQHuGsohwyrMJu8kTtHRuk7sZCmuHYm6u+JDDKlxiwynQzqoZr1CvE/r5vq+DzMCE9SjTmaLopT6mjhFJk4fSIx0nRsCESSmFsdNIQSIm2Sq5oQ6rMvzxP/xL1wvdvTWvOyTKMC9sEhOAZ1cAaa4Aa0gA8QeATP4BW8WU/Wi/VufUxbF6xyZg/8gfX5A0rVmTI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7oGBlvyBwH1Rcj6SyN4OgSamCUg=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAiuQiqCSl0UdOGygrGFJpTJdNIOnUeYmQglZOXGX3HjQsWt/+DOv3HSZqGtBy4czrmXe++JEkqU9rxva2FxaXlltbJWXd/Y3Nq2d3bvlUglwj4SVMhOBBWmhGNfE01xJ5EYsojidjS6Kvz2A5aKCH6nxwkOGRxwEhMEtZF69kEWSJYFUZxdm2Vu0KBiEDRk4eZ53rNrnutN4MyTeklqoESrZ38FfYFShrlGFCrVrXuJDjMoNUEU59UgVTiBaAQHuGsohwyrMJu8kTtHRuk7sZCmuHYm6u+JDDKlxiwynQzqoZr1CvE/r5vq+DzMCE9SjTmaLopT6mjhFJk4fSIx0nRsCESSmFsdNIQSIm2Sq5oQ6rMvzxP/xL1wvdvTWvOyTKMC9sEhOAZ1cAaa4Aa0gA8QeATP4BW8WU/Wi/VufUxbF6xyZg/8gfX5A0rVmTI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7oGBlvyBwH1Rcj6SyN4OgSamCUg=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlCsAiuQiqCSl0UdOGygrGFJpTJdNIOnUeYmQglZOXGX3HjQsWt/+DOv3HSZqGtBy4czrmXe++JEkqU9rxva2FxaXlltbJWXd/Y3Nq2d3bvlUglwj4SVMhOBBWmhGNfE01xJ5EYsojidjS6Kvz2A5aKCH6nxwkOGRxwEhMEtZF69kEWSJYFUZxdm2Vu0KBiEDRk4eZ53rNrnutN4MyTeklqoESrZ38FfYFShrlGFCrVrXuJDjMoNUEU59UgVTiBaAQHuGsohwyrMJu8kTtHRuk7sZCmuHYm6u+JDDKlxiwynQzqoZr1CvE/r5vq+DzMCE9SjTmaLopT6mjhFJk4fSIx0nRsCESSmFsdNIQSIm2Sq5oQ6rMvzxP/xL1wvdvTWvOyTKMC9sEhOAZ1cAaa4Aa0gA8QeATP4BW8WU/Wi/VufUxbF6xyZg/8gfX5A0rVmTI=</latexit>

Data sample D
<latexit sha1_base64="99DX1wB4D7ChFAxRNF+KPQTTjFA=">AAACGHicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69LBbBU9mKoFIPBXvwWMHaQreU2TTbhibZJckKJezf8OJf8eJBxWtv/huz2x60+iDk8d4MM/OCmFGlPe/LKaysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YMHFSUSkzaOWCS7ASjCqCBtTTUj3VgS4AEjnWByk/mdRyIVjcS9nsakz2EkaEgxaCsNyp7xJTd+EJomaPDrCnjMiF9P09T4HPTYOvmPgZmmVQflilf1crh/SW1BKmiB1qA884cRTjgRGjNQqlfzYt03IDXFjKQlP1EkBjyBEelZKoAT1Tf5Zal7YpWhG0bSPqHdXP3ZYYArNeWBrcyWVMteJv7n9RIdXvYNFXGiicDzQWHCXB25WUzukEqCNZtaAlhSu6uLxyABaxtmyYZQWz75L2mfVa+q3t15pXG9SKOIjtAxOkU1dIEa6Ba1UBth9IRe0Bt6d56dV+fD+ZyXFpxFzyH6BWf2DV0eofk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="99DX1wB4D7ChFAxRNF+KPQTTjFA=">AAACGHicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69LBbBU9mKoFIPBXvwWMHaQreU2TTbhibZJckKJezf8OJf8eJBxWtv/huz2x60+iDk8d4MM/OCmFGlPe/LKaysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YMHFSUSkzaOWCS7ASjCqCBtTTUj3VgS4AEjnWByk/mdRyIVjcS9nsakz2EkaEgxaCsNyp7xJTd+EJomaPDrCnjMiF9P09T4HPTYOvmPgZmmVQflilf1crh/SW1BKmiB1qA884cRTjgRGjNQqlfzYt03IDXFjKQlP1EkBjyBEelZKoAT1Tf5Zal7YpWhG0bSPqHdXP3ZYYArNeWBrcyWVMteJv7n9RIdXvYNFXGiicDzQWHCXB25WUzukEqCNZtaAlhSu6uLxyABaxtmyYZQWz75L2mfVa+q3t15pXG9SKOIjtAxOkU1dIEa6Ba1UBth9IRe0Bt6d56dV+fD+ZyXFpxFzyH6BWf2DV0eofk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="99DX1wB4D7ChFAxRNF+KPQTTjFA=">AAACGHicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69LBbBU9mKoFIPBXvwWMHaQreU2TTbhibZJckKJezf8OJf8eJBxWtv/huz2x60+iDk8d4MM/OCmFGlPe/LKaysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YMHFSUSkzaOWCS7ASjCqCBtTTUj3VgS4AEjnWByk/mdRyIVjcS9nsakz2EkaEgxaCsNyp7xJTd+EJomaPDrCnjMiF9P09T4HPTYOvmPgZmmVQflilf1crh/SW1BKmiB1qA884cRTjgRGjNQqlfzYt03IDXFjKQlP1EkBjyBEelZKoAT1Tf5Zal7YpWhG0bSPqHdXP3ZYYArNeWBrcyWVMteJv7n9RIdXvYNFXGiicDzQWHCXB25WUzukEqCNZtaAlhSu6uLxyABaxtmyYZQWz75L2mfVa+q3t15pXG9SKOIjtAxOkU1dIEa6Ba1UBth9IRe0Bt6d56dV+fD+ZyXFpxFzyH6BWf2DV0eofk=</latexit>

Reference sample R
<latexit sha1_base64="Jq83u2Yb+uC83zpZI3YYKg0q4i8=">AAACHXicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/Vj16CRbBU9mKoqKHghePtVhb6JaSTWfb0GR3SbJCCftLvPhXvHhQ8eBF/Dem2x60+iDM470ZMvOChDOlPe/LKSwsLi2vFFdLa+sbm1vu9s6dilNJoUljHst2QBRwFkFTM82hnUggIuDQCkZXE791D1KxOLrV4wS6ggwiFjJKtJV67onxpTB+EJoGhCAhouBfKCISbmuWZcYXRA+tnVdKuGlYteeWvYqXA/8l1RkpoxnqPffD78c0FRBpyolSnaqX6K4hUjPKISv5qYKE0BEZQMfSiAhQXZOfl+EDq/RxGEv7Io1z9eeEIUKpsQhs52RJNe9NxP+8TqrDs65hUZJqe/j0ozDlWMd4khXuMwlU87ElhEpmd8V0SCSh2iZasiFU50/+S5pHlfOKd3Ncrl3O0iiiPbSPDlEVnaIaukZ11EQUPaAn9IJenUfn2Xlz3qetBWc2s4t+wfn8Brs0pE4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jq83u2Yb+uC83zpZI3YYKg0q4i8=">AAACHXicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/Vj16CRbBU9mKoqKHghePtVhb6JaSTWfb0GR3SbJCCftLvPhXvHhQ8eBF/Dem2x60+iDM470ZMvOChDOlPe/LKSwsLi2vFFdLa+sbm1vu9s6dilNJoUljHst2QBRwFkFTM82hnUggIuDQCkZXE791D1KxOLrV4wS6ggwiFjJKtJV67onxpTB+EJoGhCAhouBfKCISbmuWZcYXRA+tnVdKuGlYteeWvYqXA/8l1RkpoxnqPffD78c0FRBpyolSnaqX6K4hUjPKISv5qYKE0BEZQMfSiAhQXZOfl+EDq/RxGEv7Io1z9eeEIUKpsQhs52RJNe9NxP+8TqrDs65hUZJqe/j0ozDlWMd4khXuMwlU87ElhEpmd8V0SCSh2iZasiFU50/+S5pHlfOKd3Ncrl3O0iiiPbSPDlEVnaIaukZ11EQUPaAn9IJenUfn2Xlz3qetBWc2s4t+wfn8Brs0pE4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jq83u2Yb+uC83zpZI3YYKg0q4i8=">AAACHXicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/Vj16CRbBU9mKoqKHghePtVhb6JaSTWfb0GR3SbJCCftLvPhXvHhQ8eBF/Dem2x60+iDM470ZMvOChDOlPe/LKSwsLi2vFFdLa+sbm1vu9s6dilNJoUljHst2QBRwFkFTM82hnUggIuDQCkZXE791D1KxOLrV4wS6ggwiFjJKtJV67onxpTB+EJoGhCAhouBfKCISbmuWZcYXRA+tnVdKuGlYteeWvYqXA/8l1RkpoxnqPffD78c0FRBpyolSnaqX6K4hUjPKISv5qYKE0BEZQMfSiAhQXZOfl+EDq/RxGEv7Io1z9eeEIUKpsQhs52RJNe9NxP+8TqrDs65hUZJqe/j0ozDlWMd4khXuMwlU87ElhEpmd8V0SCSh2iZasiFU50/+S5pHlfOKd3Ncrl3O0iiiPbSPDlEVnaIaukZ11EQUPaAn9IJenUfn2Xlz3qetBWc2s4t+wfn8Brs0pE4=</latexit>

Test statistic t
<latexit sha1_base64="SZztXJj5ZIpKHOGpBSLtDqjU6WM=">AAACCnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOX0CJ4KqkIKvVQ8OKxQmMLTSib7aZdutmE3YlQlty9+Fe8eFDx6i/w5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/N7M68MOVMget+Wyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t6+fXB4r5JMEuqRhCeyG2JFORPUAwacdlNJcRxy2gnHN1O/80ClYolowySlQYyHgkWMYDBS365oX8baDyPdpgr8hgJjKGDEb+R5rjXked+uujV3BmeZ1AtSRQVaffvLHyQki6kAwrFSvbqbQqCxNM9ympf9TNEUkzEe0p6hAsdUBXp2S+6cGGXgRIk0JcCZqb8nNI6VmsSh6YwxjNSiNxX/83oZRJeBZiLNgAoy/yjKuAOJMw3GGTBJCfCJIZhIZnZ1yAhLTMDEVzYh1BdPXibeWe2q5t6dV5vXRRoldIwq6BTV0QVqolvUQh4i6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TFvXbGKmSP0B9bnD2menB0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SZztXJj5ZIpKHOGpBSLtDqjU6WM=">AAACCnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOX0CJ4KqkIKvVQ8OKxQmMLTSib7aZdutmE3YlQlty9+Fe8eFDx6i/w5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/N7M68MOVMget+Wyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t6+fXB4r5JMEuqRhCeyG2JFORPUAwacdlNJcRxy2gnHN1O/80ClYolowySlQYyHgkWMYDBS365oX8baDyPdpgr8hgJjKGDEb+R5rjXked+uujV3BmeZ1AtSRQVaffvLHyQki6kAwrFSvbqbQqCxNM9ympf9TNEUkzEe0p6hAsdUBXp2S+6cGGXgRIk0JcCZqb8nNI6VmsSh6YwxjNSiNxX/83oZRJeBZiLNgAoy/yjKuAOJMw3GGTBJCfCJIZhIZnZ1yAhLTMDEVzYh1BdPXibeWe2q5t6dV5vXRRoldIwq6BTV0QVqolvUQh4i6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TFvXbGKmSP0B9bnD2menB0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SZztXJj5ZIpKHOGpBSLtDqjU6WM=">AAACCnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOX0CJ4KqkIKvVQ8OKxQmMLTSib7aZdutmE3YlQlty9+Fe8eFDx6i/w5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/N7M68MOVMget+Wyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t6+fXB4r5JMEuqRhCeyG2JFORPUAwacdlNJcRxy2gnHN1O/80ClYolowySlQYyHgkWMYDBS365oX8baDyPdpgr8hgJjKGDEb+R5rjXked+uujV3BmeZ1AtSRQVaffvLHyQki6kAwrFSvbqbQqCxNM9ympf9TNEUkzEe0p6hAsdUBXp2S+6cGGXgRIk0JcCZqb8nNI6VmsSh6YwxjNSiNxX/83oZRJeBZiLNgAoy/yjKuAOJMw3GGTBJCfCJIZhIZnZ1yAhLTMDEVzYh1BdPXibeWe2q5t6dV5vXRRoldIwq6BTV0QVqolvUQh4i6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TFvXbGKmSP0B9bnD2menB0=</latexit>

data/reference
<latexit sha1_base64="e+Vy7tddJEAq8X+yvaaVW00g78Q=">AAAB/XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPNVEBBU8FLx4rGBsoQ1ls5m0S3eTsLsRSgj4V7x4UPHq//Dmv3Hb5qCtDwYe780wMy9IOVPacb6tytLyyupadb22sbm1vWPv7j2oJJMUPJrwRHYCooCzGDzNNIdOKoGIgEM7GN1M/PYjSMWS+F6PU/AFGcQsYpRoI/Xtg7wnRR4STU4lRCAhplAUfbvuNJwp8CJxS1JHJVp9+6sXJjQTEGvKiVJd10m1nxOpGeVQ1HqZgpTQERlA19CYCFB+Pj2/wMdGCXGUSFOxxlP190ROhFJjEZhOQfRQzXsT8T+vm+no0s9ZnGba/DVbFGUc6wRPssAhk0A1HxtCqGTmVkyHRBKqTWI1E4I7//Ii8c4aVw3n7rzevC7TqKJDdIROkIsuUBPdohbyEEU5ekav6M16sl6sd+tj1lqxypl99AfW5w9duZXt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e+Vy7tddJEAq8X+yvaaVW00g78Q=">AAAB/XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPNVEBBU8FLx4rGBsoQ1ls5m0S3eTsLsRSgj4V7x4UPHq//Dmv3Hb5qCtDwYe780wMy9IOVPacb6tytLyyupadb22sbm1vWPv7j2oJJMUPJrwRHYCooCzGDzNNIdOKoGIgEM7GN1M/PYjSMWS+F6PU/AFGcQsYpRoI/Xtg7wnRR4STU4lRCAhplAUfbvuNJwp8CJxS1JHJVp9+6sXJjQTEGvKiVJd10m1nxOpGeVQ1HqZgpTQERlA19CYCFB+Pj2/wMdGCXGUSFOxxlP190ROhFJjEZhOQfRQzXsT8T+vm+no0s9ZnGba/DVbFGUc6wRPssAhk0A1HxtCqGTmVkyHRBKqTWI1E4I7//Ii8c4aVw3n7rzevC7TqKJDdIROkIsuUBPdohbyEEU5ekav6M16sl6sd+tj1lqxypl99AfW5w9duZXt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e+Vy7tddJEAq8X+yvaaVW00g78Q=">AAAB/XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPNVEBBU8FLx4rGBsoQ1ls5m0S3eTsLsRSgj4V7x4UPHq//Dmv3Hb5qCtDwYe780wMy9IOVPacb6tytLyyupadb22sbm1vWPv7j2oJJMUPJrwRHYCooCzGDzNNIdOKoGIgEM7GN1M/PYjSMWS+F6PU/AFGcQsYpRoI/Xtg7wnRR4STU4lRCAhplAUfbvuNJwp8CJxS1JHJVp9+6sXJjQTEGvKiVJd10m1nxOpGeVQ1HqZgpTQERlA19CYCFB+Pj2/wMdGCXGUSFOxxlP190ROhFJjEZhOQfRQzXsT8T+vm+no0s9ZnGba/DVbFGUc6wRPssAhk0A1HxtCqGTmVkyHRBKqTWI1E4I7//Ii8c4aVw3n7rzevC7TqKJDdIROkIsuUBPdohbyEEU5ekav6M16sl6sd+tj1lqxypl99AfW5w9duZXt</latexit>

INPUT
<latexit sha1_base64="Wj1rdue1Hl24o8XFXRUMwawzKsg=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16CRbBU0lFUG9FL3qRCo0tNKFstpt26e4m7G6UEvNTvHhQ8eo/8ea/cdvmoNUHA4/3ZpiZFyaMKu26X1ZpaXllda28XtnY3Nresau7dypOJSYejlksuyFShFFBPE01I91EEsRDRjrh+HLqd+6JVDQWbT1JSMDRUNCIYqSN1LermS955odRdn3T8tp5nvftmlt3Z3D+kkZBalCg1bc//UGMU06Exgwp1Wu4iQ4yJDXFjOQVP1UkQXiMhqRnqECcqCCbnZ47h0YZOFEsTQntzNSfExniSk14aDo50iO16E3F/7xeqqOzIKMiSTUReL4oSpmjY2eagzOgkmDNJoYgLKm51cEjJBHWJq2KCaGx+PJf4h3Xz+vu7UmteVGkUYZ9OIAjaMApNOEKWuABhgd4ghd4tR6tZ+vNep+3lqxiZg9+wfr4BvSPk/8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wj1rdue1Hl24o8XFXRUMwawzKsg=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16CRbBU0lFUG9FL3qRCo0tNKFstpt26e4m7G6UEvNTvHhQ8eo/8ea/cdvmoNUHA4/3ZpiZFyaMKu26X1ZpaXllda28XtnY3Nresau7dypOJSYejlksuyFShFFBPE01I91EEsRDRjrh+HLqd+6JVDQWbT1JSMDRUNCIYqSN1LermS955odRdn3T8tp5nvftmlt3Z3D+kkZBalCg1bc//UGMU06Exgwp1Wu4iQ4yJDXFjOQVP1UkQXiMhqRnqECcqCCbnZ47h0YZOFEsTQntzNSfExniSk14aDo50iO16E3F/7xeqqOzIKMiSTUReL4oSpmjY2eagzOgkmDNJoYgLKm51cEjJBHWJq2KCaGx+PJf4h3Xz+vu7UmteVGkUYZ9OIAjaMApNOEKWuABhgd4ghd4tR6tZ+vNep+3lqxiZg9+wfr4BvSPk/8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wj1rdue1Hl24o8XFXRUMwawzKsg=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16CRbBU0lFUG9FL3qRCo0tNKFstpt26e4m7G6UEvNTvHhQ8eo/8ea/cdvmoNUHA4/3ZpiZFyaMKu26X1ZpaXllda28XtnY3Nresau7dypOJSYejlksuyFShFFBPE01I91EEsRDRjrh+HLqd+6JVDQWbT1JSMDRUNCIYqSN1LermS955odRdn3T8tp5nvftmlt3Z3D+kkZBalCg1bc//UGMU06Exgwp1Wu4iQ4yJDXFjOQVP1UkQXiMhqRnqECcqCCbnZ47h0YZOFEsTQntzNSfExniSk14aDo50iO16E3F/7xeqqOzIKMiSTUReL4oSpmjY2eagzOgkmDNJoYgLKm51cEjJBHWJq2KCaGx+PJf4h3Xz+vu7UmteVGkUYZ9OIAjaMApNOEKWuABhgd4ghd4tR6tZ+vNep+3lqxiZg9+wfr4BvSPk/8=</latexit>

OUTPUT
<latexit sha1_base64="6Wlpjrg6WZmcz3HIGM0b2Xmz5+w=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXrEcvwSJ4KokI6q3oxZsVGltoQtlsN+3S3U3Y3Ygl5K948aDi1V/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelDKqtOt+Wyura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t6+fVB7UEkmMfFxwhLZjZAijAria6oZ6aaSIB4x0onGN1O/80ikoolo60lKQo6GgsYUI22kvl3LA8nzIIrzO7/d8ttFUfTtuttwZ3CWiVeSOpRo9e2vYJDgjBOhMUNK9Tw31WGOpKaYkaIaZIqkCI/RkPQMFYgTFeaz2wvnxCgDJ06kKaGdmfp7IkdcqQmPTCdHeqQWvan4n9fLdHwZ5lSkmSYCzxfFGXN04kyDcAZUEqzZxBCEJTW3OniEJMLaxFU1IXiLLy8T/6xx1XDvz+vN6zKNChzBMZyCBxfQhFtogQ8YnuAZXuHNKqwX6936mLeuWOXMIfyB9fkDsyOUag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6Wlpjrg6WZmcz3HIGM0b2Xmz5+w=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXrEcvwSJ4KokI6q3oxZsVGltoQtlsN+3S3U3Y3Ygl5K948aDi1V/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelDKqtOt+Wyura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t6+fVB7UEkmMfFxwhLZjZAijAria6oZ6aaSIB4x0onGN1O/80ikoolo60lKQo6GgsYUI22kvl3LA8nzIIrzO7/d8ttFUfTtuttwZ3CWiVeSOpRo9e2vYJDgjBOhMUNK9Tw31WGOpKaYkaIaZIqkCI/RkPQMFYgTFeaz2wvnxCgDJ06kKaGdmfp7IkdcqQmPTCdHeqQWvan4n9fLdHwZ5lSkmSYCzxfFGXN04kyDcAZUEqzZxBCEJTW3OniEJMLaxFU1IXiLLy8T/6xx1XDvz+vN6zKNChzBMZyCBxfQhFtogQ8YnuAZXuHNKqwX6936mLeuWOXMIfyB9fkDsyOUag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6Wlpjrg6WZmcz3HIGM0b2Xmz5+w=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXrEcvwSJ4KokI6q3oxZsVGltoQtlsN+3S3U3Y3Ygl5K948aDi1V/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelDKqtOt+Wyura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t6+fVB7UEkmMfFxwhLZjZAijAria6oZ6aaSIB4x0onGN1O/80ikoolo60lKQo6GgsYUI22kvl3LA8nzIIrzO7/d8ttFUfTtuttwZ3CWiVeSOpRo9e2vYJDgjBOhMUNK9Tw31WGOpKaYkaIaZIqkCI/RkPQMFYgTFeaz2wvnxCgDJ06kKaGdmfp7IkdcqQmPTCdHeqQWvan4n9fLdHwZ5lSkmSYCzxfFGXN04kyDcAZUEqzZxBCEJTW3OniEJMLaxFU1IXiLLy8T/6xx1XDvz+vN6zKNChzBMZyCBxfQhFtogQ8YnuAZXuHNKqwX6936mLeuWOXMIfyB9fkDsyOUag==</latexit>

t(D) = �2Min
{w}

L[f ]
<latexit sha1_base64="HluKZdBJPLnePVlLZo9cbIX9zts=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HluKZdBJPLnePVlLZo9cbIX9zts=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HluKZdBJPLnePVlLZo9cbIX9zts=">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</latexit>
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Figure 1: A schematic representation of the implementation of our strategy.

time. We estimate N(w) by the Monte Carlo method, namely we write 5

N(w) =
N(R)

NR

X

x2R
e
f(x;w)

. (9)

Eq. (3) thus becomes

t(D) = �2 Min
{w}

"
N(R)

NR

X

x2R
(ef(x;w) � 1) �

X

x2D
f(x;w)

#
⌘ �2 Min

{w}
L[f( · ,w)] , (10)

where L has precisely the form of a loss function. It can be written as a single sum over events by
introducing a target variable y which is set to 0 for the events in R and to 1 and for those in D.
Explicitly, we have

L[f ] =
X

(x,y)


(1 � y)

N(R)

NR
(ef(x) � 1) � y f(x)

�
. (11)

The minimization of L with respect to the neural network parameters w can thus be carried out
as a standard supervised training process. The test statistic is simply minus 2 times the loss at
the end of training. The trained neural network, f(x; bw), is the maximum likelihood fit to the

5There is an equality in the equation that follows because we assume a large enough reference sample to reduce
the Monte Carlo integration error to a negligible level.

9y = 0

y = 1

D’Agnolo et al.,  arXiv:1806.02350
D’Agnolo et al.,  arXiv:1912.12155

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1806.02350
https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.12155


๏ In 1D, this method can detect new 
physics presence in D (but not in R) 

๏ performance reduced wrt fully-
specified hypothesis test 

๏ still, sensitivity retained  

๏ no explicit assumption on signal shape
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Figure 2: The distribution learned by a neural network with a single 4-neurons hidden layer (solid
line), compared with the distribution used to generate the data (dashed line) and the binned his-
togram of the training data set. The value of the test statistic t(D) obtained by the network is
reported in the upper right corner of each plot. The higher values of t(D) in blue signal that the
network is discriminating between data sets containing new physics (top row) and data sets following
the reference hypothesis (bottom row).

The number of data events is selected at random taking into account Poisson fluctuations around the
expected numbers N(R) = 2000 and N(NP) = 2010. We train a 4-neurons (1, 4, 1) neural network6

on each data set and we obtain the corresponding t(D) and f(x; bw) as previously described. Since
n(x|R) is fully known, in our toy example we can also compute the best-fit distribution n(x|bw) using
the log-ratio learned by the neural network in eq. (2). An initial learning rate of 10�3 is chosen, and
training is stopped after 150 000 rounds. The results are displayed in fig. 2 for six representative
data samples. The ones on the first and on the second row have been obtained from the NP and
from the R distributions, respectively.

The figure illustrates a number of interesting points. First of all, we see that in all cases the
distribution learned by the neural network is very much correlated with the data sample that was
used for training. Still it doesn’t follow the data too closely, producing smooth curves that are
quite “credible” hypotheses on the true underlying distribution. This should be contrasted with the
discontinuous piece-wise constant distribution, i.e. the envelope of the histogram, that one would
effectively rely on if the same data sets where studied with the binned histogram method. We also
see that in the bulk region, i.e. at small x, the neural network is able to reproduce very accurately
the true distribution, thanks to the large statistic. This is important because mismodeling the
bulk would produce a large spurious contribution to t, that would obscure the genuine signal in
the tail. The NP-generated data samples produce an excess in the tail of the distribution, which is

6The notation for the neural network architecture is explained in more detail in appendix A. The (1, 4, 1) network
has one-dimensional input and output and a hidden layer with 4 neurons.
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Figure 4: Left panel: Test statistic distribution in the NP1 new physics model P (t|NP1), compared
with the reference one P (t|R). The two models are defined in equations (13) and (14), respectively,
and shown in figure 5. The larger values of t in P (t|NP1) compared to P (t|R) signal that our
algorithm is sensitive to this new physics scenario. These two distributions are used to obtain
the Z-score on the y-axis in the right panel. Right panel: Correlation between the significances
(expressed in number of �’s) of our test and of the ideal test defined in section 2, for the NP1

model. The gray shaded area corresponds to the region where the ideal significance can not be
computed with the number of toy data sets generated. We also show the median significance of our
algorithm (Median NN) and the ideal one.

Notice however that we can meaningfully estimate the p-value only if t does not exceed the
maximal value obtained with our toy Monte Carlo samples. If t is larger we can only set a lower
bound on the p-value, which we obtain from the 68% upper limit for 0 successes (binomially dis-
tributed) and N trials, i.e. p < 1 � (0.32)1/N . With the N = 1000 Monte Carlo samples at our
disposal, this corresponds to p < 1.1 10�3 or to a significance Z > 3.05 �.7 However P (t|R) is quite
well approximated by a �

2 distribution with 13 degrees of freedom, which is not surprising because
13 is the number of free parameters of the (1, 4, 1) network that we are employing. We return on
this point in section 4.4, for the moment we just exploit this fact to extend our estimate of the
significance to values of t above the maximum. Namely, for those we report the estimate of the
significance obtained with the �

2 approximation, instead of the lower bound obtained with the toys.
The first new physics model that we discuss (dubbed NP1 in what follows) is the one introduced

in eq.s (14) and (15). It mimics the presence of a resonance in the tail of the SM invariant mass
distribution. We generate 300 toy Monte Carlo samples according to the new physics distribution
in eq. (15), and we train a neural network for each, with the same algorithm used for the reference-
distributed data. The resulting distribution for t, P (t|NP1) is displayed in the right panel of
figure 4. By comparing with P (t|R) we see that our test statistic has a considerable discriminating
power between the two hypotheses. The median t in the NP1 toy samples is 36, which is slightly
above the maximum value that we obtained with the reference data. The median significance for
the NP1 signal hypothesis is thus above 3.05 �, and it can be estimated to be 3.2 � using the �

2

approximation.
7We adopt the standard definition Z = ��1(1� p), where ��1 is the quantile of the Gaussian distribution.
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๏ The N-Dim generalization requires regularisation mechanism  

๏ weight clipping enforced to prevent over-fitting 

๏ with converge, test statistics recovers χ2 distribution for 
standard events, with Ndof fixed by number of network parameters
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Figure 2: Left: compatibility of the test statistic distribution in the reference hypothesis with a �2

distribution with Npar = 10 degrees of freedom (1-3-1 network). The plot was made using 1000
toy experiments and a 1D example discussed in the text. Note that the �2

⌫ on the y-axis measures
the compatibility between the two distribution and is not related with the �2

Npar
that approximates

reference model distribution of t. Right: the test statistic distribution for Weight Clipping set to 7,
compared with the �2

10.

acceptable level of �2-compatibility further restricts the allowed range for the Weight Clipping
parameter. The maximum Weight Clipping for which compatibility is found is 7 in the case at
hand. Since the Weight Clipping should be as large as possible to maximize flexibility, this is
the value to be selected.

In summary, the strategy we adopt to select the Weight Clipping parameter is the following:
1. Starting from a large Weight Clipping, decrease it until the evolution of the 95% quantiles

of P (t|R) achieve a plateau as a function of training epochs.
2. In the range of Weight Clippings below Wmax where the the plateau is reached, choose the

largest Weight Clipping value that gives a good compatibility between P (t|R) and a �2

distribution whose degrees of freedom are equal the total number of trainable parameters
in the network, as shown in Figure 2.

3. The total number of training epochs should also be fixed. To reduce the computational
burden of our procedure this is chosen as the minimum value for which the evolution of
the �2-compatibility has reached its plateau.

We should now explore different neural network architectures. In particular we would like to
consider more complex architectures than 1-3-1 to increase the expressive power of the network.
Complexity can indeed be increased, but not indefinitely as shown in Figure 3 for a 1-10-1
network. A suitable Wmax can be identified below which the quantiles of P (t|R) converge, but
P (t|R) fails to fulfil the �2-compatibility criterion for any choice of the Weight Clipping pa-
rameter. The 1-10-1 network should thus be discarded and the optimal (largest) viable network
of the 1-N-1 class sits in the range 3  N < 10. By studying the networks in this range we
might uniquely select the architecture and all the other hyperparameters that are suited for the
problem at hand.

The behaviour described above for the toy one-dimensional dataset has been confirmed in
other cases and it is believed to be of general validity. Namely it is generically true that �2-
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Figure 8: Probability of finding a ↵ = 2�, 3�, 5� evidence for new physics using our technique as
a function of the ideal significance of the signal, for the Z 0 model described in Section 4. (Left)
Including the Z-peak in the data. (Right) Without the Z-peak.

Properties “1” and “2” make our technique ideally suited to identify an unexpected new physics
signal. Because of “3”, if a tension is observed in the data the sensitivity to the signal can be
increased with a dedicated analysis on new data, selected using the likelihood ratio learned by
the network.

As stated in “2” above, Zobs essentially depends only on Zid for a given experiment. However
in a different experiment (e.g., if we change the luminosity) the relation between Zobs and Zid

changes. In particular the relation becomes more favorable at high luminosity because of point
“4”.

Let us now turn to an extensive description of the items above, and of our findings on a
few technical points relevant to the implementation of the algorithm. For all the results in this
paper the minimization of the loss function is performed using ADAM [72] as implemented in
Keras [73] (with the TensorFlow [74] backend) with parameters fixed to: �1 = 0.9, �2 = 0.99,
✏ = 10�7, initial learning rate = 10�3. The batch size is always fixed to cover the full training
sample. Network architecture, size of the weight clipping and number of training rounds were
selected following the procedure described in Section 2. Where not specified otherwise, the
results were obtained with a 5-5-5-5-1 network and 3 ⇥ 105 training rounds, using 100 data
samples and 100 toy reference samples. The median observed significance plotted in the Figures
and its 68% C.L. error were obtained approximating P (t|R) with a �2 distribution with as
many degrees of freedom as free parameters in the network as discussed in Section 2. We always
consider a five-dimensional input space composed of the pT ’s and ⌘’s of the two leptons and
their ��. The range of the input variables and their distribution for three representative signal
points are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

Sensitivity The first goal of our study is to show that our technique is sensitive to realistic
signals. By realistic we mean having N(S)/N(R) ⌧ 1, i.e. a small number of signal events
compared to the total size of the sample, and ideal significances of order a few �’s. These
choices reproduce signals that we might have missed at the LHC so far, if not targeted by a
dedicated search. The best way to illustrate the performances of a model-independent strategy
is to report the probability it has to identify a tension with respect to the SM if a putative new
physics effect is present in the data. This measures the chances that the analysis has to produce
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Figure 9: Sensitivity (Zobs) to Z 0 ! µ+µ� for mZ0 = 300 GeV and the EFT signal. We show the
sensitivity as a function of the ideal significance Zobs.

an interesting result. In the left panel of Figure 8 we show the probability of finding evidence
for new physics at the ↵ = 2�, 3� and 5� levels given an ideal significance for the signal. We
consider for illustration the Z 0 signal model with mZ0 = 300 GeV described in the previous
section, but similar or better performances are obtained for other masses and for the case of
the EFT. The signal fraction is fixed to N(S)/N(R) = 10�3, the size of the reference sample is
NR = 5N(R) and we increase N(R) from 104 to 105.

On the left panel of the figure, and in the results that follow if not specified otherwise, we
applied our algorithm to the entire dataset which includes the SM Z-boson peak. This choice was
made in order to challenge our analysis strategy in a situation where the dataset is dominated
by the peak, where no new physics effect is present. On the other hand the peak would be
excluded in a realistic application of our method to the di-muon final state because it is hard
to imagine new physics appearing on the Z peak not excluded by LEP and because detailed
analyses of the Z resonant production could be performed separately. If we exclude the Z-peak
from the input data, with a cut mll > 95 GeV (whose efficiency is 10%), the performances of
our analysis improve as shown on the right panel of Figure 8.

Another way to quantify the sensitivity is to report the median significance obtained for
different new physics scenarios, still as a function of the ideal significance. The result is shown
in Figure 9, with the error bars representing the 68% C.L. spread of the observed significance
distribution. The study was performed for a given experimental setup, namely by fixing N(R) =
2 ⇥ 104 (and NR = 5N(R)), and varying the signal fraction or the EFT Wilson coefficient cW
as shown in the legend. We observe, similarly to Ref. [1], a good level of correlation between
our sensitivity and the ideal one and a weak dependence on the nature of the new physics. This
correlation was sharper in the examples studied in Ref. [1], however it should be taken into
account that the present study relies on approximate (see Section 4) estimates of Zid and that
high values of Zobs are also approximate, being estimated with the Asymptotic �2 formula (see
Section 2.1).

Likelihood Learning It is instructive to study directly what the network has learned during
training. The network should learn approximately the log-ratio between the true distribution
(n(x|T), see Table 1) of the data and the reference model distribution n(x|R). We should thus
be able to get information on the nature of the discrepancy by inspecting the likelihood ratio
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Characterizing the excess
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Figure 10: Comparison between the ideal invariant mass distribution for the Z 0 and EFT signals
and the distribution reconstructed by the network and realized in the toy sample taken as input.
The probability distribution of the data sample is normalized to the reference one.

learned by the network as a function of the physical observables chosen as input or any of their
combinations. In the case of a Z 0 signal, for instance, we would like to see a bump in the
invariant mass distribution as learned by the network.

In Figure 10 we plot the distribution ratio learned by the network as a function of the
invariant mass of the dimuon system. In the Figure we also show the true likelihood ratio used for
the generation of the events and its estimate based on the specific data sample used for training.
The signals are the Z 0 with a 300 GeV mass with N(S)/N(R) = 2⇥ 10�3, N(R) = 2⇥ 104 and
NR = 3⇥ 105 and an EFT signal with the same N(R) and NR and cW = 10�6. Notice that mll

is not given to the network, the input variables being the muon pT ’s, rapidities and ��.
The ratios in the figure were obtained in the following way. The yellow “ideal" likelihood-

ratio was obtained by binning the invariant mass of a large data sample, containing one million
events, and of the reference sample and taking the ratio. The red likelihood-ratio pertaining to
a specific toy was obtained in the same way, replacing the large data sample with the relevant
toy. Finally, the ratio as learned by the network was obtained by reweighting reference sample
by ef(x,bw), where f is the neural network output after training, binning it and taking the ratio
with the reference.

The network is doing a pretty good job in reproducing a peak or a smooth growth (for
the Z 0 and the EFT, respectively) in the invariant mass. Therefore if one had access to a new
independent data set, distributed like the one used for training (i.e., following n(x|T)), one could
employ the neural network f(x, bw) (trained on the first dataset) as discriminant (for instance,
by a simple lower cut), and boost the significance of the observed tension.

In the studies presented so far we have chosen as input to the network five independent kine-
matic variables that characterize the di-muon final state under examination, paying attention
not to include the invariant mass mll which is essentially the only relevant discriminant in the
new physics scenarios under investigation. This choice was intended to maximize the difficulty of
the network task, reproducing the realistic situation where, since the actual signal is unknown,
the most discriminant variable cannot be identified and given to the network. However it is
interesting to study the potential improvement of the performances that could be achieved with
a judicious (but model-dependent) choice of the input variables. The first test we made was
to present mll to the network in addition to the five variables pT1,2, ⌘1,2 and ��. This led to
no substantial improvement of the performances suggesting that the neural network is already
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Figure 10: Comparison between the ideal invariant mass distribution for the Z 0 and EFT signals
and the distribution reconstructed by the network and realized in the toy sample taken as input.
The probability distribution of the data sample is normalized to the reference one.

learned by the network as a function of the physical observables chosen as input or any of their
combinations. In the case of a Z 0 signal, for instance, we would like to see a bump in the
invariant mass distribution as learned by the network.

In Figure 10 we plot the distribution ratio learned by the network as a function of the
invariant mass of the dimuon system. In the Figure we also show the true likelihood ratio used for
the generation of the events and its estimate based on the specific data sample used for training.
The signals are the Z 0 with a 300 GeV mass with N(S)/N(R) = 2⇥ 10�3, N(R) = 2⇥ 104 and
NR = 3⇥ 105 and an EFT signal with the same N(R) and NR and cW = 10�6. Notice that mll

is not given to the network, the input variables being the muon pT ’s, rapidities and ��.
The ratios in the figure were obtained in the following way. The yellow “ideal" likelihood-

ratio was obtained by binning the invariant mass of a large data sample, containing one million
events, and of the reference sample and taking the ratio. The red likelihood-ratio pertaining to
a specific toy was obtained in the same way, replacing the large data sample with the relevant
toy. Finally, the ratio as learned by the network was obtained by reweighting reference sample
by ef(x,bw), where f is the neural network output after training, binning it and taking the ratio
with the reference.

The network is doing a pretty good job in reproducing a peak or a smooth growth (for
the Z 0 and the EFT, respectively) in the invariant mass. Therefore if one had access to a new
independent data set, distributed like the one used for training (i.e., following n(x|T)), one could
employ the neural network f(x, bw) (trained on the first dataset) as discriminant (for instance,
by a simple lower cut), and boost the significance of the observed tension.

In the studies presented so far we have chosen as input to the network five independent kine-
matic variables that characterize the di-muon final state under examination, paying attention
not to include the invariant mass mll which is essentially the only relevant discriminant in the
new physics scenarios under investigation. This choice was intended to maximize the difficulty of
the network task, reproducing the realistic situation where, since the actual signal is unknown,
the most discriminant variable cannot be identified and given to the network. However it is
interesting to study the potential improvement of the performances that could be achieved with
a judicious (but model-dependent) choice of the input variables. The first test we made was
to present mll to the network in addition to the five variables pT1,2, ⌘1,2 and ��. This led to
no substantial improvement of the performances suggesting that the neural network is already
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๏ A post-training analysis allows to 
characterize the nature of an excess 
that might have been found 

๏ t(D) vs relevant quantities (not 
necessarily inputs to training) 
highlights clustering of signal events 

๏ Invariant mass peak for resonance 
signal 

๏ Tail excess for EFT signal 

๏ The network is learning the nature of 
the underlying new physics and could 
guide its characterisation
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๏ The LHC is a great discovery machine when you know what to search 
for 

๏ Otherwise, you have to confront the limitations of the LHC big-
data problem 

๏ Since the SM was established, we followed an established 
discovery path. We had an easier life, but we have lost the 
capability of being surprised by data 

๏ What we do is great, but we should (re)learn to look at data in a 
different way: observational particle physics, like astrophysics 
do 

๏ Deep learning will be a crucial ingredient to this. And Run 3 is 
the right time. 

Conclusions
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Backup



๏ We investigated variational 
autoencoders  

๏ Unlike traditional AEs, 
VAEs try to associate a 
multi-Dim pdf to a given 
image 

๏ can be used to generate 
new examples 

๏ comes with a 
probabilistic description 
of the input 

๏ tends to work better than 
traditional AEs

Variational Autoencoders
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๏ Loss function described as 
the sum of two terms (scaled 
by a tuned λ parameter that 
makes the two contribution 
numerically similar) 

๏ Reconstruction loss (e.g. 
MSE(output-input)) 

๏ KL loss: distance between 
Gaussian pdfs (assumption 
on prior here) 

๏ Why Gaussian? KL loss can 
be written analytically

The Loss Function
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is connected to three dense layers of 21, 17, and 10 neurons, activated by linear, p-ISRLu and
clipped-tanh functions, respectively. The clipped-tanh function if written as

f(x) =
1

2
(1 + 0.999 · tanhx) . (5)

These 49 nodes represent the parameters of the pdfs describing the input HLF quantities, which enter
the loss function to be minimzed. should we write which function is used for which parameter?
The VAE loss function LossTot is a weighted sum of two pieces: the probability of the inputs given
the predicted output pdf parameters (Lossreco) and the Kullback-Leibler divergence (DKL) between
the latent space pdf and a prior:

LossTot = Lossreco + �DKL , (6)
where � is a free parameter, set to 0.3 in this work. The prior chosen for the latent space is a 4-dim
Gaussian with a diagonal covariance matrix. The means (µP ) and the diagonal terms of the covariance
matrix (�P ) are free parameters of the algorithm and are optimized during the back-propagation. The
Kullback-Leibler divergence between two Gaussian distribution has an analytic form. Hence, for
each batch, DKL can be expressed as:
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1
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(7)

where k is the batch size, i runs over the samples and j over the latent space dimensions. Similarly,
Lossreco is the average likelihood of the inputs given the predicted ↵ values:

Lossreco = �1

k

X

i

ln (P (x | ↵1,↵2,↵3))

= �1

k

X

i,j

ln
⇣
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1 ,↵i,j

2 ,↵i,j

3 )
⌘

,
(8)

where j runs over the input space dimensions, fj is the functional form chose to describe the pdf of
the j-th input space variable and ↵i,j

m
are the parameter of the function. Different functional forms

have been chose for fj , to properly describe different classes of HLF distributions:

• Clipped Log-normal + � function: used to describe ST , MJ , pµ
T

, Mµ, pe
T

, Me, isolated-
lepton pT , ChPFIso, NeuPFIso and GammaPFIso:

P (x | ↵1,↵2,↵3) =

(
↵3�(x) +

1�↵3

x↵2

p
2⇡

exp
⇣

(ln x�↵1)
2

2↵2
2
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for x � 10�4

0 for x < 10�4
. (9)

• Gaussian: used for pmiss
T,k and pmiss

T,?:
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2↵2
2

◆
. (10)

• Truncated Gaussian: a Gaussian truncated for negative values and normalized to unit area
for X > 0. Used to model MT :

P (x | ↵1,↵2) = ⇥(x) ·
1 + 0.5 · (1 + erf �↵1

↵2

p
2
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◆
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• Discrete truncated Gaussian: like the truncated Gaussian, but normalized to be evaluated

on integers (i.e.
1X

n=0

P (n) = 1). This function is used to describe Nµ, Ne, Nb and NJ . It is

written as:

P (n | ↵1,↵2) = ⇥(x)


erf
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n+ 0.5� ↵1
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where the normalization factor N is set to:

N = 1 +
1

2

✓
1 + erf

✓
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2

◆◆
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are activated by the functions:

p-ISRLu(x) = 1 + 5 · 10�3 +⇥(x)x+⇥(�x)
x

p
1 + x2

. (4.1)

This activation allows to improve the training stability, being strictly positive defined, non
linear, and with no exponentially growing term (which might have created instabilities in
the early epochs of the training). The four nodes of this layer are interpreted as the �z
parameters of p(z). After several trials, the dimension of the latent space has been set
to 4 in order to keep a good training stability without impacting the VAE performances.
The decoding step originates from a point in the latent space, sampled according to the
predicted pdf (green oval in Fig. 3). The coordinates of this point in the latent space are
fed into a sequence of two hidden dense layers, each consisting of 50 neurons with ReLU
activation functions. The last of these layers is connected to three dense layers of 21, 17,
and 10 neurons, activated by linear, p-ISRLu and clipped-tanh functions, respectively. The
clipped-tanh function if written as:

Ctanh(x) =
1

2
(1 + 0.999 · tanhx) . (4.2)

Given the latent-space representation, the 48 output nodes represent the parameters of the
pdfs describing the input HLF probability, i.e., the ↵ parameters of Eq.(4.5).

The total VAE loss function LossTot is a weighted sum of two pieces [35]: a term re-
lated to the reconstruction likelihood (Lossreco) and the Kullback-Leibler divergence (DKL)
between the latent space pdf and the prior:

LossTot = Lossreco + �DKL , (4.3)

where � is a free parameter. We fix � = 0.3, for which we obtained good reconstruction
performances.4 The prior p(z) chosen for the latent space is a four-dimension Gaussian
with a diagonal covariance matrix. The means (µP ) and the diagonal terms of the co-
variance matrix (�P ) are free parameters of the algorithm and are optimized during the
back-propagation. The Kullback-Leibler divergence between two Gaussian distributions has
an analytic form. Hence, for each batch, DKL can be expressed as:

DKL =
1
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(4.4)

where k is the batch size, i runs over the samples and j over the latent space dimensions.
Similarly, Lossreco is the average negative-log-likelihood of the inputs given the predicted ↵

values:

Lossreco = �
1
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(4.5)

4
Following Ref. [35], we tried to increase the value of � up to 4 without observing a substantial difference

in performance.
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Clustering with VAE
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๏ In the clustering example, 
the different populations 
are forced on sums of 
Gaussian distributions 

๏ This gives more regular 
shape for the clusters 



๏ Evaluate general 
discrimination power by ROC 
curve and area under curve 
(AUC) 

๏ clearly worse than 
supervised 

๏ but not so far 

๏ Fixing SM acceptance rate at 
50 events/day 

๏ competitive results 
considering unsupervised 
nature of the algorithm

VAEs for anomaly detection
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A Comparison with Auto-Encoder

For sake of completeness, we repeated the strategy presented in this work on a simple AE.
The architecture was fixed to be as close as possible to that of the VAE introduced in
Sec. 4. The change from VAE to AE imply these two changes: the output layer has the
same dimensionality of the input layer; the latent layer includes four neurons (as opposed
to 8), corresponding to the four latent variables z (and not to the µ and � parameters of
the z distribution). An MSE loss function is used. The optimizer and callbacks used to
trained the VAE are are used in this case. Figure 12 shows the loss function distribution
and a comparison between the ROC curves of the VAE and AE. These distributions directly
compare to the left plots of Figs. 7 and 10, since in that case only the reconstruction part of
the loss was used. For convenience, the VAE ROC curves are also shown here, represented
by the dashed lines. When considering the four BSM benchmark models presented in this

Figure 12. Left: Distribution of the AE loss (MSE) for the validation dataset. The distribution
for the SM processes and the four benchmark BSM models are shown. Right: ROC curves for the
AE (dashed lines) trained only on SM mix, compared to the corresponding VAE curves from Fig. 10
(solid). The vertical dotted line represents the ✏SM = 5.4 · 10�6 threshold considered in this study.

work, the AE provides competitive performances, for some choice of the SM accepted-event
rate. On the other hand, the VAE usually outperforms a plain AE for the rate considered
in this study (✏SM = 5.4 · 10�6). With the exception of the h± ! ⌧⌫ model (for which the
AE provides a 30% larger efficiency than the VAE), the VAE provides larger efficiency on
the BSM models, with improvements as large as two orders of magnitude (for the A ! 4`

model).

– 26 –
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The physics case: dijet resonances

•Extensively studied at colliders 

- classic dijet w/ no jet tagging 

- tt ̄w/ dedicated top tagging 

- diboson w/ dedicated SM boson  
jet tagging 

- most recently: triboson! 

- … 

•Many other possible BSM scenarios 
not covered by these searches 

•Or there could be a BSM 
signal we never thought of 

➜ how to generalize?

2

Search for resonances decaying to triple W-boson final states  
in proton-proton collisions at √s = 13 TeV 

asdjk 
CMS-PAS-B2G-20-001

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/B2G-20-001/index.html


Building a QCD-jet veto

3

Figure 1. Pictorial representations of different jet substructures at the LHC. Left: jets originating
from quarks or gluons produce one cluster of particles, approximately cone-shaped, developing
along the flight direction of the particle starting the shower. Center: when produced with large
transverse momentum, a heavy boson decaying to quarks would result into a single jet, made of 2
particle clusters (usually referred to as sub-jets). Right: In its full decay chain, a high-momentum
t ! Wb ! qqb results into a jet composed of three sub-jets.

In this work, we compare the typical performances of some of these approaches to what
is achievable with a jet identification algorithm based on an IN (JEDI-net). Interaction
networks [5] (INs) have been introduced to predict the evolution of physical systems under
the influence of forces, e.g. gravitational force, springs, etc. This is achieved by constructing
a graph network representing the system and learning the interaction between the nodes of
the graph. This results into a post-interaction representation of the system, which is used
to predict the evolution of the system. In our case, we are interested to INs as a tool to
learn a fixed-size jet representation, that is used to train a jet classifier. In this respect,
INs are interesting because the can learn a sparse representation with an architecture that
(at least in principle) is similar to the 2 ! 1 recombination procedure that is followed to
cluster jets. To a certain extent, INs (and graph networks in general) seem to be more
QCD-compliant than other network architectures. For instance (see section 4), INs process
jet-constituent four-momenta in pairs and can potentially learn the metrics typically used
for jet clustering, such as the anti-kt [3], kt [2], or Cambridge-Aachen [1] jet algorithms. In
this paper, we investigate if this structural affinity to jet clustering algorithms translates
into a better tagging performance.

This paper is structured as follows: we provide in section 2 a list of related works. We
describe in section 3 the utilized dataset. The structure of the JEDI-net model is discussed
in section 4. Section 5 briefly introduces alternative benchmark models, based on other
DL architectures, whose design and optimization are discussed in Appendix A. Results are
shown in section 6. We conclude with a discussion and outlooks of this work in section 8.

– 2 –

BACKGROUND QCD JET VS ANY OF THESE

•Dijet searches overwhelmed by QCD multijet background 
•How to be sensitive to an unknown and low-coupling BSM signal → veto QCD jets 
•Novel signal-agnostic approaches uses anomaly detection algorithms



Autoencoders for jets

•Recent idea to use autoencoders for jet tagging, 
in order to define a QCD-jet veto [*] 

•Based on jet images but other physics-inspired 
representations can be used 

•Applied in a BSM search (e.g., dijet resonance) 
could highlight new physics signal

4[*] Heimel et al.: SciPost Phys. 6, 030 (2019) , Farina et al.: Phys. Rev. D 101, 075021 (2020)Figure 2: Distribution of reconstruction error computed with a CNN autoencoder on test samples of
QCD background (gray) and two signals: tops (blue) and 400GeV gluinos (orange).

We see that the autoencoder works as advertised: it learns to reconstruct the QCD

background that it has been trained on (to be precise, we train on 100k QCD jets and

then we evaluate the autoencoder on a separate sample of QCD jets), and it fails to

reconstruct the signals that it has never seen before. This is further illustrated in Fig. 3,

which shows the average QCD, top and gluino jet image before and after autoencoder

reconstruction. We see by eye that the QCD images are reconstructed well on average,

while the others contain more errors.

By sliding the reconstruction loss threshold L > LS around, we can turn the his-

tograms in Fig. 2 into ROC curves. The ROC curves for the di↵erent autoencoder

architectures are shown in Fig. 4 for the top and gluino signals. For comparison we have

also included the ROC curve obtained by cutting on jet mass as an anomaly threshold.

While the three architectures have comparable performances it is clear there are some

important di↵erences. For tops, the CNN outperforms the others, while for gluinos the

situation is largely reversed. Surprisingly, for gluinos, the CNN is even outperformed

by the humble PCA autoencoder at all but the lowest signal e�ciencies! We will ex-

plore this in more detail in section 4.2, but a clue as to what’s going on is shown in

the comparison of the PCA ROC curve with the jet mass ROC curve. For gluinos,

they track each other extremely closely, suggesting that the PCA reconstruction error is

highly correlated with jet mass. We will confirm this in section 4.2. Evidently, the PCA

autoencoder (and to a lesser extent the dense autoencoder) has learned to reconstruct

7

e.g, jet images e.g, jet images

<latexit sha1_base64="Julatu39PmaX4K+IuY/T9fopuF8=">AAACD3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsCiuSlJEXUnRjQsXFewD2hAm00k7dDITZiZCCfkDN/6KGxeKuHXrzr9x0mZhWw9cOJxzL/feE8SMKu04P9bS8srq2nppo7y5tb2za+/tt5RIJCZNLJiQnQApwignTU01I51YEhQFjLSD0U3utx+JVFTwBz2OiRehAachxUgbybdPehHSQ4xYepf5qSRYZPAKzog40ZlvV5yqMwFcJG5BKqBAw7e/e32Bk4hwjRlSqus6sfZSJDXFjGTlXqJIjPAIDUjXUI4iorx08k8Gj43Sh6GQpriGE/XvRIoipcZRYDrzQ9W8l4v/ed1Eh5deSnmcaMLxdFGYMKgFzMOBfWoS0GxsCMKSmlshHiKJsDYRlk0I7vzLi6RVq7rn1dr9WaV+XcRRAofgCJwCF1yAOrgFDdAEGDyBF/AG3q1n69X6sD6nrUtWMXMAZmB9/QL4lZ1D</latexit>

Lreco > Lcut

<latexit sha1_base64="hA7iB1VQ8BXJm4bDbm+6fTjP3lo=">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</latexit>

Lreco = ||x� x̂||2 = MSE(input, output)

https://scipost.org/10.21468/SciPostPhys.6.3.030
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.101.075021


•Train a jet autoencoder on each jet individually in observed dijet data 

- choose sample enriched in QCD multijet background: 
high |Δηjj| region 

•Define an anomaly score: 

- loss function as obvious choice 

- evaluate on test dataset where a possible 
signal could live: low |Δηjj| region 

•Go from anomalous jets to  
anomalous dijet events 
combining the two individual jet losses 

Apply it to the dijet search

5

TEST 
DATASET

trained 
modelloss per jetcombined 2-jet loss



Apply it to the dijet search

•Doing so, one wants to avoid deformations in the background distribution that could 
fake a signal and/or disrupt the background estimation 

- bump hunt in X=mjj for dijet resonance search case

6

Some Discriminating Quantity XSome Discriminating Quantity X



Apply it to the dijet search

7

•Use a quantile regression to obtain a X-dependent cut on the loss 

- chosen quantile value driven by the target  
background rejection rate 

- compute on a F fraction of the signal 
region data or use cross-training procedure

Lreco(Xi) > Lcut(Xi)
ACCEPTED EVENTS (eg, 10%)

REJECTED (eg, 90%)



Apply it to the dijet search

8

•Use a quantile regression to obtain a X-dependent cut on the loss 

- chosen quantile value driven by the target  
background rejection rate 

- compute on a F fraction of the signal 
region data or use cross-training procedure 

•Bin the sample in orthogonal quantile ranges 

•Each bin with different signal 
vs background rates

Lreco(Xi) > Lcut(Xi)



Apply it to the dijet search

9

•Use a quantile regression to obtain a X-dependent cut on the loss 

- chosen quantile value driven by the target  
background rejection rate 

- compute on a F fraction of the signal 
region data or use cross-training procedure 

•Bin the sample in orthogonal quantile ranges 

•Each bin with different signal 
vs background rates 

•By construction and in absence of signal,  
background shape is the same  
in all quantile bins

Lreco(Xi) > Lcut(Xi)



Boosting sensitivity of dijet searches
•Method performance evaluated for a traditional signal 

- heavy resonance decaying to WW 

- narrow (1% width) and broad (35% width) 

•Implement traditional bump hunt in 
dijet invariant mass spectrum 

•Inject signal of increasing cross-section in  
QR training and observed dataset and 
compare p-values for: 

- fit to the inclusive dijet spectrum 

- simultaneous fit to all loss  
quantiles bins

10

NARROW G→WW



Boosting sensitivity of dijet searches
•Method performance evaluated for a traditional signal 

- heavy resonance decaying to WW 

- narrow (1% width) and broad (35% width) 

•Implement traditional bump hunt in 
dijet invariant mass spectrum 

•Inject signal of increasing cross-section in  
QR training and observed dataset and 
compare p-values for: 

- fit to the inclusive dijet spectrum 

- simultaneous fit to all AE loss  
quantiles bins

11

BROAD G→WW



Boosting sensitivity of dijet searches
•Method performance evaluated for a traditional signal 

- heavy resonance decaying to WW 

- narrow (1% width) and broad (35% width) 

•Implement traditional bump hunt in 
dijet invariant mass spectrum 

•Inject signal of increasing cross-section in  
QR training and observed dataset and 
compare p-values for: 

- fit to the inclusive dijet spectrum 

- simultaneous fit to all AE loss  
quantiles bins

11

BROAD G→WW

The same idea can be applied to any final states with N>=1 jets and for any discriminating variable X!



More boost: the 3D bump hunt

12

•Applied to Run 2 CMS data for heavy X→diboson→JJ search [EPJC 80 (2020) 237] 
•Take advantage of signal peaking in both jet mass and dijet invariant mass and 

search for X→diboson in (MVV - Mjet1 - Mjet2) space

From 1D bump hunt To 3D bump hunt

fit to mjj spectrum after cuts on  
jet mass and substructure

relax assumptions

no cuts on the mass of the two jets

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-020-7773-5


More boost: the 3D bump hunt
•Full modelling of correlation among mjj and jet mass in QCD multijet background 

show improved sensitivity 

- more information inserted in the final fit
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More boost: the 3D bump hunt
•Original CMS analysis used jet substructure targeting SM boson jet 

•But ideal framework for anomalous dijet event tagging where mother and daughter 
particles are not known (X → YY’, all three unknown) 

•Could benefit from more controlled background model and jet mass calibrations 

- resonant backgrounds as V+jets or tt ̄to be enhanced after cut on the anomaly score? 

•A 3D quantile regression probably needed 
if this approach is applied

14
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More boost: apply it to the trigger!
•With 40M collisions/seconds and 1000 stored, we might just being writing the 

wrong events 

- trigger algorithms quite model dependent 

- the anomaly that we look for offline could have easily be discarded

15

Javier Duarte I hls4ml 6

CMS Trigger
High-Level 
TriggerL1 Trigger

1 kHz 
1 MB/evt

40 MHz

100 kHz

• Level-1 Trigger (hardware)


• 99.75% rejected


• decision in ~4 μs 

• High-Level Trigger (software)


• 99% rejected


• decision in ~100s ms

• After trigger, 99.99975% of events are gone forever

Offline

99.75% events  
rejected!

99% events  
rejected!
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rejected!

Correct the problem as early as possible in the data reduction flow!



More boost: apply it to the trigger!
•DL algorithms can become relatively large → memory and number of operations 

required for the inference can easily explode 

•Strict constraints at L1 trigger: 

- latency of O(μs) → use FPGA hardware 

- scarse resources (mostly occupied to calibrate sensors, build physics objects, etc..)

16
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CMS Trigger
High-Level 
TriggerL1 Trigger

1 kHz 
1 MB/evt

40 MHz

100 kHz

• Level-1 Trigger (hardware)


• 99.75% rejected


• decision in ~4 μs 

• High-Level Trigger (software)


• 99% rejected


• decision in ~100s ms

• After trigger, 99.99975% of events are gone forever

Offline

99.75% events  
rejected!

99% events  
rejected!

How to fit a ML algo here?

Correct the problem as early as possible in the data reduction flow!
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Bring DL to FPGA for L1 trigger with

high level synthesis for machine learning

•Automated tool to deploy DNN in FPGA with ultra low latency 
•Easy to tune the inference performance for your specific application: 

precision, resource vs latency/throughput tradeoff 

•Can be used as API 
•Includes several debugging utilities 

•Most common DL layers and  
activation functions supported



Javier Duarte I hls4ml

Network Tuning: Parallelization

!15

related to the Initiation Interval = when new inputs are introduced to the algo.

• ReuseFactor: how much to parallelize

mult

mult

mult

mult

mult

mult

mult

reuse = 4
use 1 multiplier 4 times

reuse = 2
use 2 multipliers 2 times each

reuse = 1
use 4 multipliers 1 time each

Make the model fit on one chip
•Some tricks are needed here: 

- Pruning: remove the  
connections that play little role  
for final decision 

- Quantisation: represents numbers 
with few bits reduce resources 

- Reuse: allocate resources for each 
operation (run all network in one 
clock) vs spread calculation across 
several clock cycles

18
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Efficient NN design: compression

 27

Train 
with L1

Retrain 
with L1

Prune

Prune

Retrain 
with L1 Prune

…

1st iteration

2nd iteration

7th iteration

……

Prune and repeat the train for 7 iterations

CHAPTER 3. PRUNING DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS 20
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Figure 3.1: Pruning the synapses and neurons of a deep neural network.

the connections that have been removed. The phases of pruning and retraining may be repeated
iteratively to further reduce network complexity. In effect, this training process learns the network
connectivity in addition to the weights — this parallels the human brain development [109] [110],
where excess synapses formed in the first few months of life are gradually "pruned", with neurons
losing little-used connections while preserving the functionally important connections.

On the ImageNet dataset, the pruning method reduced the number of parameters of AlexNet
by a factor of 9× (61 to 6.7 million), without incurring accuracy loss. Similar experiments with
VGG-16 found that the total number of parameters can be reduced by 13× (138 to 10.3 million),
again with no loss of accuracy. We also experimented with the more efficient fully-convolutional
neural networks: GoogleNet (Inception-V1), SqueezeNet, and ResNet-50, which have zero or very
thin fully connected layers. From these experiments we find that they share very similar pruning
ratios before the accuracy drops: 70% of the parameters in those fully-convolutional neural networks
can be pruned. GoogleNet is pruned from 7 million to 2 million parameters, SqueezeNet from 1.2
million to 0.38 million, and ResNet-50 from 25.5 million to 7.47 million, all with no loss of Top-1 and
Top-5 accuracy on Imagenet.

In the following sections, we provide solutions on how to prune neural networks and how to
retrain the pruned model to recover prediction accuracy. We also demonstrate the speedup and
energy efficiency improvements of the pruned model when run on commodity hardware.

3.2 Pruning Methodology

Our pruning method employs a three-step process: training connectivity, pruning connections,
and retraining the remaining weights. The last two steps can be done iteratively to obtain better
compression ratios. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.2 and Algorithm 1.

→ 70% reduction of weights 
and multiplications w/o 
performance loss

Jennifer Ngadiuba - hls4ml: deep neural networks in FPGAs25.04.2018

Efficient NN design: quantization
• In FPGAs use fixed point data types → less resources and latency than 32-bit floating 

point 

• NN inputs, weights, biases, outputs represented as

 29

0101.1011101010

width
fractionalinteger

ap_fixed<14,4>

Quantization

Quantized [24, 36–39] and even binarized [40–43] neural networks have been studied in detail as an
additional way to compress neural networks by reducing the number of bits required to represent each
weight. FPGAs provide considerable freedom in the choice of data type and precision. Both are
important to consider to prevent the wasting of FPGA resources and latency. In hls4ml we use fixed
point arithmetic, which uses less resources and latency than floating point arithmetic. Resource usage
using floating point arithmetic and integer arithmetic use the same resources.

The inputs, weights, biases, sums, and outputs of each layer (see Eq. 2.1) are all represented as
fixed point numbers. For each, the number of bits above and below the binary point can be configured
for the use case. It is broadly observed that precision can be reduced significantly without causing a
loss in performance [XXX], but this must be done with care. In Fig. 7, we show the distribution of
the absolute value of the weights after the compression described in Sec. 2.3. In this case, to avoid
overflow in the weights, at least three bits should be assigned above the binary point — two to envelope
the largest absolute value and one for the sign. The neuron values, xm, and intermediate signals in the
FPGA used to compute them, require more bits, given the form of Equation 2.1. We determine the
number of bits to assign below the binary point by scanning physics performance versus number of
these bits.

Figure 7: Distribution of the absolute value of the weights after compression.

In addition to saving on resources used for signal routing, reducing precision saves on resources
and latency used for mathematical operations. For many applications the primary limitation will be
the DSP resources of the FPGA used for multiplication. The number of DSPs used per multiplier
depends on the precision of the numbers being multiplied and can change abruptly. For example, one
Xilinx DSP48 block [XXX] can multiply a 25-bit number with an 18-bit number, but two are required
to multiply a 25-bit number with a 19-bit number. Similarly, the latency of multipliers increases with
precision, though they can remain pipelined. Detailed exploration of the e�ect of calculation precision
is presented in Sec. 3.

– 12 –

integer bits = 2 + 1 for sign
(need more for neurons)

• But need more bits for neurons as computed with 
multiplications and sums → we perform a scan of 
physics performance versus bit precision

• To avoid overflow/underflow of weights at 
least 3 bits needed

ap_fixed<width,integer>

weights

more parallelization → more resources



Ultra-low latency inference

19

TIMING 23

Behavior of pipeline 
interval controlled well 

by the reuse factor

Additional latency 
introduced by reusing 

the multipliers

∼75 ns!

∼175 ns

Figure 1. Pictorial representations of different jet substructures at the LHC. Left: jets originating
from quarks or gluons produce one cluster of particles, approximately cone-shaped, developing
along the flight direction of the particle starting the shower. Center: when produced with large
transverse momentum, a heavy boson decaying to quarks would result into a single jet, made of 2
particle clusters (usually referred to as sub-jets). Right: In its full decay chain, a high-momentum
t ! Wb ! qqb results into a jet composed of three sub-jets.

In this work, we compare the typical performances of some of these approaches to what
is achievable with a jet identification algorithm based on an IN (JEDI-net). Interaction
networks [5] (INs) have been introduced to predict the evolution of physical systems under
the influence of forces, e.g. gravitational force, springs, etc. This is achieved by constructing
a graph network representing the system and learning the interaction between the nodes of
the graph. This results into a post-interaction representation of the system, which is used
to predict the evolution of the system. In our case, we are interested to INs as a tool to
learn a fixed-size jet representation, that is used to train a jet classifier. In this respect,
INs are interesting because the can learn a sparse representation with an architecture that
(at least in principle) is similar to the 2 ! 1 recombination procedure that is followed to
cluster jets. To a certain extent, INs (and graph networks in general) seem to be more
QCD-compliant than other network architectures. For instance (see section 4), INs process
jet-constituent four-momenta in pairs and can potentially learn the metrics typically used
for jet clustering, such as the anti-kt [3], kt [2], or Cambridge-Aachen [1] jet algorithms. In
this paper, we investigate if this structural affinity to jet clustering algorithms translates
into a better tagging performance.

This paper is structured as follows: we provide in section 2 a list of related works. We
describe in section 3 the utilized dataset. The structure of the JEDI-net model is discussed
in section 4. Section 5 briefly introduces alternative benchmark models, based on other
DL architectures, whose design and optimization are discussed in Appendix A. Results are
shown in section 6. We conclude with a discussion and outlooks of this work in section 8.

– 2 –

→ high-level features: 
jet mass, substructure,  
multiplicity, etc…

better



Quantization-aware  
training
•Post-training quantization can affect accuracy 

- for a given bit allocation, the loss minimum at 
floating-point precision might not be  
the minimum anymore 

•One could specify quantization while look  
for the minimum 

- maximize accuracy for minimal FPGA resources 

•Workflow: quantization-aware training with 
Google QKeras and firmware design with 
hls4ml for best NN inference on FPGA 
performance

20C. N. Coelho et al., arXiv:2006.10159 - Submitted to Nature Machine Intelligence

https://github.com/google/qkeras
https://github.com/fastmachinelearning/hls4ml
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.10159


More boost: apply it to the trigger!
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CMS Trigger
High-Level 
TriggerL1 Trigger

1 kHz 
1 MB/evt

40 MHz

100 kHz

• Level-1 Trigger (hardware)


• 99.75% rejected


• decision in ~4 μs 

• High-Level Trigger (software)


• 99% rejected


• decision in ~100s ms

• After trigger, 99.99975% of events are gone forever

Offline

99.75% events  
rejected!

99% events  
rejected!

How to fit a ML algo here?

Correct the problem as early as possible in the data reduction flow!



Fast autoencoders @ L1
•We start from the single-lepton data  

stream discussed previously 

•Move to momentum-based data  
representation 

- avoid need of computing high-level  
features at L1 which can be time  
or resource consuming 

•We compare different architectures: CNN vs DNN 
and autoencoders (AE) versus variational AE (VAE)

22

• mA = 50 GeV 
• mLQ = 80 GeV 
• mh0 = 60 GeV 
• mh± = 60 GeV

Number of objects chosen to 
emulate limited L1 bandwidth



Variational autoencoders
•Encode inputs as pdfs over latent space rather than single point 
→ return μ⃗ and σ⃗ of N-dim Gaussian 

•Impose prior on latent space and add divergence to total loss 
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<latexit sha1_base64="hK11KykL/1ahZY+/u8PtbdKRSpQ=">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</latexit>

Ltot = (1� �) · Lreco + � ·DKL(
�!µ ,�!� )

MSE I/O 
anomaly detection

Kullback-Leibler regularization term



Variational autoencoders

24

Baseline I/O AD sub-optimal @ L1: 
•Random sampling not practical in L1 environment 
•Trigger decision required to be deterministic

<latexit sha1_base64="hK11KykL/1ahZY+/u8PtbdKRSpQ=">AAACWnicbZFfaxNBFMVnt9o2qbWp9c2XwVBIqIbdItWXQlEfBPMQoWkC2bDcnUySoTM768xdSxj2S/oigl9FcPLnQRMvDBx+517uzJmskMJiFP0Mwr1Hj/cPDmv1oyfHT08ap8/urC4N432mpTbDDCyXIud9FCj5sDAcVCb5ILv/sPQH37ixQue3uCj4WMEsF1PBAD1KG18TBThnIF23Sh1qrOg1bdH4dZJxBNqmCZtopN3UGc 50RS/o2ljjj6n73K1aifYrjJjNEYzRDy5RZfVqB1oxU1C100Yz6kSrorsi3ogm2VQvbXxPJpqViufIJFg7iqMCxw4MCiZ5VU9Kywtg9zDjIy9zUNyO3Sqaip57MqFTbfzJka7o3xMOlLULlfnOZRB221vC/3mjEqfvxk7kRYk8Z+tF01JS1HSZM50IHxjKhRfAjPB3pWwOBhj636j7EOLtJ++Ku8tOfNW5/PKmefN+E8cheUFekhaJyVtyQz6RHukTRn6Q38F+cBD8CsOwFh6tW8NgM3NG/qnw+R9/erT1</latexit>

Ltot = (1� �) · Lreco + � ·DKL(
�!µ ,�!� )

MSE I/O 
anomaly detection

Kullback-Leibler regularization term



ALTERNATIVE APPROACH: 

•Train encoder+decoder with 

•Define an AD figure of merit in the latent space 

•Advantages for L1 trigger application: 

- no sampling at inference 

- save resources and latency by not running decoder at inference

Fast autoencoders @ L1
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<latexit sha1_base64="hK11KykL/1ahZY+/u8PtbdKRSpQ=">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</latexit>

Ltot = (1� �) · Lreco + � ·DKL(
�!µ ,�!� )

Pull of Gaussian from expectation 
(µ=0, σ=1) in the latent space

<latexit sha1_base64="P+B/ZkS8Z61ec11Hr69lK3dasBI=">AAACHXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIQKUpJS1GVRF4IuKtgHNCFMppN26EwmzEyUEvIjbvwVNy4UceFG/BunbRbaemDgcM653LkniCmRyra/jYXFpeWV1cJacX1jc2vb3NltSZ4IhJuIUy46AZSYkgg3FVEUd2KBIQsobgfDi7HfvsdCEh7dqVGMPQb7EQkJgkpLvlm79NPrm6zscp0SpD9QUAj+kLosyY7nREn6DGZHvlmyK/YE1jxxclICORq++en2OEoYjhSiUMquY8fKS6FQBFGcFd1E4hiiIezjrqYRZFh66eS6zDrUSs8KudAvUtZE/T2RQibliAU6yaAayFlvLP7ndRMVnnkpieJE4QhNF4UJtRS3xlVZPSIwUnSkCUSC6L9aaAAFREoXWtQlOLMnz5NWteKcVKq3tVL9PK+jAPbBASgDB5yCOrgCDdAECDyCZ/AK3own48V4Nz6m0QUjn9kDf2B8/QALr6PG</latexit>

DKL(
�!µ ,�!� )

<latexit sha1_base64="gQ+RzR3DpBYgd08zdT9nQTL5rNs=">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</latexit>

Rz =
X

i

(µi/�i)
2or



Fast autoencoders @ L1
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lighter colours: no pruning

Dense NN 
Signal: A → 4l

•MSEVAE ≅ MSEAE ≅ DKL  → can run only 
encoder @ L1 without loss in performance 

•Pruning preserves performance 
•Can also be quantized during training with 

QKeras to reduce resources 
•Similar conclusions for the CNN architecture 

•final choice mainly depends on resources 
and latency



Fast autoencoders @ L1
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lighter colours: no pruning

Dense NN 
Signal: A → 4l

FPR = 10-5 → threshold for comparing figures of merit

̴x10 improvement wrt original study!



Fast autoencoders @ L1
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•MSEVAE ≅ MSEAE ≅ DKL  → can run only encoder @ L1 without loss in performance 
•Pruning preserves performance 
•Can also be quantized during training with QKeras to reduce resources 
•Similar conclusions for the CNN architecture 

- final choice mainly depends on resources and latency

nb, results for target device for Phase 2 CMS trigger system

Could already be 
implemented for Run 3

Target HL-LHC



Anomaly detection for Run 3
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CMS Trigger
High-Level 
TriggerL1 Trigger

1 kHz 
1 MB/evt

40 MHz

100 kHz

• Level-1 Trigger (hardware)


• 99.75% rejected


• decision in ~4 μs 

• High-Level Trigger (software)


• 99% rejected


• decision in ~100s ms

• After trigger, 99.99975% of events are gone forever

Offline

HLT AD triggerL1 traditional trigger

HLT AD triggerL1 AD trigger

L1 AD trigger

L1 traditional trigger



Anomaly detection for Run 3
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•The obvious question is what to do with these “anomalous” data? 

•The answer is an additional and new field of study 

- run clustering algorithms (eg, KNN) on these data  
in the latent space or natural space of the inputs 

- look at differential distributions then  
develop analysis/trigger tailored to a specific 
final state/signal 

- publish the data as a catalog to  
incentivate new ideas in view of HL-LHC 

- full statistical analysis also possible
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